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Dedication

The 1976 Kieve Annual is dedicated to a family — the Rogers family — but it

is dedicated even more to the ideals which these wonderful people represent.

In a time when success is often spelled out by quantifying possessions and
when the best road to success is often the easiest road, such is not the case for

Kim and Betsy and Betsy Ann. They are hard workers who choose to teach and
heal and cook for others.

After nine years at Kieve these three people must know how much their

efforts have meant to well over a thousand people who have benefitted from
their care and concern. Many of us have learned much from the solid Rogers

model of success. Thank you.
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KIEVE COUNSEL, 1976

^RICHARD CROFT KENNEDY, Director; Camper 1939-45; A.B., Columbia,

1956; Harvard University; M.A., Stanford, 1973; Assistant Headmaster,

Pingree School, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
/ROBERT H. LINKER, Co-Director, Water Safety Instructor; B.S., Ursinus College,

1961; Pennsylvania State University, Temple University; M.A., St. Joseph's

College, 1972; Director of the Middle School, The Episcopal Academy; 215

N. Essex Avenue, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072

^ROBERT RIDGWAY BISHOP, Ass't. Director; Tennis; Camper, 1949-52; A.B.,

Princeton University, 1962; L.L.B. University of Pennsylvania, 1965; M.A.T.,

Harvard University, 1972; Director of the Devon Campus, Episcopal

Academy; 403 Grange Road, Wavne, Pennsylvania 19087

/WILLIAM CAMERON McCOOK, JR., Ass't. Director; Senior Camper Program;

Camper, 1952-54; B.A., Wesleyan University, 1962; M.A., L'niversity of

Pennsylvania, 1965; Director of Curriculum, Middlesex School; Middlesex

School, Concord, Massachusetts 01742
/jOHN ROGER PEDRICK, ^v.sV. Director; Waterfront; A.B., Bates College, 1966;

M.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1970; Assistant Headmaster — Head of the

Lower School; Shore Country Day Schml; 379 Linebrook Road, Ipswich,

Massachusetts 01938
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COUNSELORS

yJOHN STEWART AMES, Fishing, Archery, Landsports; Camper 1969-72; Bates
College, 1980; 1303 Westmoor Trail, Winnetka, Illinois 60093

PAUL STEVEN BAUR, Sailijig; Camper, 1973; University of New Hampshire,
1980; 132 Colwick Road, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002

^ CHRISTOPHER B. BENSLEY, Photography; Camper, 1968-70, 1972; Dartmouth
College, 1980; 45 Salem Street, Andover, Massachusetts 01810

e. SHIPPEN bright. Nature, Drama and Music; Bates College, 1978; 332
Exeter Road, Devon, Pennsylvania, 19333

i/aLEXANDER KNAPP buck, jr., Campcraft, Swimming; Camper, 1966-70; Colby
College, 1978; West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555

NORMAN HARRISON BUCK, Senior Campers; Camper 1968-72; Princeton Day
School, 1977; 4535 Province Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

/DAVID WILLIAMS CLARK, Riflery, Tripping; Camper, 1973-75; Episcopal
Academy, 1978; 1113 Beech Road, Rosemont, Pennsylvania, 19010

TENCH COXE FORBES, Tripping, Campcraft; Camper, 1970-71; Duke University,

1980; 818 Maplewood Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
/^ROBERT PATTON HABGOOD, Pottery; Camper, 1970-71, 1973, 1975; Choate,

1978; The Great Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
kENRY ROBBINS KENNEDY, Tripping, Campcraft, Landsports, Archery; Camper,

1967-72; Colby College, 1980; Camp Kieve, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
/DAVID LAPHAM MEAD, Shop; Camper, 1971-72; Tufts University, 1980; Box

y 494, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
Christopher SCOTT morris. Photography; Camper, 1971-73, 1975;

Episcopal Academy, 1978; White Horse Road, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania

^ 19460
/WALTER FRANKLIN MORRIS, Tennis, Landsports, Sailing; Camper, 1966-67;

Tufts University, 1978; White Horse Road, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania 19460
/frank E. RUTAN, IV, Head Tripping, Nature; Camper, 1968-70; University of

y Virginia, 1978; 270 Chamounix Road, St. Davids, Pennsylvania 19087

JOHN BENSON SEAMANS, Maintenance; Camper, 1970-72; Ithaca College,

1980; 5 Harbor View, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
-SCHUYLER MERRITT TILNEY, Riflery; University of Virginia, 1978; 185

Tangelwood Crossing, Lawrence, New York 11559
^/'STEPHEN ANDERSON VASTINE, Archery, Nature, Landsports; Camper, 1972;

Episcopal Academy, 1977; 1157 Lafayette Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
-BRIAN RICHARD WALSH, JR. Outward Bound; Pingree School, 1978; 801

Calout Street, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
-^ROBERT LUNT WEATHERALL, Maintenance; Pingree School, 1978; 40 East

Street, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
-PETER JAMES HENRY WICKSTEAD, 'fack of All Trades"; Oxford University,

1979; 4 Vicars' Court, Lincoln, LN2 IPT, Great Britain

/CHARLES CHRISTIAN WOLFERTH, Senior Campers; Camper, 1971, 1973-76;

Episcopal Academy, 1978; 8840 Towanda Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

19118
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STAFF

JUDITH G. LINKER, R.N., Thomas Jefferson University, 1964; Nurse and
Instructor, Episcopal Academy; 215 North Essex Avenue, Narberth,

Pennsylvania 19072

JANET MARIE CRIST, Nurse's Aide; Bates College, 1980; 71 Nonantum
Street, Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

KITCHEN — The Eldridge Rogers Family; 2 Osgood Place, Amesbury,
Massachusetts 01913

ANNE KENNEDY, Kitchen; Pingree School, 1978; Pingree School, South

Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
ELIZABETH WILLIAMS PARKER, Kitchen; Trinity College, 1980; Nashua

Avenue, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
ELIZABETH AMES STEVENS, Kitchen; Briarcliff College, 1979; 876

Washington Street, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
LAUNDRY — Sarah A. Stiles; Colby College, 1980; Gingerbread Hill,

Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
KIDDIE KAMP — Laur^ Remington Morris; University of Delaware, 1979;

White Horse Road, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania 19460

TRUSTEES

GORDON BENSLEY — Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts 01910
DOROTHY ADDAMS BROWN — Boston Safe Deposit Sc Trust Co., 1 Boston

Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02106
WILLIAM P. BROWN — 414 Glenwyth Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
ALEXANDER KNAPP BUCK, JR. — West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
PHILIP CUTLER — Box 192, Dresden Mills, Maine 04342
THOMAS W. HAAS — Morris Road, Ambler, Pennsylvania 19001

HENRY S. PATTERSON, II — 46 Westcott Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
FLORENCE LANBORN PETERS — 72 Knoll Drive, Princeton, New Jersey

08540
SARAH FRASER ROBBINS — Eastern Point, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
ELIZABETH WATERWORTH RUSSELL — 928 Summit Road, Narberth,

Pennsylvania 19072
DONALD SEAMANS — 5 Harbor View, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
HARPER SIBLEY, HI — Zygma, 21 Upper Brook Street, London Wl, England
BRADFORD P. STEVENS — Wolfe Ford, South Pordand, Maine 04106
MICHAEL WESTCOTT, Attorney — Damariscotta, Maine 04554
SUSAN SHAW WINTHROP — Topsfield Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
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Campers 1976
SENIOR CAMPERS

^SHEPARD BROWN, JR. — Kieve, 1972-76; Groton School; 69 Bridge Street,

Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
^EDWARD FELL LEE — Kieve, 1972-76; Episcopal Academy; RD #1,

Downington, Pennsylvania 19335
^WILLIAM G. MORRISON, III — Kieve, 1974-76; Buckley Country Day School;

10 Knolls Lane, Manhasset, New York 11030
I^BENJAMIN R. NEILSON, JR. — Kieve, 1973-76; St. Paul's School; 354

Sugartown Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
i/lEWIS TERADA ports — Kieve, 1973-76; Columbia Preparatory School; 440

. Riverside Drive, New York, New York 10027
r DANIEL THOMAS PURVIS — Kieve, 1973-76; Daniel Hand High School; 7

Sportsman's Hill Road, Madison, Connecticut 06443
GORDON WAYNE RENNEISEN, JR. — Kieve, 1973-76; Lower Merion High

School; 306 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004 l

^DIMITRI TURIN — Kieve, 1976; Groton School, Groton, Mass. 01450
y/COULSTON P. VASTINE — Kieve 1974-76; Episcopal Academy; 1157

Lafayette Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
i/dAVID STRATTON woodruff. III — Kieve, 1974-76; Friends Central

School; 121 Pennswood Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010*
— LUKE ALLEN — Kieve, 1974-76; Green Vale School, Hicks Lane, Port

Washington, New York 11050
BRIAN MERRILL BAILEY — Kieve, 1975-76; Nobleboro Central, RED Box 50,

Newcastle, Maine 04553
DOUGLAS WHITFIELD BAILEY — Kieve, 1975-76; Princeton Day School; 90

Cleveland Lane, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ROSS LYMAN BASSETTE — Kieve, 1976; St. John's Preparatory; Killam Hill

Road, Boxford, Massachusetts 01921

J. FREDERIC BEGIEN, JR. — Kieve, 1975-76; Brookwood School; Proctor

Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
CHRISTOPHER PUTNEY BELL — Kieve, 1976; Tuxedo Park School; East

Lake Road, Tuxedo Park, New York 10987
MICHAEL J. BENT — Kieve, 1974-76; Nobleboro Central School; Nobleboro,

Maine 04555
DANIEL BLISS — Kieve, 1975-76; Greenwich Country Day School; 14 Fairfield

Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
RICHARD PRESTON BLOW — Kieve, 1976; Fairfield Country Day School;

2228 North Street, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
THOMAS L. BLUM — Kieve, 1976; St. Bernard's School; 1150 Fifth Avenue,

New York, New York 10028

JOSEPH T. BRENNAN, IV — Kieve, 1976; Oilman School, 4311 Butler Road,

Glyndon, Maryland 21070
MATTHEW LAWRENCE CARROLL — Kieve, 1976; Noah Wallace School; 9

Waterville Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
ANDREW L. CARD — Kieve, 1976; Shore Country Day; 44 West Huckleberry

Road, Lynnfield, Massachusetts 01940
BRIGGS BRAYTON CHERRY — Kieve, 1974-76; Covington Junior High

School; 220 North Glengarry Road, Birmingham, Michigan 48010
ROBERTO CELIS-SCROSOPPI — Kieve, 1976; Colegio San Ignacio; Apartado

61836 - Chacao, Caracas, Venezuela
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JONATHAN BRUCE CLARK — Kieve, 1976; Tuxedo Park School; East Lake

Road, Tuxedo Park, New York 10987

VAUGHAN THOMAS CLARK, JR. — Kieve, 1976; Union Sch(xjl; 2 Fernwood
Lane, Farmington, Connecticut 06032

CHAFFEE GUERNSEY CLINE — Kieve, 1976; Truro Junior High School; 75

Exhibition Street, Truro, Nova Scotia, BZN—4C8
PETER ANSON CLOUGH — Kieve, 1975-76; Middlebrook School; 131

Whipstick Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897
FRANZ COLLOREDO-MANSFELD — Kieve, 1976; Shore Country Day;

Winthrop Street, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
RUDOLF COLLOREDO-MANSFELD — Kieve, 1976; Shore Country Dav:

Winthrop Street, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
DAVID STEWART COOLIDGE — Kieve, 1975-76; Roxborough Latin School;

85 Mount Vernon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108
RICHARD LAWRENCE COOLIDGE — Kieve, 1975-76; Shore Country Day

School; Topsfield Road, Boxford, Massachusetts 01921
PETER HOLCOMB CREIGHTON — Kieve, 1974-76; Shore Country Day

School; Old Neck Road, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
CHARLES DANIEL CROWLEY — Kieve, 1976; John C. Page Elementarv

School; 374 Middle Street, West Newbury, Massachusetts 01985
CRAIG D'ALESSANDRO — Kieve, 1975-76; Kingswood School; 46 Mountain

Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
TODD D'ALESSANDRO — Kieve, 1975-76; Noah Wallace School; 46 Mountain

Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
JOHN ADAM DAVIDSON — Kieve, 1976; Chapin School; Cherry Hill Road:

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
CHRISTOPHER C. DAVIS — Kieve, 1974-76; St. Bernard's School; 911 Park

Avenue, New York, New York 10028
EDWARD SHIPPEN DAVIS, JR. — Kieve, 1974-76; Indian Mountain School;

1040 Park Avenue, New York City, New York 10028
MARK ALDRICH DEXTER — Kieve, 1975-76; Castner School; Academy Hill,

Newcastle, Maine 04553
DOUGLAS ARTHUR DOCKRAY — Kieve, 1976; Episcopal Academy; 410

Orchard Way, St. Davids, Pennsylvania 19087
/William Frederick DOHRMANN IV — Kieve, 1973-76; Bessie Buker

School; 10 Miles River Road, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
JOSEPH L. DOWLING, III — Kieve, 1975-76; Moses Brown School, 109

Hazard Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island 02906
COURTLAND CARTER EBELING — Kieve, 1974-76; Episcopal Academy;

Weldon Lane, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
GEOFFREY HOPE EDMONDS — Kieve, 1973-74, 1976; East Junior High

School; Johnson Hall, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
HAROLD H. ENGSTROM — Kieve, 1976; Shady Hill School; 17 Willow Street,

Belmont, Massachusetts 02178
DUDLEY A. EPPEL, JR. — Kieve, 1975-76; Princeton Day School; Cherry

Valley Road, R.D. 2, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JONATHAN DAVID ERDMAN — Kieve, 1976; Princeton Day School; 33 Lilac

Lane, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
MORTON LAZELL FEAREY II — Kieve, 1976; Buckley School; 170 East 79th

Street, New York, New York 10021
EDWARD THOMAS GARDINER — Kieve, 1973-76; Wyoming Seminarv; Box

#201, Bear Creek, Pennsylvania 18602
CHRISTOPHER K. GILES — Kieve, 1976; Episcopal Academy; 1153 Norsam

Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
JOSEPH W. GILES — Kieve, 1976; Episcopal Academy; 1153 Norsam Road.

Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
PATRICK J. GILLIGAN — Kieve 1973-76; The Machon Schoc^l; 44 Sampson

Avenue, Swampscott, Massachusetts 01907
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ASHBEL STOCKTON GREEN — Kieve, 1975-76; Allen-Stevenson School; 70
East 96, New York, New York 10028

MARK BRUCE GUTHRIE — Kieve, 1974-76; Episcopal Academy; Guthrie
Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

WILLIAM P. HALL — Kieve, 1976; Tower School; 201 Willow Road, Nahant,
Massachusetts 01908

CHRISTOPHER LOGAN HALLOWELL — Kieve, 1976; Rippawam-Cisqua
School; Old Post Road, Bedford, New York 10506

NATHANIEL HAYDOCK HALLOWELL — Kieve, 1976; Rippowam-Cisqua
School; Old Post Road, Bedford, New York 10506

KENNETH RAYMOND HALLOWS — Kieve 1975-76; Lawrence Intermediate
School; 351 Cold Soil Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

DAVID HANSROTH HARRIS — Kieve, 1976; Calvert School; 5222 Springlake
Way, Baltimore, Maryland 21212

GARDINER COCHRAN HARRIS — Kieve, 1976; John Witherspoon School; 62
Hodle Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

ANDREW FARRAND HAWKES — Kieve, 1976; Princeton Day School; 166
Stockton Street, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

RICHARD S. HAWKES — Kieve, 1975-76; Chapin School; 166 Stockton Street,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JAMES STEPHEN HEBB, IV — Kieve, 1975-76; Oilman School; 500

Greenwood Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
ELIOT CHARLES HEHER — Kieve, 1974-76; Lawrenceville School; 4396

Province Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
WILLIAM BRADFORD HOMPE — Kieve, 1976; Episcopal Academy; 1117

Beech Road, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010
GREGORY HARRAL HUNTER — Kieve, 1973-76; Hollis Middle School; 38

Main Street, Hollis, New Hampshire 03049
RICHARD LEE JACKSON, JR. — Kieve, 1976; Campion School; 39 King Paul

Street, Psychico, Athens Greece
JOHN JENNINGS — Kieve, 1976; Johnson Park School; 11 Balcort Drive,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
BRIAN HARKER JOHNSON — Kie;^e, 1976; Trinity School; 1050 Park

Avenue, New York City, New York 10028
CLINTON VAN PELT JOHNSON — Kieve, 1976; Allen-Stevenson .School;

1050 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10028
TOMMY ALLIN KAHRL — Kieve, 1973-74, 1976; Wayne Fleet School; 100

Neal Street, Portland, Maine
RICHARD EDWARD KALOUST — Kieve, 1976; Brookwood School; Off

Jersey Lane, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
PETER KASARDA — Kieve, 1976; Landmark; Argilla Road, Ipswich,

Massachusetts 01938
SERGE KASARDA — Kieve, 1976; St. Mary's, Danvers; Argilla Road, Ipswich,

Massachusetts 01938
FRANK KAUL — Kieve, 1973, 1975-76; St. Mary's Area Middle School; Das

Ziphaus, St. Mary's, Pennsylvania 15857

JOHN MICHAEL KEHOE, III — Kieve, 1976; St. Anthony's Prep; Oen Ballast

Lane, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
^DONALD DAVIDSON KENNEDY, III — Kieve, 1972-76; Valley Forge Junior

High School; 266 West Valley Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

RICHARD BAYARD KENNELLY, JR. — Kieve, 1976; Fairweather Elementary
School; 59 Larchwood Drive, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

HENRY ELLIS KLINGEMAN — Kieve, 1975-76; The Pingry School; 2 Cross

Gates Road, Madison, New Jersey 07940
BASIL CHRIS KOUDELIS — Kieve, 1976; Episcopal Academy; 44 Marlboro

Road, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 19082
TIMOTHY W. KUNHARDT — Kieve, 1976; St. Bernards School; 500 East

85th Street, New York City, New York 10028
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JEFFREY CHARLES LEVY — Kieve, 1976; Lawrenceville School; 19
Greenwood Avenue, Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08648

CHRISTOPHER H. LICKDYKE — Kieve, 1975-76; Brooks School; 18 Bray
Street, West Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930

ROBERT DOUGLAS LOCKHART — Kieve, 1976; Brookwood School; 2

Summit Drive, Reading, Massachusetts 01867
CHARLES P. LORD — Kieve, 1975-76; Maumee Valley Country Day School;

2222 Townley Road, Toledo, Ohio 43614
THOMAS P. LORD — Kieve, 1975-76; Maumee Valley Country Day School;

2222 Townley Road, Toledo, Ohio 43614
KARL R. LUND — Kieve, 1976; Irving Robbins School; Forest Hills Drive,

^ Farmington, Connecticut 06032
M^ETER CHARLES MARGARITIS — Kieve, 1974-76; Fay School; 94 Main

Street, Southborough, Massachusetts 01772
ANDREW MARRUS — Kieve, 1976; Buckley School; 863 Park Avenue, New

York, New York 10021
CHAPMAN SCOTT MAYO — Kieve, 1976; Brunswick Junior High School;

Princes Point Road, Brunswick, Maine 0401

1

DANA LAWRENCE MAYO — Kieve, 1976; Brunswick Junior High School;

Princes Point Road, Brunswick, Maine 04011
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH MAYER — Kieve, 1975-76; Red Oak Junior High

School; 1335 Sherwood Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035
ANDREW ADAMS McCLENNEN — Kieve, 1976; Booth School; 220 Locust

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
DOUGLAS ADAMS McCLENNEN — Kieve, 1976; Episcopal Academy; 220

Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
PETER ADAMS McCLENNEN — Kieve, 1976; Booth School; 220 Locust Street,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
GEORGE H. Mclaughlin, hi — Kieve, 1976; Princeton Day School; 263

Mercer Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
COLIN ANDREW McNULTY — Kieve, 1976; Greens Farms Academy; 47

Brookbend Road, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
SEAN ALEXANDER McNULTY — Kieve, 1976; Greens Farms Academy; 47

Brookbend Road, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
WILLIAM D. MEADE — Kieve, 1976; International School, Haiti; c/o Frazier

Meade, Port-au-Prince, Department of State, Washington, D.C.

JAMES FREE MITCHELL, IV — Kieve, 1976; Episcopal Academy; 726 Waverly
Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010

PHILIP W. MOORE — Kieve, 1976; The Westminster School; 3459 Ridgewood
Road, NW, Atlanta, Georgia 30327

BENJAMIN B. MORRILL, III — Kieve, 1976; Cove Monserrat School; 68 West
Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915

CHRISTOPHER ERIC MORROW — Kieve, 1976; Manchester Elementary
School; Box 1163, Manchester Center, Vermont, 05255

EDWARD ANDREW MORROW, III — Kieve, 1975-76; Manchester Elementary
School; Box 1163, Manchester Center, Vermont 05255

DANA LAWRENCE MORSE — Kieve, 1975-76; Barnard School; Jewell Street,

South Hampton, New Hampshire 01913
MARTIN J. MURPHY — Kieve, 1976; Hixon Junior High School; 670 Marshall

Avenue, Webster Groves, Missouri 631 19

MICHAEL ALLEN NELSON — Kieve, 1975-76; Nobleboro Central; RED
Newcasde, Maine 04553

CHARLES LATTA NEWHALL — Kieve, 1973-76; Shore Country Day School;

8 Hamilton Street, Salem, Massachusetts 01970
CHARLES ISAAC NEWTON — Kieve, 1976; Chestnut Hill Academy; 1411

Buder Pike; Ambler, Pennsylvania 19002
JOHN ROBINSON NICHOLS, JR. — Kieve, 1976; High Hill Elementary

School; 501 Opening Hill Road, Madison, Connecticut 06443
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JONATHAN TAGGART NICHOLS — Kieve, 1976; Charles River School; 6

Strawberry Hill Street, Dover, Massachusetts 02030
PAUL HODGDON NICHOLS — Kieve, 1976; High Hill Elementary School;

501 Opening Hill Road, Madison, Connecticut 06443
ROGER MICHAEL NORMAND — Kieve, 1976; St. Bernard's School; 167 East

^ 94th Street, New York, New York 10028

^GARRETT A. O'LEARY — Kieve, 1974-76; Rectory School; 4565 Province Line
Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

JEFFREY S. O'LEARY — Kieve, 1976; Norwood Junior High School; 404
Village Road East, Norwood, Massachusetts 02062

CHRISTOPHER L. PETERS — Kieve, 1974-76; Princeton Middle School; 72
Knoll Drive, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

JOHN JAY PHELPS — Kieve, 1976; Shore Country Day School; 176 Hale
Street, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915

GEORGE DYER PHIPPS — Kieve, 1974-76; Green Vale School; Box 531—55
Post Road, Westbury, New York 11590

CHRISTOPHER HUNT RAWLINGS — Kieve, 1974-76; Manchester
Junior-Senior High School; Cobb Avenue, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944

CHARLES VERNER REED — Kieve, 1976; Collegiate School; 4 East 72nd
Street, New York, New York 10021

SAMUEL PETER REEVES — Kieve, 1976; Johnson Park School; 28 Olden
Lane, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

JOHN DANIEL RENNEISEN — Kieve, 1974-76; Bala-Cynwyd Junior High
School; 306 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004

CHRISTOPHER LYLE RICHARDSON — Kieve, 1975-76; Noah Wallace
School; 44 Colton Street, Farmington, Connecticut 06032

PETER RICHARDSSON — Kieve, 1976; Tuxedo Park School; Tuxedo Park,

New York 10987
RICHARD RICHARDSSON — Kieve, 1976; Tuxedo Park School; Tuxedo Park,

New York 10987
THOMAS WILLIAMS ROBERTS III — Kieve, 1975-76; Episcopal Academy;

669 Conestoga Road, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085
WILLIAM RYLE ROSSMASSLER III — Kieve, 1975-76; Princeton Day Schools;

47 Westcott Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ALEXANDER MacDONALD RUSSELL — Kieve, 1972-73, 1976; Westminster

School; 928 Summit Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072

DOUGLAS RICHMOND RUSSELL — Kieve, 1976; 1453 Waggeman Circle,

Mclean, Virginia 22101
RICHARD MATHER RUSSELL — Kieve, 1976; 1453 Waggeman Circle,

McLean, Virginia 22101
GEOFFREY SEAN SABLOSKY — Kieve, 1975-76; Episcopal Academy; Kinvara,

RT.D. #2, Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355

JOHN FRITZ SCHNEIDER — Kieve, 1974-76; Episcopal Academy; 918 Merion
Square Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

THOMAS PALMER SCRIGGINS — Kieve, 1976; St. Paul's School; 909 Poplar

Hill Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21210
CHRISTOPHER MATTHEW SCULLIN — Kieve, 1976; Brookwood School; 16

Walnut Road, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
TIMOTHY OWEN SHENTON — Kieve, 1974-76; Buckingham Browne &

Nichols School; Todd Pond Road, Lincoln, Massachusetts

CHRISTOPHER GIBBS SHERRILL — Kieve, 1974-76; Shore Country Day
School; 858 Hale Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915

STEVEN SCOTT SHUSTER — Kieve, 1975-76; Radnor Middle School; 393
Conestoga Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

ANDREW SIDAMON-ERISTOFF — Kieve, 1976; St. Bernard's School; 120

East End Avenue, New York, New York 10028
TENBROECK GRAY SMITH — Kieve, 1976; John Witherspoon School; 485

Kingston Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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THORNE SPARKMAN III — Kieve, 1976; Shipley School; 351 Church Road,

Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
PETER COLEMAN STABLER — Kieve, 1975-76; Princeton Day School; 944

Stuart Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

J. EDWARD STEBBINS, JR. — Kieve, 1975-76; Dover College School; 34

Upper Brook Street, Longdon, Wl, England
THOMAS CARPENTER STEWART, II — Kieve, 1975-76; Haverford School;

914 Black Rock Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

JAMES RANDOLPH STONE — Kieve, 1975-76; Episcopal Academy; P.O. Box
193; Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041

ANDREW TAYLOR SUTPHIN — Princeton Day School; 501 Jefferson Road,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
WILLIAM RICHMOND TALBOT III — Kieve, 1976; Episcopal Academy, 141

Wooded Lane, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085
FREDERICK MORRIS THAYER, II — Kieve, 1976; Brookwood School; 49

Walnut Road, Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
BRADLEY GEORGE THOMPSON — Kieve, 1973-76; Middlebrook School; 80

Hemmelskamp Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897

JOHN RUPERT THOMPSON — Kieve, 1976; Noble Greenough School; High
Fen, Main Street, Medfield, Massachusetts 02052

GEORGE A. THORNTON — Kieve, 1975-76; Central Junior High School;

2301 North Columbus, Ottawa, Illinois 61350
JOHN BUTLER THORNTON — Kieve, 1976; Wallace School; P.O. Box 1,

Ottawa, Illinois 61350
THOMAS VOLNEY THORNTON — Kieve, 1976; Wallace School; P.O. Box 1,

Ottawa, Illinois 61350
JOHN STEWART von OEHSEN — Kieve, 1976; Princeton Day School; 2805

Main Street, Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08648
TIMOTHY ANDERSON WIKE — Kieve, 1975-76; Episcopal Academy;

Twinbrook Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
RANDOLPH SHAW WILGIS — Kieve, 1975-76; Oilman School; 1207 Malvern

Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
THOMAS COFFIN WILLCOX — Kieve, 1976; Pingree School; 28 Porter Lane,

South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
RICHARD STOCKTON WILLS — Kieve, 1974, 1976; St. Paul's School, 7914

Sherwood Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
GEORGE WAGONER WOODRUFF — Kieve, 1974-76; Episcopal Academy; 121

Pennswood Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
JOHN SPARKS WYNN III — Kieve, 1976; Welsh Valley Junior High School.

908 Merion Square Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
JOHN WELDON YORK, JR. — Kieve, 1975-76; Montgomery Country Day

School; 1329 Beaumont Drive, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
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Campers^ 1976

FIRST SESSION

SOUTH GLENAYR

South Glenayr:

Kneeling: Thayer, Bell, Sparkman, Johnson, B., McClennen,P., Jennings
Talbot

Standing: Kennelly, Newton, Moore, Clark, D., Morris,W., Russell, R.

Walsh, Engstrom, Thornton, J.

North Glenayr •

Kneeling: McClennen,A., Nichols, Jon., Erdman, Shuster, Hawkes,A.,
D'Alessandro,T.

Isr Row: Koudelis, Lockhart, Hallowell,N., Stabler, Thornton, T.,

Colloredo-Mansfeld,R., Kaloust, Wike
2nd Row: Wickstead, Habgood, Mead
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South Bunker Hill

1st Row: Creighton, Bowling, Normand, Davis,C., Marrus, Richardson
2nd Row: Ames, Weatherall, Blum, Kunhardt, HaIlowell,C.

3rd Row: Blow, Fearey, Green, Bright

4th Row: Clark,J., Thompson

North Bunker Hill

Kneeling: Rossmassler, von Oehsen, Jackson, D'Alessandro,C., Reeves,

Allen, Begien, Johnson,C.
Standing: Buck,S., Renneisen,J., Phipps, Bensley
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South Harris

Kneeling: Kahrl, Davis,N., Newhall, Hebb, Gilligan, Scriggans, Russell,D.

Standing: Tilney, Harris, D., Brennan, Wilgis, Kaul, Ba_ur, Klingeman,
Wills, O'Leary, Vastine,S.

North Harris

1st Row: McClennen,D., Bailey,D., Bliss, Eppel, Hawkes,D.
2nd Row: Rutan, Kennedy, D., Sutphin, Kasarda,P., Seamans
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Old Bunker Hill

Kneeling: Kehoe, Thornton, G., Stewart

Standing: Wynn, Russell, Shenton, Schneider, Bassette, Forbes (absent

Kennedy, H.)
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SECOND SESSION

South Glenayr
Kneeling: Clark, V., Reed, Morrow,C, McNulty,C., Phelps, Nichols,?.,

Giles,C, Hall, Kasarda,S.

Standing: Nichols, John, Scullin, Clark, D., Morris,W., Walsh, Crowley,

Davidson
' .NORTH GLENAYR

North Glenayr
Kneeling:

Standing:

McNulty,S., McLaughlin, Hallows, Carroll, Dexter

Mead, Sablosky, Mayer, Engstrom, Russell, R., Habgood,
Wickstead
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South Bunker Hill

1st Row: Lord,T., Bent, Lord,C., Stabler, Morrow, A., Sherrill, Blum
2nd Row: Ames, Weatherall, Morrill, Kaloust, 0'Leary,G., Coolidge,D.,

Fearey, Shuster, Green, Bright

North Bunker Hill

Kneeling: Coolidge,R., Nelson, Dockray, Stone, Hompe, Begien,
Rossmassler, Jackson

Standing: Morris,C, Roberts, Peters, Renneisen, Buck,S., Edmonds,
Smith, Richardsson,D., Bensley
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South Harris:

Kneeling:

Standing:

Morse, Davis, N., Scriggans, Russell, D., Bailey, B., Gilligan

Tilney, Rawlings, Cherry, Dohrmann, Margaritis,

Thompson, B., York, Kahrl, Baur, Vastine,S.

North Harris

1st Row:
2nd Row:

3rd Row:

Card, Mayo,C., Heher, Levy, Mayo,D., Cline

Kennedy, D., Murphy, Clough, Colloredo-Mansfeld,F.
Richardsson,P.

Rutan, Seamans
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Old Bunker Hill

Kneeling: Meade, Gardiner, Lickdyke, Russell, Giles,J., Guthrie, Willcox

Standing: Kennedy, H., Forbes, Cells, Mitchell, Ebeling, Hunter,
Schneider, Woodruff,G., Stebbins, Shenton

Senior Campers
Kneeling: Vastine,C., Lee, Ports, Renneisen,G., Neilson
Sitting and Standing: Buck, P., Turin, Woodruff,D., Purvis, Morrison,

Brown, Wolferth (absent - McCook)
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Chapel

The Kieve Chapel this year was once again marked by wide-spread
participation and a mood of joyful reflection. Everybody got into the act one way
or another; choir member, reader, speaker, etc. and the same message seemed to

be beamed out regardless of the particular text used. Love and concern for

others was what we were selling; young people buy that product readily because

they need it almost as much as they need food.

DICK KENNEDY
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Infirmary

It was a fairly busy year down in the infirmary but thankfully due mainly to

trivial problems — no broken bones or stitches. Colds were a popular malady
due to the wet weather. Swimmer's ear, in spite of the wet weather, was not a

problem and we like to think it was because of preventive medicine executed

down at the waterfront. Our two pink eye victims, Dan Bliss and Drummer
Hawkes, managed to keep their hands to themselves and we were spared any

more itching eyes.

Jeff O'Leary had an interesting summer which found him on crutches for

several days with a painful bone bruise and he also spent several nights wheezing
until it was decided that he was allergic to his wool blanket. When the blanket

went so also did the problem. Poison ivy cases were few, the worst being Terry
Ports. We had many cuts requiring butterfly bandaids and Harold Engstrom had
to be tops in the "Butterfly League". Tops in the "Fish Hook League" was Benjie

Morrill.

Alex Russell thought he would give us a treat since we missed his Allagash

Agonies and brought us a huge boil which gave us several days of soaking.

Another champion of the "Soaks" was Tommy Kahrl with his persistent

uncomfortable toe which finally required minor sin gery. Richard Russell gets the

Most Frequent Visits to the Infirmary Award with his long lived skin infection.

Remember, boys, there is always a cheery fire blazing down at the infirmary.

JANET CRIST (Nurse Assistant)

JUDY LINKER, R.N.
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Senior Camper
Annual Report - 1976

When the nine guys who made up this year's Senior Campers gathered
together for the first time in June, we were already very much of a group. All of
us had been at Kieve for at least three years, several of us for as many as five,

usually in the same cabin. While very much a group of individuals we had
learned over the years to function together as a group. As a result we were able

to start off the summer in high gear without the usual settling-in period one
might expect.

Our first excursion was the Aroostook trip and we spent the first few days of

the summer getting ready for this. In addition to learning the intricacies of

packing and planning such a trip we also were indoctrinated into first aid and
other useful arts.

The Aroostook trip was followed by our annual cruise to Vinalhaven and a

week's stay with the Boydens. The swimming was great (Boom Quarry remains
our favorite place) we were able to cruise the islands (including Brimstone where
the outboard took a little swim) and we even managed to see some oldtime
movies, compliments of a friend of the Boydens. We were all sorry to have to

leave the island; many of us plan to return in the future.

Next it was off to Katahdin. Our climb up Turner and over the Knife Edge
was successful, although we did encounter some heavy mist on the top. We also

played a good deal of baseball and Purvis always lost. Abol Slide was great; the

water was high and fast. Our drive away from Katahdin was eventful, to say the

least. First of all a flat tire slowed us up; then we got unbelievably lost in the

middle of the North Woods, finally we dropped off our tailpipe. We were all

extremely happy to arrive at Frank's in the middle of a downpour and climb

wearily into the sauna.

After finally acquiring a tire in the middle of Canada we made it to Quebec
City for a day of culture and enlightenment. Some of us visited churches,

government buildings, and tasted the exquisite cuisine which Quebec has to

offer; others spent their time in the movies and at a less exotic eatery next door.

Each to his own! All had a great time.

Frank also took us to Moxie Falls, one of the more unique swimming places in

Northern Maine. And in general his hospitality was appreciated by all of us. We
were all glad when he agreed to share Watersports Weekend with us.

Back in camp we at once began to plan for the first of our two trips to Loud's

Island with the Nobleboro kids, and soon the day of departure was upon us.

Suddenly not only did we have to take care of ourselves, but we also had to

assume the responsibility for a group of younger and much less experienced

kids. It was fun, but tiring. Many of us hadn't actually remembered that the

normal waking time for a nine year old is somewhat in advance of our own. The
second trip was shortened by Hurricane Belle's travels through Maine, but

finally we did get out to the island for at least a night.

And so the summer sped on its way. We regretted its passing, since we all

know that it is unlikely that we'll all be together again (although anything is

possible). But we'll never forget some of the things which made the Senior
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Camper Program special for us. There was Terry's paddle, Dan's unique form of

speech, always a bit dangerous since Moose have been known to come from
miles around to answer it; there were the interminable Monopoly games down at

the "Clubhouse" and there was Jamie pulling in blackjack after blackjack. There
were Gordon's "spaz attacks" and Lee's enthusiasm as he greeted each new day.

Then there was Cole Vastine, who could be counted upon to be behind virtually

every devious plot hatched in the minds of any of us. Shep is famous for his

enthusiastic, although not particularly persuasive, defenses of his chosen
academic institution, and "Bull" Morrison's joy at finally getting to the dump.
And finally there were Dave Woodruff and Dimitri, both of whom added a new
dimension to our group.

Next summer another group of Senior Campers will take our place in Old
Bunker Hill. To them we leave the trash runs, the paint brushes, the clippers

and chain saws, the shingles and dirty stoves, the joy of hearing Bill's cheerful

voice in the morning outlining our various projects for the day. We wish them
luck! And finally our best to our mascots, DICK and DOUG!

THE SENIOR CAMPERS - 1976
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Activities

At the heart of the in-camp program are the varied activities. During the

morning's two periods the boys touch all bases as these instructional periods are

planned to teach various skills to be employed in a more relaxed afternoon
activity period. The Council plays an important role in seeing that the

youngsters improve in and learn about all the activities that are offered.

The following pages give a rundown of all the activities and the qualifications

earned at each.
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Archery

As usual, Archery was in great demand this summer. Having quite a few new

boys at camp, there were many qualifications all summer long. While the old

boys struggled for the more difficult Blue and Red Arrows the new boys jumped
at every opportunity to get to the archery range to get their White Arrows.

Some of the more notable archers this summer were Ken Kennelly, Rupert

Thompson, Chris Peters, Billy Rossmassler, Dick Richardson, and Jeff Levy.

I would like to thank Stewart Ames an Peter Wickstead for helping me and

also the sun for providing me with a tan.

STEPHEN A. VASTINE

Campcraft

The purpose of the Campcraft Program this summer was to prepare the boys

for their trips in Maine, New Hampshire and Canada. The Kieve boy is taught

the Fundamentals of map and compass reading (thanks to George Phipps), and
how to set up the campsite, including tents, fireplaces, fires, and tarps. However
above all the campers have drilled into their heads the importance of leaving the

campsite cleaner than the way they found it. Many of the Forest Rangers and
Wardens have recognized Kieve in particular for the way we strive to maintain

the natural beauty of every campsite we use.

Campcraft in camp is, as has been stated, a training session for the boys. The
real experience of how to handle oneself in the woods, is on the actual camping
trips. For that, the head tripping councillors must be commended. I d also like to

thank Tench and Dave Clark for helping me on the in-camp training sessions.

SANDY BUCK
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Drama and Music

Lights . . . curtain . . . ACTION! And action there was this summer as both

session boys put on what has to be one of the all time great plays, "No One Ever
Told George Washington to Brush His Teeth". It may not tour Europe, make
Broadway, or even Off Broadway, but it certainly made a big hit at Kieve. Stellar

performances were had by Jamie Hebb (who stood above all), George Phipps,

Tim and Charlie Lord, Jon "The Ham" Nichols, Chris Rawlings, Rudi
Colloredo-Mansfield and John "The Original Ham" York.

Of course no play goes on without a mind behind it all. Nancy Kennedy, who
"mans" the piano, costumes and direction is the never failing light behind the

whole production. Where would the Past, Present and Future Kieve Thesbians

be without Mother Kieve herself.

Thanks to all who gave so much of their "Ham" instincts to both productions;

you all were great!

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

Fishing

The fishing action took a fairly predictable course this year, starting off with

the fishing being fairly hot and tapering off as the summer progressed. All-Star

Anglers were Lee Eppel and the McClennen trio with Peter Creighton receiving

some rather abrupt fame by landing a Bass in the 16 to 17 inch class. Evening
Fishing became the answer as the summer grew hotter and the fish moved to

deeper waters during the day. Calm, clear evenings were sometimes real jackpots

but these evenings were limited. Many good efforts by the second session troops

were thwarted by the lake's unwillingness to produce fish. As we all know
though, any fisherman who is determined enough will eventually bring back fish.

STEW AMES
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Landsports

With the field widened, leveled, and seeded for the first time in years,

Landsports enjoyed a fine and active summer. Soccer and Lacrosse were the

Biggies, but there were also a good many "friendly tag" Football Games, several

battles on the baseball field, as well as the introduction of Rugby to Kieve by

Peter and Walter.

It is difficult to cite any particular boys for their play as nearly everyone in

camp participated at one time or another. Clint and Brian Johnson, as well as

Billy Rossmassler, Craig D'Alessandro, and John Schneider, showed great

promise as they frequently deaked past Sandy, Chris, Shippen and the other

council enthusiasts. Jon Erdman was a demon on the soccer field. The Hallowell

twins and the dynamic duo of Dohrmann and Margaritis pounded the softball in

all directions. Football was highlighted by the play of Chris Mayer, Jay Phelps,

Chris Scullin and Matthew Carroll while Chris Peters and John Renneisen were
outstanding Rugby props and Geordie McLaughlin will certainly make a

splendid fly half.

Final thanks is given to all the counselors who sweated, swore, and bled and
made the games that much more enjoyable. Noteworthy here are Peter
Wickstead, Chris Bensley and Stewart Ames.

Second Session Special Mention goes to: Jon Davidson, Serve Kasarda, Chris

Morrow, Jay Phelps, Chris Scullin, Matthew Carroll, Harold Engstrom, Charlie

Lord, Colin McNulty, Chris Mayer, Geordie McLaughlin, Richard Russell, Mike
Bent, Steve Shuster, Tony Fearey, Tim Lord, Peter Stabler, Fred Begien,
Richard Coolidge, Geoff Ectmunds,/Billy Roberts, John Renneisen, Dick
Richardsson, Billy Rossmassler, Brook Smith, Billy Dohrmann, Briggs Cherry,

Peter Margaritis, Dana Morse, Christ Peters and Donny Kennedy.

WALTER MORRIS

Nature

Again, this summer the Nature Program centered itself in the idea of kids

learning for themselves. Council was always there to help and guide, but its main
thrust lay in initiative by the Camper. To instill some initiative a nature chart

was set up to challenge the kids by degree. Many received their"Novice rating

and some achieved their "Red Tree" rating. Many contented themselves in frog,

turtle and snake catching. Yet, by and large, the greatest achievement this

summer was Neddy Davis and Patrick Gilligan achieving the Camp Kieve
Distinguished Nature Award, a very difficult rating. Thanks to both bovs for

their help with the program. I would like to thank John Schneider and the Old
Bunker Hill Boys for building the Old Mooselips Club (a turde and frog pen)

and to all the council who helped out while I was away on trips. Thank you to all

the boys who spent many hot days in the shack for their qualifications.

SHIPPEN BRIGHT
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Outward Bound (Ropes)

As a new program Outward Bound got even more interest than I had hoped
for. The main object of the program is to get the boys to become members of a

group, teach them to work together, and try to add to the efforts of a group.

The Ropes Course is the central point of Outward Bound. It is simply a

course of simple to hard problems that the boys must get through by working
together. Every boy learns sbout the others in the group and also a good bit

about the outdoors.

The first session was totally based on introduction to the program. All that the

boys did was based on introducing them to Outward Bound and the points

behind it. These points are establishing group trust, and working together

(physically and verbally) through compromise.

The second session arrived with its brand new qualifications in Ropes. The
qualifications were based on rock climbing as opposed to the "Group" idea for

the Ropes course. There was great and varied interest by all, and very much
special interest on the parts of Tom Blum, Ned Davis and Pat Gilligan.

Qualifications earned were:

WHITE PITON SILVER PITON GOLD PITON

Billy Hall

Tony Fearey

Tony Green
Benjie Morrill

Chris Sherrill

Steve Shuster

Brian Bailey

Ned Davis

Pat Gilligan

Doug Russell

Fred Begien

Tom Blum
Richard Coolidge

Mike Nelson

John Renneisen

Jim Stone

Richard Russell

Andy Card
Peter Clough
Eliot Heher
Dana Mayo
Peter Richardsson

Ned Davis

Pat Gilligan

Tom Blum
Steve Shuster

Tom Blum
Ned Davis

Pat Gilligan

BRIAN WALSH
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Photography

The rainy weather hit Photography hard for the first week of camp this year

but once the sun came out our famous plastic cameras were busy shooting

pictures that even Peter Creighton admitted were pretty good. When Tony
Fearey took a double exposure by accident and won first place in the Photo
Contest everybody caught on and made use of the camp's new enlargers. Double
exposure hotshots included Fearey, Kennelly, Newton, and Eppel, while Blum
and Green focused on action. The old boys from last year came on strong at the

close of the first session as Bailey, Bliss, Allen and Eppel won numerous Hershey
bars.

While Tony Green left for a documentary excursion to the Olympics, a new
group of spirited photographers left no time in getting to work in the darkroom.
The field trip gang of Morrow, Blum, Begien, Shuster and Fearey added a new
dimension to the existing landscapes taken around camp. As the second session

came to a close, photography was the busiest ever as almost four hundred
pictures were printed in two weeks. Bent, Crowley, Richardsson, Peters, Levy
and Heher spent all their free time working on prints for their Rolloflexes and
Hassalblads. But the most diligent and dedicated photographers were Tom Blum
and Fred Begien, this year s Kieve Photographes who not only excelled in quality

but in being able to help others when Klunk and I were busy. Great job,guys!

CHRIS BENSLEY
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Pottery ^

Once again pottery was started, for the first time in a couple of years. At first

the younger potters believed the only good thing about clay was that it was great

for clay fights. These quickly ceased as many found that they had some talent.

Some of the outstanding potters, on the wheel, were Peter Stabler, Colin

McNulty, Charlie Reed, Steve Shuster and Chris Giles. Others, because of the

lack of wheels, created pieces with wheels. Chris Sherrill was the leader in this

area with his planes, race cars and other things(?).

Special thanks to Tommy Kahrl and to Chris Sherrill, who in their free time

helped me clean up.

BOB HABGOOD
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Riflery

From summer to summer, certainly Riflery has to be one of the most popular

activities in camp. This year, in fact, the banging of rifles seemed to be virtually

incessant as droves of campers descended on our antiquated range. Fortunately,

providence was kind enough to bestow a new range upon us, allowing for four

more shooters and a bench to boot. Indeed the range was well broken in during

the end of the first session and the whole of the second session, and I must say

that the number of qualifications earned indicate the effort invested during the

summer.

In every sport there are those who are gifted and those who must work hard
to even make the most elementary of showings. Rarely am I moved to mention
individuals in this general a report, but there were several shooters who showed
a certain determination that I cannot help but mention: Richard Jackson, who
throughout the first and beginning of the second session could not shoot over a

15, but stuck with it and shot not only his Pro-marksman but his Marksman as

well; Andrew Marrus, who initially had difficulties but managed to shoot his

Pro-marksman; Charlie Newhall, who shot his Pro-marksman in 1973, stuck to

his guns and shot his Marksman this year; and finally Serge Kasarda, who
couldn't even hit the target in his first six or seven outings, shot his

Pro-marksman. In terms of sheer excellence of performance, I will mention
John Nichols, Jay Phelps and Sean McNulty, all of whom shot their

Pro-marksman, Marksman and Marksman First Class in short order.

Many thanks to all of you for a great summer out on the range and my special

thanks to Peter "Bullseye" Wickstead, David "Shoot 'em Straight" Clark and
Stewart "Eagle Eye" Ames. . .

SCHUYLER M. TILNEY
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Sailing

There is always a special type of challenge involved with learning to sail on
Lake Damariscotta. The wind pattern is completely erratic! The breezes shift,

they gust, and they die. Anyone who learns to sail at Kieve learns straight-off

some of the frustrations involved with this exciting activity.

Paul Baur and, on occasion, Walter Morris were invaluable to the program this

summer. Paul's patience with the knots is one of the great assets of this activity.

Except for one messy flip just before first Watersports, a chronic leak in the

White Ray, and a late night "council folly", the boats remained in great shape all

summer. Seldom have we had to bail as often as we have had to this season.

All of the boys deserve a great deal of credit for their hard work. Very special

mention should be made, however, of the efforts of Joe Dowling, Drummer
Hawkes, and George Phipps, all of whom received their Commodore during the

first session. Happy Sailing this winter.

JOHN R. PEDRICK
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Shop

Shop bounded forth this summer with the arrival of many new tools. The
campers could not have been more enthusiastic and they turned out many
projects such as boxes, lamps, boot jacks, cutting boards, ducks and pencil

holders.

Richard Russell and Chris Peters distinguished themselves by giving much of
their time to shop and establishing firm foundations in carpentry. Joe Bowling's

conscientious work and additional help was also greatly appreciated.

New tools, greatly needed, started a shop program that attempted to

familiarize the campers with tools and basic techniques in carpentry. Time
proved to be a major obstacle but the campers all pulled together and pushed
time aside, giving everyone a chance at shop.

Shop can only continue to push forward, opening up a new horizon for every
boy who is lucky enough to attend Kieve.

DAVID L. MEAD
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Swimming

The swimming program, like everything else this summer, had to contend
with the weather but much was accomplished thanks to some changes in the Red
Cross Water Safety Program. The Basic Water Safety qualification was presented

to just about all campers as they learned the "reach, tow, throw, row and go"

and other safety recommendations. Thanks to the help of Sandy "Suntan" Buck
many campers also earned swimming qualifications as listed below.

BOB LINKER

ADVANCED
BEGINNER BEGINNER INTERMEDIATE SWIMMER

Carroll Carroll Giles, C. Hallows

McLaughlin McLaughlin Morrow, C. Coolidge, D.

Fearey Fearey Hallows Morrow, A.

Kaloust Kaloust Fearey OTeary, G.

Dockray Dockray Lord, C. Edmonds
Nelson Nelson Lord, T. Bailey, B.

Smith Peters Shuster Cherry

Stone Rossmassler Rossmassler Kahrl

Margaritis Smith Smith Morse

Cline Stone Rawlings Rawlings

Murphy Margaritis Murphy York

Newton Cline Richardsson, P. Clough

Hawkes, A. Murphy Wike Thornton, T.

Clark Hawkes, A. Clark Colloredo, R.

Newhall Bailey, D. Davis, C. Creighton

Bailey, D. Kasarda, P. Johnson Kunhardt

Kasarda, P. Bailey, D. Richardson, C.

Sutphin Normand
Eppel
Sutphin

Thornton, G.
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Tennis

What a marvelous summer we all had on the tennis courts. During all times of

day and in all kinds of weather, boys and councilors played non-stop, for this

was the first time that we had had the four all-weather courts for the entire

summer.

Everybody's game seemed to get a great boost from the first rate playing

surface. The general level of tennis in camp was quite good, but there was a

group of players who stood out within the individual cabins. A Kieve tennis team
would certainly include the following boys: Charlie Reed, Joe Dowling, Ken
Hallows, Ricky Kaloust, Chris Hallowell, Ned Hallowell, Craig D'Alessandro,

Geoff Edmonds, Doug Bailey, Brad Thompson, Jeff Levy, and Chris Lickdyke.

Congratulations to all the boys listed below who spent considerable time

working through the qualifications. The Red Racquet group in particular

deserves special mention because this qualification was earned only after much
practice over a period of several days. Also we decided to award Gold Racquets

on an annual basis so that there would be a challenge for the best players each
year.

Many thanks to Walter Morris and Peter Wickstead who directed the program
during the first session. Thanks also to the many other councilors who helped
instruct or who were ready to be a fourth in camper doubles during free time.

BOB BISHOP

WHITE RACQUET

Chris Giles

Colin McNulty
Chris Morrow
Jay Phelps

Charlie Reed
Chris Scullin

Matthew Carroll

Harold Engstrom
Sean McNulty
Geordie McLaughlin
Richard Russell

Tom Blum
Tony Fearey

Doug Dockray
Ricky Kaloust

Geoff Edmonds
Bill Hompe
Billy Rossmassler

Briggs Cherry
Bill Dohrmann
Tom Kahrl

Peter Margaritis

Dana Morse
Andy Card
Chaffee Cline

Franz Colloredo-NLuisfeld

Jeff Le^y
Chapman Mayo
Dana Mayo
Peter Richard sson

John Jennmgs
Brian Johnson
Ken Kennelly

Philip Moore
Thorne Sparkman
Jonathan Thornton
Rudi Colloredo-Mansfield

Jon Erdman
Ned Hallowell

Andy Hawkes
Andrew McClennen
Jon Nichols

Richard Blow
Jonathan Clark

Chris Davis

Chris Hallowell

Tim Kunhardt
Andrew Marrus
Roger Normand
Chris Richardson
Rupert Thompson
Craig D'Alessandro
Gardiner Harris

Clint Johnson
Karl Lund
Stewart von Oehsen
George Phipps
Sam Reeves

Jay Brennan
Jamey Hebb

Frankie Kaul
Henry Klingeman
Jeff O'Leary
Randy Wilgis

Ricky Wills

Doug Bailey

Dan Bliss

Lee Eppel
Drummer Hawkes

Douglas McClennen
Sut Sutphin

Tim Shenton
Tom Stewart

George Thornton
John Wynn
Joey Giles

Greg Hunter
Jon Davidson
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BLACK RACQUET

John Jennings George Phipps Matthew Carroll

Brian Johnson Sam Reeves Geordie McLaughlin
PhiHp Moore Henry Klingeman Tom Blum
Jon Erdman Randy Wilgis Tony Fearey

Ned Hallowell Doug Bailey Ricky Kaloust

Andy Hawkes Lee Eppel Geoff Edmonds
Richard Blow Doug McClennen Bill Hompe
Jonathan Clark Sut Sutphin Billy Rossmassler

Chris Hallowell Tim Shenton Briggs Cherry
Roger Normand Tom Stewart Bill Dohrmann
Chris Richardson George Thornton Peter Margaritis

Rudi CoUoredo-Mansfeld Joey Giles Franz Colloredo-Mansfeld

Craig D'Alessandro Jon Davidson Jeff Levy

Gardiner Harris Jay Phelps Dana Mayo
Clint Johnson Charlie Reed Peter Richardsson

Karl Lund Chris Scullin

BLUE RACQUET

Chris Scullin

John Jennings
Brian Johnson
Jon Erdman
Ned Hallowell

Richard Blow
Jonathan Clark

Chris Hallowell

Chris Richardson
Craig D'Alessandro

Gardiner Harris

Clint Johnson
Karl Lund

Same Reeves

Henry Klingeman
Randy Wilgis

Doug Bailey

Lee Eppel
Tom Stewart

George Thornton
Joey Giles

Jon Davidson

Jay Phelps

Charlie Reed
Matthew Carroll

Geordie McLaughlin

Tony Fearey

Ricky Kaloust

Geoff Edmonds
Bill Hompe
Briggs Cherry
Bill Dohrmann
Peter Margarins

Chris Rawlings

Franz Colloredo-Mansfeld

Jeff Levy
Dana Mayo

Ned Hallowell

Chris Hallowell

Richard Blow
Doug Bailey

Charlie Reed
Matthew Carroll

RED RACQUET

Ricky Kaloust

Gary OTeary
Geoff Edmunds
Briggs Cherry
Bill Dohrmann
Peter Margaritis

Chris Rawlings

Brad Thompson
Peter Clough
Don Kennedy
Jeff Levy
Dana Mayo

GOLD RACQUET

Ned Hallowell

Chris Hallowell

Joe Dowling
Charlie Reed
Ricky Kaloust

Ken Hallows

Gary O'Leary
Geoff Edmunds
Brad Thompson
Eliot Heher
Jeff Levy
Peter Margaritis
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special Mentions, 1976

ALLEN — Photography, ropes, sailing, archery, landsports

BAILEY, B. — Shop, Pottery, Archery, Photography, Swimming, Tripping

BAILEY, D. — Photography, Tennis, Swimming, Nature, Shop, Landsports

BASSETTE — Ropes, Archery, Nature, Riflery, Tripping
BEGIEN — Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Photography, Landsports, Tripping,

Swimming, Riflery

BELL — Photography, Sailing, Tennis, Swimming, Landsports, Inspection

BLISS — Photography, Sailing, Tennis, Swimming, Landsports

BLOW — Tennis, Archery, Nature, Shop, Landsports

BLUM — Inspection, Drama and Music, Tripping, Shop, Nature, Ropes,
Archery, Photography, Riflery, Swimming

BRENNAN — Archery, Photography, Riflery, Landsports

CARROLL — Nature, Pottery, Tennis, Landsports, Riflery, Swimming, Tripping
CARD — Shop, Inspection, Riflery, Archery
CHERRY — Nature, Tennis, Archery, Landsports, Swimming, Tripping
CELIS — Tripping
CLARK, J.

— Photography, Tennis, Riflery, Swimming, Shop
CLARK, V. — Pottery, Swimming
CLINE — Tripping, Archery, Riflery, Swimming, Sailing

CLOUGH — Pottery, Tennis, Swimming
COLLOREDO-MANSFELD, F. — Inspection, Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Riflery,

Shop, Tripping, Sailing

COLLOREDO-MANSFELD, R. — Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Nature, Drama and
Music, Landsports, Swimming, Shop

COOLIDGE, D. — Drama and Music, Tripping, Shop, Pottery, Photography,
Riflery, Swimming

COOLIDGE, R. — Shop, Nature, Tennis, Archery, Landsports, Tripping,
Riflery, Swimming

CREIGHTON — Photography, Pottery, Archery, Nature, Drama and Music,

Swimming, Fishing

CROWLEY — Shop, Fishing, Archery, Inspection, Tripping, Photography,
Riflery, Sailing

D'ALESSANDRO, C. — Ropes, Tennis, Riflery, Landsports
D'ALESSANDRO, T. — Pottery, Tennis, Riflery, Swimming, Shop, Landsports
DAVIDSON — Tennis, Archery, Landsports, Swimming
DAVIS, C. — Sailing, Tennis, Drama and Music, Tripping, Shop, Landsports
DAVIS, E. — Nature, Pottery, Ropes, Fishing, Archery, Tripping
DEXTER — Shop, Nature, Pottery, Inspection, Archery, Riflery, Sailing

DOCKRAY — Shop, Drama and Music, Nature, Archery, Riflery, Swimming
DOHRMANN — Nature, Fishing, Tennis, Landsports, Riflery, Swimming
DOWLING — Pottery, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Inspection, Drama and Music,

Tripping, Landsports
EBELING — Tripping
EDMONDS — Drama and Music, Tennis, Photography, Landsports, Swimming
ENGSTROM — Fishing, Tennis, Archery, Landsports, Riflery, Sailing,

Swimming
EPPEL — Photography, Pottery, Sailing, Tennis, Swimming, Riflery, Shop,

Landsports, Fishing

ERDMAN — Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Nature, Riflery, Swimming, Shop,
Landsports

FEAREY — Tripping, Drama and Music, Shop, Pottery, Tennis, Landsports,
Photography, Riflery, Swimming

GARDINER — Tripping
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GILES, C. — Shop, Pottery, Archery, Inspection, Tripping, Photography,
Riflery, Swimming, SaiHng

GILES, J.
— Tripping

GILLIGAN — Shop, Nature, Ropes, Photography, Inspection, Tripping, Sailing

GREEN — Inspection, Drama and Music, Shop, Pottery, Nature, Tennis,
Archery, Photography, Swimming, Tripping

GUTHRIE — Tripping
HALL — Shop, Riflery, Sailing

HOLLOWELL, C. — Pottery, Ropes, Saihng, Tennis, Archery, Drama and
Music, Inspection, Tripping

HALLOWELL, N. — Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Shop, Landsports
HALLOWS — Shop, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Tripping, Swimming
HARRIS, D. — Archery, Swimming, Riflery

HARRIS, G. — Ropes, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Landsports
HAWKES, A. — Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Swimming, Shop
HAWKES, R. — Pottery, Sailing, Tennis, Swimming, Shop
HEBB — Photography, Pottery, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Swimming, Drama

and Music, Nature, Riflery

HEHER — Inspection, Pottery, Nature, Tennis, Archery, Photography,
Swimming, Tripping

HOMPE — Shop, Nature, Tennis, Archery, Photography, Riflery, Sailing

HUNTER — Tripping
JACKSON — Shop, Nature, Riflery

JENNINGS — Pottery, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Landsports

JOHNSON, B. — Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Landsports

JOHNSON, C. — Ropes, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Swimming, Riflery,

Landsports
KAHRL — Shop, Nature, Pottery, Riflery, Inspection, Swimming
KALOUST — Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Swimming, Tripping
KASARDA, P. — Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Swimming
KASARDA, S. — Shop, Landsports, Riflery

KAUL — Pottery, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Swimming, Inspection, Riflery,

Landsports
KEHOE — Ropes, Tripping
KENNEDY — Tripping, Tennis, Archery, Landsports
KENNELLY — Photography, Archery, Riflery, Shop
KLINGEMAN — Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Landsports

KOUDELIS — Pottery, Sailing, Archery, Swimming, Shop
KUNHARDT — Photography, Ropes, Sailing, Drama and Music, Swimming,

Shop
LEVY — Nature, Tennis, Archery, Photography, Swimming
LICKDYKE — Tripping
LOCKHART — Pottery, Nature, Riflery

LORD, C. — Drama and Music, Inspection, Nature, Tennis, Landsports,

Photography, Swimming, Tripping
LORD, T. — Drama and Music, Inspection, Nature, Tennis, Landsports,

Photography, Swimming, Tripping
LUND — Ropes, Pottery, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Nature, Riflery, Landsports

MARRUS — Photography, Tennis, Archery, Tripping, Riflery, Landsports

MAYO, C. — Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Swimming
MAYO, D. — Inspection, Pottery, Nature, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Swimming,

Tripping
MAYER — Shop, Inspection, Archery, Landsports, Riflery, Swimming
McCLENNEN, A. — Riflery, Swimming, Shop, Landsports, Fishing

McCLENNEN, D. — Photography, Sailing, Riflery, Fishing

McCLENNEN, P. — Pottery, Tennis, Riflery, Swimming, Landsports, Fishing

McLaughlin — Drama and Music, Tripping, Tennis, Landsports, Riflery,

Swimming



McNULTY, C. — Tripping, Pottery, Landsports, Riflery, Swimming
McNULTY, S. — Archery, Riflery, Swimming
MEADE — Tripping
MITCHELL — Tripping, Riflery

MOORE — Sailing, Tennis, Riflery, Swimming, Landsports, Inspection

MORRILL — Shop, Archery, Swimming, Tripping
MORROW, C. — Landsports, Inspection, Photography, Riflery

MORROW, A. — Pottery, Tennis, Photography, Swimming, Tripping
MORSE — Nature, Archery, Landsports, Riflery, Inspection, Swimming
MURPHY — Photography, Riflery, Swimming
NELSON — Shop, Archery, Photography, Swimming, Tripping
NEWHALL — Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Swimming, Nature, Riflery, Landsports,

Inspection

NEWTON — Photography, Sailing, Riflery, Swimming, Inspection

NICHOLS, JOHN — Pottery, Archery, Riflery, Swimming
NICHOLS, JON — Photography, Sailing, Archery, Drama and Music, Shop,

Landsports
NICHOLS, P. — Nature, Archery, Riflery, Swimming
NORMAND — Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Swimming, Shop, Landsports
O'LEARY, G. — Shop, Nature, Tennis, Photography, Swimming, Tripping
O'LEARY, J.

— Pottery, Tennis, Riflery, Landsports
PETERS — Shop, Nature, Archery, Photography, Landsports, Tripping,

Swimming, Riflery

PHELPS — Nature, Tennis, Landsports, Photography, Riflery, Swimming,
Archery

PHIPPS — Sailing, Tennis, Swimming, Drama and Music, Landsports
RAWLINGS — Drama and Music, Tennis, Riflery, Inspection, Swimming
REED — Shop, Pottery, Nature, Tennis, Archery, Riflery

REEVES — Sailing, Swimming, Riflery, Landsports
RENNEISEN — Shop, Nature, Landsports, Tripping, Riflery

RICHARDSON — Ropes, Tennis, Riflery, Swimming, Landsports
RICHARDSSON, D. — Shop, Archery, Photography, Landsports, Riflery,

Swimming, Tripping
RICHARDSSON, P. — Photography, Pottery, Nature, Archery, Riflery, Sailing,

Swimming
ROBERTS — Shop, Nature, Archery, Photography, Landsports, Riflery,

Swimming, Tripping, Sailing

ROSSMASSLER — Shop, Tennis, Photography, Landsports, Tripping,
Swimming

RUSSELL, A. — Tripping
RUSSELL, D. — Pottery, Nature, Riflery

RUSSELL, R. — Shop, Nature, Pottery, Fishing, Tripping, Archery, Riflery,

Landsports, Photography
SABLOSKY — Nature, Pottery, Archery, Photography, Sailing

SCHNEIDER — Ropes, Tennis, Nature, Tripping
SCRIGGINS — Nature, Photography, Riflery

SCULLIN — Tennis, Archery, Landsports, Riflery, Swimming
SHENTON — Tripping
SHERRILL — Shop, Pottery, Swimming, Tripping
SHUSTER — Shop, Pottery, Nature, Archery, Landsports, Photography, Riflerv,

Swimming, Tripping
SIDAMON-ERISTOFF — Sailing, Archery, Swimming, Drama and Music.

Riflery

SMITH — Archery, Landsports, Riflery, Swimming
SPARKMAN — Sailing, Archery, Swimming, Landsports
STABLER — Inspection, Tripping, Drama and Music, Shop. Potterv. Archerv,

Landsports, Photography, Sailing, Swimming
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STEBBINS — Tripping
STEWART — Ropes, Tennis, Riflery, Tripping, Landsports

STONE — Shop, Nature, Archery, Landsports, Swimming, Sailing

SUTPHIN — Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Swimming, Shop, Fishing

TALBOT — Photography, Pottery, Sailing, Riflery, Inspection

THAYER — Pottery, Sailing, Archery, Riflery, Swimming, Landsports
THOMPSON, B. — Tennis, Archery, Shop, Sailing

THOMPSON, R. — Photography, Ropes, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Inspection,

Nature, Fishing, Shop, Landsports
THORNTON, G. — Ropes, Tennis, Swimming, Tripping, Landsports

THORNTON, J.
— Photography, Riflery

THORNTON, T. — Sailing, Riflery, Swimming
von OEHSEN — Photography, Sailing, Swimming, Riflery, Landsports

WIKE — Pottery, Archery, Swimming
WILGIS — Pottery, Tennis, Archery, Swimming, Nature, Inspection, Riflery,

Landsports
WILLCOX — Tripping, Swimming, Riflery

WILLS — Pottery, Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Riflery

WOODRUFF — Tripping
WYNN — Ropes, Riflery, Tripping, Landsports, Tennis
YORK — Drama and Music, Pottery, Riflery, Swimming, Sailing
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Trips

Tripping is very likely the single biggest reason we have for wanting to return

to Kieve year after year. Life in the woods, quite literally, has a magic to it.

Somehow the friendships formed are more lasting, the lessons learned about

ourselves better remembered. The memories we have of roughing it, even the

memories of the occasional rain or burned chocolate, will be most vivid and
happiest of all. May we learn to take advantage of the chance we have to live

deeply, know beauty, and breathe as hard as we paddle each long day.

June 27

June 28

June 29

June 29

June 29

June 29

June 29

July 1 -

July 5 -

July 5 -

July 6 -

July 6 -

July 6 -

July 8 -

July 23

July 24

July 26

July 27

July 27

July 27

July 27

July 27
August
August

-July
- July

-July

-July

-July

-July

-July
July

July

July

July

July

July

July

10

14

7

8

8

9

12

11

- August
-July 29

-July 30

-July 29

-July 30

-July 30

-July 30
- August 2

2 - August 6

2 - August 4

August 3

August 4

August 5 -

August 5 -

August 6 -

August 9 -

- August 7

- August 6
- August 7

- August 9

August 10

August 1

1

Aroostook River

Damariscotta River

Westcott Point

Windy Island

White Mountains
Mount Katahdin
Flagstaff-Bigelow

Allagash Waterway
Fort Island

Mount Katahdin
Loud's Island

Pemaquid River

Moose River

Damariscotta River

Canadian Wilderness

Katahdin-Quebec
Rangely Region
Windy Island

Fort Island

White Mountains
Mount Katahdin
Moose River

Moose River

Loud's Island

Rangely Region
Vinalhaven
Loud's Island

Flagstaff-Bigelow

White Mountains
Loud's Island

Senior Campers
North Bunker Hill

South Glenayr
North Glenayr
South Bunker Hill

South Harris

North Harris

Old Bunker Hill

North Glenayr

North Bunker Hill

South Glenayr
South Harris

North Harris

South Bunker Hill

Old Bunker Hill

Senior Campers
North Bunker Hill

South Glenayr
North Glenayr
South Bunker Hill

South Harris

North Harris

South Harris

Senior Campers 8c

Nobleboro Campers
South Bunker Hill

North Glenayr
South Glenayr

North Bunker Hill

North Harris

Senior Campers Sc

Nobleboro Campers
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Trip Notes

June 27 - July 5

Aroostook River Trip
with the Senior Campers,

with Bill McCook,
Peter Buck, and Chris Wolferth

Up early Sunday morning to Bill's

dulcet tones, then down to the kitchen

for Kim's pancakes and sausages. By
6:30 we were on our way, through Au-
gusta, up 1-95, past Bangor and finally

to the deserted town of Oxbow and the

Aroostook River. We signed in at the

gatehouse and after a long drive down a

dirt logging road we arrived at Moose-
horn Crossing.

Down river to Libby Camp, good wa-

ter, but still in and out of canoe.

Campsite up the hill, alot of lifting and
hauling. Few bugs, a blessing. Big meal
and an early night. Enough pipes and
cigars to supply the HARVARD Club.

5:00 AM rising, everyone up with en-

thusiasm. Shep offers usual assessment

of the weather. Quick breakfast then off

up the Munsungan. Bar break for an

hour and lunch at the bridge by 11:00.

Black flies out in force, appreciated by

all. Purvis's moose call singularly unsec-

cessful. Campsite not the greatest, but

no one complains. Everyone pulls two
hours sack-time during afternoon.
Spaghetti and garlic bread for dinner

also mosquitoes in abundance. Neilson

runs inspection check in his tent, Cole

remains vicarious. All report everything

satisfactory. Ned is relieved.

Tuesday we again head up river,

some paddling much pulling. Munsun-
gan Falls and a portage. Quickly ac-

complished and then on into lake. Ar-

rived at campsite in time for late lunch.

Pete, Chris, and Jamie head up lake to

check in with owners, the rest prepare

for rain. By 3:00 it comes, a steady
down-pour accompanied by lightning

and thunder. All stay dry under tarp or

in tents. Rain finally lets up and we get

dinner. Bill Morrison continues to have
affair with our culinary masterpieces.

Rain during evening, much adverse
criticism of the weather. Shep assures us

it will clear.

Rest day dawns dark and dismal. Pan-

cakes extend into deepest recesses of the

morning. Strange soup for lunch —
then we clean up camp and paddle
down the lake to a trail leading into the

woods. Up a lumber road and we are

treated to a rare view of an actual lum-

bering operation in progress. Just beat

the rain back to camp. A superb baked
ham dinner with gingerbread too per-

fect to believe. Ports and Morrison take

the bows. Bill discussed Jimmy and the

"ice pool eyes" around the fire, then

into the tents. Poured all night in gen-

eral and the water level in Northern
Maine in particular.

Thursday we head down the lake into

the wind. Back into wet clothes, Gordon
enjoys the sensual experience. Cole is in

ecstasy. Then back on river, but

downstream this time. Cold but fun.

Fast water, and usually high enough to

shoot. Some of us more successful then

others. Arrive back at Libby Camp
mid-afternoon. Easier to set up the sec-

ond time around. Rain off and on. Shep
assures us weather will improve. Second
version of Spaghetti for dinner. Dan
had his with extra cheese. Terry helps

him finish it, which finishes Terry. Rain

holds off long enough for Bill to read

story about house on a cliff written by a

gentleman with an excessively large vo-

cabulary . Cole checks out in tent, con-

fesses himself satisfied. Shep thinks a

change in the weather is imminent.

Up Millinocket Stream past

Moosehead Crossing. Fast current

against us. Only part could be paddled.

Into marsh and sometime spent finding

mouth of Millimagassett Stream. Short

walk up this gets us to lake and our is-

land camp ground in time for late

lunch. Jamie and Cole discover con-

tribution left by former inhabitants. Af-

ternoon spent sacking, fishing, tubbing;

Cole explores upper island. Morrison,

Gordon and Bill play cards. Morrison
retires at the suggestion that it might

rain two hours hence. Much discussion

under tarp of social events forthcoming

on the East Coast circuit. Shep expresses

optimism about tomorrow's weather.
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Second rest day, dark and gloomy.
Another pancake extra-vaganza, Ports

outcats, finishing up with corn fritters.

Rain hits about 10:00, continues into

early afternoon. Much reading, story-

telling, sleeping, (Pete and Chris take

the gold medal) and car-playing. The
evening gingerbread took an extended
period of time, but the casserole was ex-

cellent. We all thanked our unknown
benefactors for the beverage they con-

tributed to our repast. A party of boy
scouts passed on their way to another

camp ground, we have neighbors. A
story about "Alpho" ended the formal

part of the evening. Although the

sounds coming from tent reminded one
of Wrestling night at the old Madison
Square Garden. And Purvis wasn't even

there. Shep, discouraged, predicts

further rain.

Our last travel day dawned bright and
clear. Our country's 200th B-day and a

great day it was. High water, bright sun,

and a fast current. Purvis found a un-

ique way of steering the canoe. Cole as-

sumed command of his craft after his

captain abandoned ship, and Gordon
tried out the emergency life-raft (no

canoe should be without one!) Lunch at

the junction of the Aroostook and the

Mooselunk, then a casual drift down to

our last campsite. A tub in the fast mov-
ing water, dinner and then an extended
poker session during which the in-

tracasies of Blackjack were learned by
many.
Up early, pack, eat (plenty of bacon

for once), then down the river for the

last seven miles. The sun off the water

gave the scene an almost mystical qual-

ity. Arrived at Oxbow at 8:45 AM, truck

arrived at 8:55 AM, we were on out way
by 9:10 AM and back at Kieve by 3:00

PM.
BILL McCOOK

June 28 - July 1

Pemaquid-Damariscotta River Trip
North Bunker Hill

with Sandy Buck and Chris Bensley

Monday the 28th, paddle down lake,

took swim at Mills. Lunch, packs found
floating-rescue by Tilney, Walsh and
Ames. Campsite-Phipps, Johnson, Pet-

ers, sleeping bags drenched. Dinner on

the rocks. Clint, George, and Freddy
help Sandy portage wet clothes to car

on way to Damariscotta laundromat.
Chris left to clean up after dinner.

Tuesday, leave against tide at 11:30

AM. Drag canoes up tidal rips. Oyster
heaps. Lunch and clothes drying mis-

sion in Damariscotta. Set off for Fort Is-

land again at 2:30. Finally some sun and
another thrill as we saw some seals on
the rocks. Late arrival at Fort Island.

Gardiner and Andrew swim in ice cold

river water. Stewart and Billy try clam-

ing to no avail. Good spaghetti dinner.

Everyone exhausted, to bed right after

grits.

Wednesday, we all sleep late. French
toast and hamburger brunch. Paddle to

East Boothbay for allowance. Store
closed, no allowance. Look at sail boats

in the harbor, back to Fort against the

wind and tide (for a quick change of
pace). Island explorers Luke and Sam
find Osprey nest, also find Ospreys do
not like to have rocks thrown at their

nests!! Another lunch pig-out! After-

noon spent playing cards, napping,
exploring and keeping warm by the fire.

Again clamming efforts were made, led

by Chris Bensley, this time with tasty re-

sults. Craig missed his chance at the

clams-Too bad! John and some others

talked around the dying fire, then to

bed in preparation for a big tomorrow.
Up fairly early this morning.

Everyone packed and ready to go by
9:00. Sandy finally got the tide chart

right, but the wind was still against us.

Despite the adverse elements such as a

constant drizzle and heavy winds. North
Bunker Hill pulled together and made
the Walkers' Point right on time. These
boys proved to be a strong and brave
group even when all the chips were
down; that's what made the trip a suc-

cess. Thanks guys, good trip.

SANDY BUCK

June 29 - Julv 1

Westcotl Point with South (ilenavr

with Walter Morris, David C^lark and
Bob Weatherall

Under threatening skvs. South
Glenayr set out Tuesday morning to

conquer W^scott. Although the journeN
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was hardly a lengthy one, many of the

boys were amazed at the wild life which
exists just a few short steps from Kieve.

"What do you mean, there are bears

here?" "Bob, is there such a thing as a

fresh water killer whale?" Philip Moore,
Ken Kennelly, and Peter McClennen
showed everyone else how to put up the

tents. After a round of peanut butter
and jelly, we all set out to explore our
new surroundings. Several fish were
caught, the prizes being Chris Bell's 18

incher and Ricky and Charlie's 15 inch

monster. A scrumptious supper,
supplemented by the fish and Dr. Von
Heedon sent everyone to a sound sleep.

Breakfast of eggs and bacon and we're

on our way again. Ricky, Charlie, Philip,

Ted and Walter set out for Blueberry

Island and the remains of Dr. Von
Heedon's laboratory. The afternoon
brings the long awaited trip to Palmer's

store and 50 cents worth of CANDY.
Then back to camp and a spaghetti din-

ner which surpasses even Richard's
standards. No, Brian, there isn't any
more. Harold looses the splint for his

finger for the 5th time today. Thursday
morning, and wind and rain send us

hustling back to camp, glad to be home
and dry again.

WALTER MORRIS

June 29 - July 1

Windy Island-North Glenayr

with David Mead, Paul Baur,

Chris Morris and Bob Habgood

The North Glenayr Windy Island trip

got off to a rainy start. The trip was de-

layed for an hour giving the kids a

chance to show their abilities in a game
of bombardment. Ned Hallowell showed
that he had the strongest and the fastest

throw. By 10:00 AM, the trip was off

and on it's arrival at Windy Island, tents

were set up and then the boating ac-

tivities started. Andrew McClennen
caught the first fish and proved himself

to be the fisherman of the group. Ham-
burgers settled comfortably in all the

stomachs, with a ghost story to capitalize

the day.

The second day brought scrambled
eggs to the tummy and plenty of bacon
for the pigs. A trip to Palmer's store

gave Jon Erdman a chance to spend
enough to feed an army. Then capture

the flag gripped th adventurous young
trippers and the winners enjoyed candy
bars. Swift-footed Todd D'Alessandro
eluded everyone and Rudi Colloredo-

Mansfeld captured the flag. After a de-

licious spaghetti supper we topped it off

with popcorn bought by Ricky Kaloust.

David Mead told a true ghost story that

no-one even himself will forget.

The next morning found Rudi gone
with search parties throughout the
morning. He arrived unharmed after

being captured by the counselors and
shipped back to camp. Upon arrival

back to camp everyone enjoyed a tub.

Everyone agreed that it was a good
trip.

DAVID MEAD

June 29 - July2
White Mountains-South Bunker Hill

with Shippen Bright, Stewart Ames,
and Ted Walsh

Off to Hastings campground in

rain. . . and arrived with an ill feeling

Chris Hallowell. Campsite set up and
off for a dip in the wild and oh so cold

river. Second day off the N. Kearsarge

and instead the tire comes off car!!!

There's a treat! Ted and kids off while

Ship and Stew fix tire. Plan B goes into

action, up E. Royce . . . 2,000 ft. climb

in 1.4 miles (anybody got a ladder?) Fi-

nally to the top with a nice view of the

fog. 44th street never looked like this,

hey, Tom Blum. Andy Marrus gobbled

up the P.O.W. sandwiches as Joe Dowl-

ing practiced his free falling techniques

on the way down. Back at the campsite

dinner was rainy, as usual, and the kids

went to sleep as strange occurances took

place in the woods (Bears, William Bar-

rel, and angry Chipmunk?)
Next morning rain and off to

Gorham, N.H. for a day on the town.

Roger Normand; "Hey where's the sub-

way so I can exchange my tokens for

Money?" Lots of walking and kindness

from everyone. Peter Cheighton's po-

liteness pays off-free goods from a

candy store. Back to campsite and off

to Emerald Pool where Clark,

Richardson, Kunhardt and Davis star in
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pool jumping, and then back to Hast-

ings campgrounds, dinner, stories and
bed with strange occurances again.

Breakfast under blue sky, camp up
and we're outa there. Stop off in Lewis-

ton for lunch under the golden archer.

Back in camp to soft beds, good food

and dry clothes!

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

June 29 - July 1

Katahdin Trip-South Harris

with John Pedrick, Schuyler Tilney,

Peter Wickstead, and Steve Vastine

Headed north looking for

sun . . . Schuyler's limousine a favo-

rite . . .a sign in Schuyler's window on
Route 95, 'T don't have the

Sandwiches . . .

' we didn't have the

hamburger either or the Med. Kit. We
covered with a MacD's lunch in Mil-

linocket and on to the Baxter State Park
and the site at Avalanche Field. Camp
just set up before the start of the rain

which never really stopped. Marvelous
dinner of "Government meat " mixed
with instant mashed potatoes . . . climb-

ing plans abandoned the next morning
due to weather conditions . . . off to see

the moose at Sandy Stream Pond, one
lone moose which Neddy named
'Tluff'-what a name for a moose>
Lunch, Steve caught a "brookie" and to

Abol Slide, Charlie didn't slide because
of his knee, others didn't want to, Kaul

climbed it as did Gilligan and others,

Wilgis prayed and with good reason as

he got off course and clunked his head,

O'Leary was a wild-man, Doug Russell

was cautious, Tilney took the plunge
while the other councillors watched,
everyone's lips turned blue and we
drove back to camp in the rain. Red
pepper hot spaghetti with bacon in the

sauce . . more rain . . .singing "You can't

get to heaven" . . .Klingeman holding
try outs for Beethoven and the

Raisonettes . . .rain . . . the story (true)

of Freddie Knowles, yikes . . and to bed.

Incredible rain in, under and around
the tents all night, pouring in the morn-
ing, Russell pouring out in his sleeping

bag, cooking Maypo, raisins, and rolled

oats on the propane stove . . . didn't that

hot chocolate taste good? . . Brennan
didn't want to do dishes again. Tommy
Kahrl's pack taken by racoons the sec-

ond night in a row, shoes soaked, rain

gear soaked, a river through the site,

Rick Wills shoeless . . . Charlie still smil-

ing . . . Brennan and Harris looking like

wet heads . . . Scriggins ("shall we wring
him out") . . .Jamie good natured and
philosophical . . scrubbed plans to climb

the mountain . .LET'S GO HOME!
Another stop for Big Macs in Bangor
and back to camp and a warm fire in

the pot-bellied stove. It was short, wet,

but we all learned something about ad-

versity.

JOHN PEDRICK
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June 29 - July 2

Flagstaff - Bigelow
North Harris with Frank Rutan and

John Seamans

Early breakfast and departure. Arrive

at Flagstaff Lake and see top of Bigelow
mountain for last time. Take a side trip

(No, really, I do know the way fellas)

Looks like it might clear up, then it

pours. Tents finally go up' and after-

noon is spent playing Hearts. Hawkes
never takes tricks and has highest score.

Dinner time rolls around and it's wood
splitting time. Where's the axe? C'mon,
who's hiding the axe? Doug McClem-
men builds fire from sticks and twigs

and dinner is prepared. Of course it

also starts to rain again. Dan Bliss and
Don Kennedy have pleasure of Pot-

Walloping in Rain. "Tell us a story

Frank". Be quiet and go to sleep. Rain

next mornirtg at breakfast and indeci-

sion about day's activities. Paddle to

Stratton and climb Cranberry Mountain.
First mile or two relatively flat. Last mile

for mountain goats only. Finally get to

top with Eppel and Sutphin pushing
puffing councillor to top. Great view of
the cloud we are in. Peter Kasarda,
Frank, Eppel and Hawkes continue on
trail and go deeper into clouds.
Everyone hustles down mountain. 3

hours, 45 minutes down. Walk into

town for allowance. Doug Bailey wins
honors for stretching 750 into the most
amount of food. Hard paddle back to

camp to find that wind has rolled over

tents and knocked down tarp. Dinner is

started and water won't boil. Sticky

spaghetti. Kasarda and Sutphin get to

wash dishes in rain. Next morning is an
historical day. Hike from campsite to

spot on Arnold Trail. Eat lunch with

noisy Canadians. Say that a little louder

next time, Dan and Donny. Frank leads

walk up to Eustis Ridge. All anyone
talks about is skateboards. Supposed
beautiful view turns out to be view of

clouds. Sutphin hands out teeth rotting

candy. Can I have a sip, pleaseV. Walk
back to camp. Total miles hiking: 10!

Everyone gives their tired dogs a rest.

McClennen keeps fire going giving

Kasarda time to dry out his clothes. Up
early and there seems to be a strange

round object, very bright, beating down

on us as we pack up and leave. Bowmen
paddle, sternmen rest. Kennedy and
Sutphin way behind as usual. Truck and
trailer and Bob Linker waiting at

bridge. Lunch at Ronald's House and
then back to camp. Not much of a trip

for a sun tan, but fun anyways.

FRANK RUTAN

July 1 - July 14

Allagash River

Old Bunker Hill with

Tench Forbes, Henry Kennedy

Thursday, 1, long truck drive . . . put
in Lobster Lake stream . . . rainy paddle

. . . extra high river to Chesunook Lake

. . . windy, paddling hard, getting

nowhere.
Friday, 2 - Rest day Gero Is-

land . . . Schneider beaten by logs in log

rolling contest . . . Angus Russell expert

sawman cuts finger. Tench and Angus
go on plane ride. Rain—Tim Shenton
paddles across windy Lake
alone . . . Looks like Henry is trip

leader . . . "Lm nervous"-rain floating

spaghetti. Tom Stewart
—

"looks like

roundworms" floating . . . fruit cocktail

for dessert . . . Ross Bassette stays up,

washes dishes, everyone early to bed
(7:00). John Wynn "I hear an
airplane" . . . Henry "It's landing" 8:00

Angus and Tench return . . . Henry

—

"one big family back together."

Saturday, 3—Short paddle to portage,

unable to find because of high lake.

Messrs. Shenton, Thornton, Stewart,

and Wynn try to sail — partially work-

ed .. . portage found, stream or trail?

. . . portage under water, long, hard,

wet, trek-eat lunch at Mud pond Por-

tage campsite — campsite under water,

decide to go to next one . . . campsite

full, towed to next one . . . Late din-

-.er( 10:00) late to bed.

Sunday, 4 — Late sleep Bicentennial

celebration headed by Bassette with his

smoke bombs . . . John Kehoe was in-

jured while constructing boats. While
salvaging the U.S.S. Hershey, Wynn,
Stewart, and Thorton go down with the

ship, long swim back to campsite. Freez-

ing tub; authentic Birch Bark canoe on
neighboring campsite. First day without

rain! Late to bed.
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Saturday, 5 — Another rest day . . .

Henry Kennedy, John Schneider,
George Thornton, and Tim Stenton go

on resupply, meanwhile back at the

campsite, it's a lazy day.

Monday, 6 — Up at 5:30, more
paddling through Chamberlin Lake.

Carry at Lockdam. Visit tramway.

Tuesday, 7 — Paddle to Churchill

Lake . . . No rain for four days, knock
on wood.
Wednesday, 8 — A big day . . . Ch-

ase's Rapids and the Allagash River.

Short paddle to Churchill Dam. See
some more authentic birch bark canoes

. . . From the shore we can see Chase's

rapids. Heart beats rise. First rips shot

with little or no trouble, second set, al-

most everybody goes through a hay-

stack, most get at least three inches of

water . . Henry and Ross decide to be-

come a submarine. Henry paddles while

Ralph bails . . . Our good weather dies

. . . finish Chase's rips in the rain, reach

campsite in rain . . . everybody helpful.

Thursday, 9 — Rest day and Alex
Russell's birthday. A happy birthday
from Tench and a half a cookie from
Henry.

Friday, 10 — Paddle to Round Pond
. . . mostly current with rocks . . . see

plenty of moose . . . stay at buggy
campsite, find area with Camp
Medomack . . . "are those girls?"

Sunday, July 12 — overcast clouds . . .

Tench lets us sleep late(6:30) . . . short

paddle to Twin Brook campsite . . .

shoot Twin Brook Rapids in down pour
. . . find campsite is quite muddy . . .

can't light fire so use propane burner
. . . everybody wet . . . the whole Main
Lake system is in the tents.

Monday, 13 — Rain, rain, and more
rain ... up late. Tench and Henry have
extra paddle and portage before break-

fast 20 miles to Allagash river (con-

tinued) St. Francis with rain and N.E.

wind the whole time . . . Arrive at

Pelitiers' very wet but in good spirits . . .

we spend allowance and get the laundry

done . . . Dick and Stewart come at 4:30

shortly after some trading with camp
Medomack ... to bed early . . .

Tuesday, 14 — Up at 5:50 . . . pick

up Dick and Stewart at Fort Kent
(where athlete's foot was invented), then

off to Kieve.

TENCH FORBES

July 5 -July 7

Fort Island - Fort Island

with Peter Wickstead, David Clark,

and Paul Baur

A party of 14 renegades from North
Glenayr led by Paul Baur, David Clark,

and a wacky British general set out to

retake Fort Island in the name of her
majesty. Queen Elizabeth II. The
going was tough. Jon Nichols wondered
if he'd ever see his finger prints again
while Jon Erdman and Todd onlv just

failed to qualify for the Olvmpic canoe
team battling against an incoming tide

for \.ell over an hour.

Unfortunately, liowever, we had ar-

rived just two hundred vears t(X) late as

the Fort was in ruins and instead the is-

land was occupied by some ecolog\
freaks from Boston who kindh told us
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where we could find a spring. Andy
Hawkes however, managed to find two!

The following morning with the same
superb weather, Thomas Thornton cer-

tainly got a feel of it, we played capture
the flag, Rudi and Ned Hallowell being
the leaders. After a tie of three games
to three we changed to non-stop cricket

on the mud flats, the object of which
was to make oneself as muddy as possi-

ble, a game at which Ned and Andy
McClennen excelled. The afternoon was
taken up with French cricket, a walk
around the island by Bobby, Ricky, Tim,
Steve, and Tom and others. Basil's

wipeout on the barnacles (ouch!), clam
hunting, and crab eating. After a huge
spaghetti dinner, we played "Adverbs"
(a game designed to test the literary and
dramatic skills of the individual). In-

dians and soldiers were the subject of
the evenings ghost stories. Did a squaw
really get out to test "himself in the

mossy glade, Paul?"

The last morning having watched a

circus-like display by an ornithologist

from the University of Maine, we set off

home seeing seals on the way. On re-

flection, it was a good trip though all

agreed that whoever said life was one
great bowl of cherries must have been
an idiot.

PETER WICKSTEAD

July 5 -July 8

Mt. Kathahdin
North Bunker Hill

Early (6:00) breakfast because of the

Allagash resupply . . . sausages and pan-

cakes ... on the road by 7:30 and up
endless Route 95 . . . where did those

sandwiches go?, oh no, not again! . . .

sites 1 &: 2 at Avalanche Field which
were perfect as was the weather . . .

Shippen off to Chamberlain Lake with

Sam and Luke . . . afternoon spent in

exploration' of the stream, setting up the

tents, looking for Stewart's shoe in the

stream, watching Freddy pretend he was

sun-bathing on the Riviera, wood detail

led by George Phipps with Chris always

willing to help, Craig back in the

stream, Andrew constructing a second

Hoover Dam across the stream, (while

he talked about his Chinese Restaurant

in New York), Richard cutting birch by

the campsite . . . thanks for blowing up
my air mattress, Gardiner . . . dinner on

Shippen's return.

Up early on the climbing morning . . .

are we really going to climb that moun-
tain? ... on the trail at 8:00 headed for

Chimney Pond . . . easy going . . .

superb view in the basin . . . why not

take Cathedral Trail up the mountain
. . . straight up the rock face . . . Rubber
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Legs Renneisen giving us all heart fai-

lure with his gymnastics on the moun-
tain . . . Andrew still talking about the

restaurant, but loving the climb . . . what

a view . . . rest stop with Junior Base
Camp; "I want you guys to check ya

blistas. Ya got any mole skin? Especially

you Clint, wad are ya doin widout
socks?" On up to just under Baxter
Peak . . . crash, bang, oh no, a thunder

storm! Shippen: "Stay low, get down!"
What's Shippen doing under a rock?

"There it is, there's blue sky" . . . yeh,

right Shippen. Karl Lund was wedged
between the rocks to hide from the rain,

will we ever get him out? 'Rather
frightening, but the boys stayed in good
spirits. The decision was made to head
down Saddle Trail . . . Jr. Base Camp
held up to let us pass . . . Chris and
Rubber Legs set their own pace on the

way down . . . Luke wanted to be first,

right behind Steve. Back to camp, a

"Kate Smith" God Bless America by
Steve in the culvert, early dinner, early

to bed. . .

Next day to Abol Slide . . . Billy

Rossmassler non-stop on the slide . . .

Steve wiped out, Phipps hit the pot
hole, Andy clowned around . . . Luke
Allen was fearless . . . Freddy was insane

. . . everyone had fun! After three
moose and a deer in the morning, John
and Steve saw a bear near the campsite

in the afternoon. After Gardiner be-

comes a successful actor, he wants to go
to Yale and move back to California

where the climate is decent . . . stew for

dinner with Graig doing the cooking . . .

the story of Freddy Knowles in the dark
and trembling off to bed . . . rain dur-

ing the night, but we had pre-packed
the van so most of the stuff stayed dry.

A quick clean-up in the morning,
Waterville MacDonalds for lunch and
back after a great trip. Good job guys!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

July 6 -July 8

Loud's Island - South Glenayr
with Schuyler Tilney, Chris Bensley

and the Linkers

First Day: It was a picture perfect day
. . . Ricky Talbot, Richard Russell and
Chris Bensley headed to the wrong

campsite . . . "Odds and Evens" tents . . .

Mosquitoes bigger than Brian . . . Peter

McC explored while others "mudded" it

Wake up, John Jennings" . . .

"Thorne, that's not an eel" . . . Campfire

on the rocks . . . Lion Hunt! and "You
can't get to Heaven 'cause I'll spit on
you" . . . Story by Schuyler — what a

scream!

Second Day: Hard waking up for

"Odds" tent, but Evens oughed it on the

roots — nice tent site, Chris! . . . Lobster

boats and squirrels wake most of us to a

beautiful day . . . John Jennings and
Chris Bell enjoyed (?) the eggs . . . Hike
time ... Is this the right road? . . .

wrong way again, Jonathan and Peter

. . . Bonnie and Clyde car provides a

real story for Ricky . . . Finally Dick's

house for watering . . . Harold is struck

in the rain barrel . . . Yes, Brian, we
walked all this way for a drink of water

. . . No Snow Goose . . . Hurry up, Ted
Thayer, you've had enough blueberries

. . . Charlie Newton's folksongs on the

way back . . . Then beach time . . . Ted
Thayer and Keith cut their feet . . .

Keith taken to doctor's for three stitches

. . . 143 clams . . . Thorne got 17 out of

one hole . . . Chris got 34 . . . Ricky got

the biggest . . . Spaghetti and clams

(What Red Tide?) . . . super pot job for
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Ken Kennelly ... A visit from Eb . . .

Bob's wolf story, but Eb didn't jump!
. . . Lot's of luck sleeping.

Third Day: Up fairly early and then
into French Toast . . . Philip Moore de-

finitely enjoyed them better when Wally
cooked them . . . packing, carrying, wait-

ing . . . John Seamans and friends arrive

by boat as we finish . . . who wants a

P.OW. sandwich? . . . How can we drink

mung when the pannikins are in the

boat? . . . Oh, well, everything else went
well, but we never did go to that hill cal-

led Round Top to see Lake Damaris-
cotta!

SCHUYLER, JUDY and BOB

July 6 -July 9

Pemaquid River - South Harris

with Frank Rutan, Stewart Ames,
and Bob Habgood

Started at Fat Lady Beach. O'Leary's

and Kahrl's canoe fills with water while

sitting at beach. Paddle against wind.

Stewart and Bob take two mile lead. Pat

and Charlie discuss foliage while falling

mile behind. Lunch at seagull rock
with wet sandwiches and warm mung.
Continued to Bristol where we see

Camp Chewonki birdwatching. Portage

hot and long. Ricky Wills takes nature

walk with Doug Russell in close pursuit.

Decided that walking was much more
fun so we walk down river for aways.

Axe breaks on tree which blocks river.

More trees, beaver dams, one which Jay
Brennan decides to fall through. "Water
Rat" Scriggins stays wet, as usual. Pad-
dle, Drag, Paddle. Sun sinks lower and
lower and still no campsite. Take short

swim off rope swing with Neddy Davis

showing proper technique for belly-flop

and back flop. Randy Wilgis doesn't
quite get hang of rope swing and almost

impales himself on rock. Finally reach

Osolins' farm just as sun slowly sinks in

west. Dinner is cooked quickly and
everyone heads for sack. Stew tells story

and tries to put everyone in the correct

frame of mind. Late rising next morn-
ing. Breakfast and portage. Everyone
have their canoe landed? Paddle with

tide, against wind. Cross Johns' bay with

mild swell. Jamey Hebb, Pat and Char-
lie, and Ricky complain of impending
sea-sickness. Lunch on seaweed, water

rat goes back into water. "Cleopatra"

Harris arrives late on his barge. Kling-

eman pretends rocks are ski slope and
slides down rocks. Fix canoe in East

Boothbay and head for Island. Shoot
Tidal rip at Fort Island. Brennan and
Wilgis almost get nailed by Red Nun.
O'Leary and Russell hit rocks. Clam bed
is hit before campsite is set up. What
can we put our clams in, Frank?
Spaghetti and clams for dinner. Late

rise, watch tide go out, clams dug again.

Neddy wouldn't even consider eating

something so awful looking. Clams with

lunch, pack up and leave. Frank, Kahrl,

and Klingeman stay up with Stew and
Bob. Tide and wind with us. Finally

reach campsite at 7:30 p.m. where
South Bunker Hill was there waiting.

Another late night dinner, candles, and
checked table cloths, of course. Late rise

for some, early for others. Rope swing

and diving board. Hebb gives council

triple heart attacks with his rock sliding

acrobatics. Sun and wind with us all the

way back to camp. Gilligan, and trip

leader play Kamakazee in middle of

Lake. Water rat is still wet. Trip finally

ends when O'Leary and Russell struggle

into the waterfront. Tough trip and
good experience.

FRANK RUTAN
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July 6 -July 12

Moose River - North Harris

with Sandy Buck and David Mead

Tuesday, 6 — Long drive up to At-
tean Pona under beautiful skies. Put in

at the Landing. A quick paddle to the

first site. Set up camp, "Breen" fishing,

swim with swamped canoes. Lep and
Sandy make emergency supply run to

Jackman.
Wednesday, 7 — Up early in anticipa-

tion of a long hot hard day. Four mile

paddle to the portage trail with Drum-
mer and Doug leading the way. The
portage was muddy, buggy, and long,

but the Moose men of North Harris

made it in great time. Special mention
must go to junior moose Don Kennedy
for carrying a canoe and wannigan solo

most of the way. Some of us even saw
the Canadian Pacific Railroad twice as it

blocked our path.

Thursday, 8 — Off to Holeb Falls. As
soon as we got onto the river, it poured,

and continued to do so until we were
almost to the falls twelve miles later.

Another quick portage then to the site.

Swim under the falls. Bailey takes a ride

down stream with boots on. Mead and
Buck strike out under fire wood — late,

but good grits! Sut plays hide and seek

from David. Early to bed with hopes of
better weather tomorrow.

Friday, 9 — Ominous skies abound,
BUT . . . soon beautiful blue sky and
sun! Mosquito and Spencer's Rips done
beautifully by everyone, as if there
weren't even rocks there! Stops for a

dive off the hanging birch. A lot of Al-

lagash stroke, enjoyed by sternmen and
hated by others — right, Doug'McClen-
nen! Finally do Attean Falls. More
canoeing expertise shown by all. Then
Sandy and Lep almost flip, and Danny
and Doug do. a 360° midstream. Well
done guys!

Saturday, 10 — Rest day — spent re-

shooting falls, swimming, washing
clothes, playing cards, swatting Moose
flies, and generally relaxing.

Sunday, II — LONG DAY . . . Sandy
and Grunt leave from Attean Landing
— to Strasberger's. David and everyone
else paddle down Wood Pond and 12

miles to Long Pond. Frank Strasberger

very generously let us stay at his house
and fed us all, even after drive up from

Boston! Sauna, music, hamburgers,
civilization — remember that boys! Peter

spent close to a light year in the sauna!
THANK YOU, FRANK, WE LOVED

IT!!

Monday, 12 — Pick up in the rain —
at least we didn't have to paddle. An ex-

cellent trip with some real characters.

Good times were had by all,

SANDY BUCK

July 8 -July 11

Pemaquid River - South Bunker Hill

with Walter Morris, Chris Morris,

and Ted Walsh

Off to a quick start after a good
breakfast at camp. South Bunker Hill

began winding its way down the west

neck of the Damariscotta. 4 hours later,

a tired, but proud group of boys carried

the last canoe over the 300 yard portage

trail aided by a surprise appearance by

Johnny Vinal. This accomplished,
everyone went back to "the rope" for a

much needed swim. Particularly con-
spicuous with their acrobatics were Tom
Blum, Peter, and Timmy Kunhardt. A
short paddle on the salt pond brought
us to our first camp site, soon to be
joined by South Harris. Up early Friday

morning to catch the tide. No, Rupert,

it's not an ostrich, it's an osprey. Rip
tides under the Route 1 bridge a chal-

lenge for Chris Hallowell and Tom.
Several hours of cormorants, ospreys,

and seals bring us to Fort Island ... or

is it? Don't these counselors know any-

thing? A quick check of the map reveals

we're still about 2 miles away. At long

last, the real Fort Island stands up and
everyone falls on their bellies, bloated
from Walter's spaghetti dinner. Satur-

day comes, and a day of rest is wel-

comed by all. An early afternoon paddle
leads us to Boothbay and the never
answered question, "How much candy
can I get for 500?" Roger, Joe, and
Tony think they have the answer. Later

Ted takes all who dare for some white

water paddling. Jonathan and Richard
stay to climb up to the osprev blind.

Early to bed, and early to rise Sunday,
and a record pace to Walker's ends a

great trip for all.

WALTER MORRIS
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July 23 - August 10

Canadian Wilderness - Old Bunker Hill

with Kapitachouane Counselors

The Kieve campers arrive in base
camp on the 24th of July and spent the

morning packing and preparing for the

trip. After lunch and a little lesson on
paddling stern for our new sternmen,
the group was trucked to Sigouins
where we were to begin our planned
Panache River trip. We spent a cold af-

ternoon practicing in the canoes and
had our first mishap of the trip when
Alex and Roberto decided to go for a

bit of a swim. Just before dinner Chris

Lickdyke had a little trouble with an axe

and succeeded in putting a fairly big cut

in his big toe that required 3 stitches.

After that things went along smoothly
for the rest of the evening after a very

eventful day. The next day we got a late

start and slowly paddled about 7 miles

to our lunchsite on La Quiscatis. With a

headwind picking up, along with the

boys still getting used to the canvas
canoes, we decided to stay at Quiscatis

for the night. The next morning we
woke to rain and wind so Chris decided
to spend a rainy day there and consider-

ing the weather and other circumstances

also decided to take the Macho River (a

bit shorter trip) instead of trying to

push on to the Panache. On the 27th we
woke to cloudy skies and made our way
to the beginning of Lac Canusio before

it started to rain. Tim and Joe decided

they might as well get wet anyway as

they both fell out of their canoe while

putting on their rain gear! We then
paddled in an off-and-on rain across

Lac Canusio, up the St. Cyr rapid, and
on to our campsite at Doghouse. The
next morning greeted us with clear

skies as we paddled about 12 miles

down across La Cherrier and into Lac
Kesplet where we had lunch. After
lunch we paddled about 7 more miles to

our campsite on the northern end of

Lac Kesplet where we spent the rest of

the afternoon with a medical swim and
by learning how to tump portage canoes
and wanagans. The next day was
another fine one weather-wise as we had
our first portage in the morning.
Everyone handled the portage really

well and then went on to do a bit of

construction work, clearing out a litde

beaver creek before paddling and lining

down S's Creek. We then paddled on a

little ways onto Otter Lake. We spent
the afternoon making our way across

the rest of the lake, reached our most
northern point, and then paddled down
the Macho River to our first rapids. The
rapids weren't that big but did require

some skill in maneuvering. Everyone
did a fine job on the rapids and really

enjoyed them. We then went on to our
campsite on Lac Canard. This proved to

be one of our longest days but everyone
did a fine job. The next day brought
rain so we spent a rain day there. On
the morning of the 31st we woke once
again to rainy skies but broke camp
anyway and paddled down Lac Canard
and back onto the Macho River where
we ran our last rapid with no problems.
After the rapids we paddled about 5

more miles to our campsite at Macho
Beach. The next morning was really

cold with the wind out of the northwest.

We made our way down the rest of the

Macho River, across Lac Maricourt, and
across Lac Berthelot to our campsite.

The skies cleared off around noon to

give us a nice relaxing afternoon with

John and George building a small log

hut where they spent the night. The
morning of the 2nd of August greeted

us with clear skies as we paddled up the

Megiscane River. Once again Alex and
Roberto decided to go for a swim but

with the nice weather things dried out

fairly well. We had our second portage

of the trip in the late morning, a third

of a miler into Lac Mogiscane and then

paddled a mile or so to have a cold

lunch on a nice beach. In the afternoon

we made our way across Lac Megiscane

to our campsite. This was our longest

day covering 21 miles. But with the fine

weather and no wind the group handled

it very easily. The next morning was

once again nice as we lined up the

Megiscane Rapids back onto Lac
Canusio. At the far end of the lake

Eddy Stebbins and Jay decided to show
some sports how to swamp a canoe.

After that incident we paddled against a

strong headwind to our campsite at

Sigouins where we resupplied and spent

a nice afternoon before some evening

thunderstorms. The morning of the 4th
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once again brought nice weather as we
paddled about 12 miles to our campsite

on Lac Pascagama. We spent a nice af-

ternoon there but the evening brought

rain from the southwest and we woke
the next morning to overcast skies and

ended up breaking camp in the rain.

We lined up three rapids in the morn-

ing and then paddled in the rain across

Lac Bernier to our campsite where we
spent a very wet and cold afternoon.

The next morning brought clearing

skies as we paddled across La Ceder and

up the Suzie River to the Suzie Dam
three quarter mile portage. Everyone
made it across what proved to be the

toughest portage of the trip with no real

problems. We then paddled across the

dammed up waters of the Suzie River,

through Lac Ganas to our campsite at

an old lumber camp. The next day was
another beautiful one as we took a V2

mile portage, a "shortage", and then

went on to our campsite on Lac Lacour-

siere. Here the campers, led by Alex,

Roberto, and Greg, prepared a fine

bush hash lunch. We also spent a rest

day at this fine campsite and on the

morning of the 9th we went on down
the rest of the lake (under cloudy skies),

up Hudson Creek, and after a short

portage went on to the Williamstown
three quarter mile portage. Everyone
did a fine job on the long portage and
we then only had the third of a mile

camper portage left and this was high-

lighted by Tom carrying the cookery
wanagan. After lunch in the rain we
paddled about 2V2 miles down Lac
Choiseul to base camp and the trip was
brought to a close.

CHRIS HINCKLEY

July 26 - July 30

Rangelv Region - North Bunker Hill

with Walter Morris, David Mead,
and Chris Bensley

Morning broke clear and beautiful at

camp, and after a final home-cooked
meal, an anxious group of counselors

and campers set off for Rangely. 3

hours later, after several wrong turns

and various other confusions, a some-
what less enthusiastic group put in on
Cupsuptic Lake. No sooner did Bob

leave, than the rain began to fall.

Canoes fly towards Birch Island, and
our first campsite. Fine job setting up,

spearheaded by the efforts of Fred and
Richard Coolidge and the organization

of David. A fine dinner . . . No, Douger,
we didn't bring any hamburger. The
first reading from a novel entitled Ferral

is made and everyone goes to bed with

dreams of wild cats. Tuesday morning is

a little slow as the counsel fears starting

the paddle to Stoney Batter Point with

the threat of impending rain. Finally the

sky seems to lighten and Billy Hompe
makes the command decision. Of
course, the heavens opened shortly

thereafter and a very tired group of

campers straggled into Stoney Batter.

4:30 arrives and with belongings begin-

ning to dry out, instructions are given

for tents to go up . . . But Walter,
where's the third tent? Walter, Chris,

and Nibbles paddle all the way back to

Birch Island to retrieve a tent which has

fallen into the hands of Camp
Fernwood . . . Girls! ... As if once were
not enough, the rains descend once
again. Every time Chris yells "Rain har-

der" it does. After sitting out the storm

in the shelter of a boathouse, the exped-
ition returns to the remains of a great

spaghetti dinner which David somehow
managed to keep warm. The second in-

stallment of Ferral proves more interest-

ing than the first.

Wednesday dawns and spirits rise as

the sun rises high and dries everything

in no time. 11:00 comes as does the

long awaited arrival of the Fernwood
pretties. The Kieve boys are immaculate

but to no avail as the Fernwood coun-

selors refuse to allow their campers to

leave their canoes. Disappointed, we
turn our attentions in another direction,

across the lake to Oquossoc and all ilie

candy (50^) a person can buy . . .

Richard Jackson seems to do the best. A
dinner of bush hash is a culinar\ de-

light, turned slightlv b\ the continuing

developments in Ferral, which is the

main topic of conversation these da\ s.

A hot cereal breakfast braces us all

tor the day's paddle back up the lake to

Birch Island. Threatening skies oxer-

head but no rain as vet. Alter re-

estai)lishing ourselves on the island, xve

head for Caipsuptic bridge for a swim
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and picnic lunch. The swim is highligh-

ted by Douger's courage, Stoney's swan
dive, and Mike's back flop. After lunch,

a stickball game developed, starring

Geoff Edmunds, and Chris Peters.

Then back to Birch Island where an
early supper of Beef Stroganoff pre-

ceded a game of Thumper and Slap,

leaving everyone a little sore but happy.

The long anticipated climax of Ferral

was a bit disappointing, probably be-

cause no one figured out the right end-

ing. A late Friday morning as its raining

and Bob isn't picking us up till twelve.

A short paddle and it's over all too

soon.

WALTER MORRIS

July 27 - July 29
Windy Island - South Glenayr
with Frank Rutan, Paul Baur,

and David Clark

There were doubts as to whether or

not the trip would go out, but the sun
prevailed and off we went, thirteen

happy South Glenayr boys, Tommy
Kahrl of the infected toenail family, and
a trip leader with no experience with 9

10 year olds. Setting up camp was a

long job mainly because most of the

boys decided that they would rather

explore than set up. Vaughnie Clark
and C. Crowley found out that splash-

ing water while in a rowboat is fun, but

getting splashed is not so much fun.

Paul Baur decided that he would bleed

to death so he had to be transported

back to camp. Tommy Kahrl decided
that it was not so much fun being a

councillor. Jon Davidson, Serge Kasarda
and Chris Morrow were the first to go

swimming, the only difficulty being try-

ing to find a way out. Dinner, then a

ghost story and off to bed . . . No one in

his right mind gets up at 5:45 AM . . .

Breakfast, then everyone into the boats.

Charlie Reed and Jay Phelps do the

cleanup which is the messy job. Lunch,
then paddle down to the tracks and
walk to Palmer's Store. Chris Scullin

finds the walk hot, but the end worth-

while . . . Walk back and train comes 5

minutes later . . . Wind very heavy, so

Chris Giles is transferred to power
canoe along. As soon as we get back.

Paul and John Nichols are out in boats

again. Dinner, then a story by Paul Baur
and a visitation by the camp's resident

werewolf. "I wasn't saved", then "why
did you scream"? Beddy-bye and a re-

minder about waking up too early . . .

6:00 A.M.; Billy Hall is hungry and
wonders why the campers aren't allowed

to use the axe. Breakfast, then hide
from the council. Colin McNulty helps

to make lunch, then a final campsite
cleanup and back to camp.

FRANK RUTAN

July 27 -July 30
Fort Island - North Glenayr

with Sandy Buck, John Seamans,
Bob Habgood

Tuesday dawned overcast and drizzly,

which rose the question as to whether or

not we would head for Fort Island. But,

Old Sol shone through — and North
Glenayr, under the able direction of
Bob Habgood, John Seamans, and
Sandy Buck, was off.

Tiger and Richard braved the horrors

of sterning the camper canoe. Everyone
else paddled hard under the threat of

having to stern the camper canoe if they

didn't paddle harder. After lunch at

Merry Island, we moved on. Fort Island

loomed in the distance, and inspired

everyone to speed up to get there. The
girls camp took our planned campsite,

so we went around to the one on the

south side. "Sexy" Sean McNulty made
friends with the girls while we set up
camp and cooked. Dinner was inhaled

by nine hungry and tired campers, and
then right off to the tents.

Wednesday was one of the most
beautiful clear days I've ever seen on
Fort Island. After a late and leisurely

breakfast of French Toast, we lounged
around in the sun. Later we took a trip

to East Boothbay for allowance, a picnic

lunch, and a look at the big sailboats.

"No, Geordie, we can't go aboard!" Back
at the Island, we read, went clamming
and crabbing, and some brave souls

took a swim. "A little cold, Matt?" Din-

ner of spaghetti was prepared under the

careful observation of our Italian chefs,

Ken and Mark. After dinner we packed,

but some people left some clothes laying
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around. "Harold, get your socks out of

the fire!!" Sandy told the story of the

ghost of Fort Island, and John told

some of his own ghost stories. We all,

carefully, went to bed and listened out

for Admiral Richardson haunting the

shore line.

After some effort we left Fort Island

and caught the tide up to Damariscotta.

Rapids, cokes, oyster heaps, and finally

the campsite 12 miles away from the Is-

land. We must have set record speed up
river, and had time enough to have a

fun afternoon on the Nelson's land.

Dinner, kick the can, and the Hatch's

story finished the day nicely.

Next day we packed up. Chris Mayer
took a swim unexpectedly, and we were

off. We got picked up in Damariscotta

Mills, only a quarter of a mile paddle.

A fun trip, blessed with good weather.

North Glenayr left for Fort Island, as

neophytes to the forests, and returned

as experienced and capable campers.
Good job!

SANDY BUCK

July 27 - July 30

White Mountains - South Bunkerhill

with Shippen Bright, Stewart Ames,
and Steve Vastine

Arrived at Hastings in rain . . . Steve

sets up tents, many with indoor swim-
ming pools, while Stew and Ship set up
rest of camp . . . Clears and blue skies

prevail - Yea! . . . Everyone goes to find

wood, but Peter, David, Tom, Benjie,

and Andy play "Army corps of En-
gineers" and drain the fireplace! . . .

dinner and off to bed . . . next day
beautiful and we're off to climb Mt.
Kearsage! . . . Hurricane mountain road
is a real treat . . . Stewart almost leaves

the bottom of the station wagon at the

base of the mountain ... up the moun-
tain . . . Tim and Charlie motor up the

mountain with Steve . . . David puts his

mind to it ... Ship and Stew sweat it

out . . . Hit the ledges, nice view, only 1

more mile . . . Finally the top . . . Woo-
woo . . . Morrow admires the girls camp
. . . Abandoned Ranger station on top

offers beautiful view of all the White
Mountains . . . Best weather I've seen in

White Mountains for five years . . . Kids

play army . . . Council goes for tan . . .

down the Mountain in a flash . . . Back
to Hastings after a soda stop . . . Kieve

corps of Engineers go to work again

and construct a dam — not Just your
everyday rock dam though . . . Hoover
dam looks puny to what the boys made
. . . Dinner and off to bed . . . Next day
off to Emerald pool . . . Loads of fun
. . . O'Leary takes cannon ball contest . . .

Bent takes the swandive, and Tim Lord
took the can opener contest! . . . Back to

Hastings . . . Dinner and the clouds start

to come in . . . Pack up in the rain, and
we're off . . . stop at McDonald's for

lunch and back in camp by 3:00 pm . . .

Great trip, fellows!

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

July 27 - July 30
Mt. Katahdin - South Harris

with Bob Bishop, Schuyler Tilney,

Peter Wickstead, Pete Buck

Tuesday — Gray skies and light rain

for a 6:00 a.m. breakfast — camp van

and Schuyler's limo provided transpor-

tation — 11:30 rendezvous with Senior

Camp outside of Baxter State Park
(while waiting for us they had very
kindly staked out our campsite at Deb-
sconeag Deadwater) — we exchanged
the van for Bill and Sandy's 4-wheel
drive vehicles and parked Schuyler's

limo outside the wilderness area —
campsite was ready before lunch — the

afternoon was highlighted by Tilney's

folly, a splendid piece of cedar which
was felled and carried and which will

surely still be decorating the beach for

the tricentennial — a preseason football

game never got beyond a 28-28 halftime

score but good form was shown by all

participants — supper was delicious and
over before some clearing showers sent

us scurrying — beautiful sky to the west

as we went to bed.

Wednesday — Built-in alarms failed

but the alarm clock didn't so Peter,

Schuyler, and Bob were up and about at

4:30, campers up at 5:45, awav from
campsite at 6:30, and on the Helon
Taylor Trail at 7:35. The strength of
South Harris was demonstrated for the

next nine hours. The boys climbed well,

stayed together, and enjoyed themselves

while undergoing the pleasure and pain
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that is attendant to every Katahdin
climb. Do you remember sitting on
Pamola after being buffeted by those

high winds? The mist was swirhng
around us and suddenly would lift to

reveal the jagged peaks ahead and then

nothing but mist. But now we all knew
what was ahead and it was eerie when
we began THE trail. The Knife Ejige

Trail is one of the most spectaciUar

trails in the East, and oiu^ group was no
exception in hiking the range of uncer-

tainty, fear, sinprise, excitement, satis-

faction, and finally pride. Lots of wisec-

racks on top as we savored raisins,

cheese, and chocolate. Peter s gloves are

a good indication of the summit temp-
eratine. With increased respect for the

moimtain we made our descent. Back to

our windswept campsite and a delicious

dinner — as you go out to babysit to-

night give some thought to Schuyler's

campflre story.

For the record book and your own
long list of achievements:

Helen Taylor Trail to Pamola - 3.16

Knife Edge Trail to Baxter Peak - 1.10

Saddle Trail to Chimney Pond - 2.17

Chimney Pond Trail to Roaring Brook -

3:30
'

You add it up!

1 hursday — A slow start to oiu^ relax-

ing day — lots of bacon and pancakes
— off to Abol Slide and the traditional

frolic and picnic — just a lovely day to

have fun and think about the previous

day's achievement — twilight baseball

game on the beach and Schuyler's
meaningful campfire completed a won-
derful trip.

Friday — the long drive back with a

stop for Norm's za in Waterville.

Some reactions:

Brad — I didn't think I could do it, but

I did.

Chris — great fun, especially Abol Slide.

Neddy — I thought the trip to Katahdin
was fun when we got there; and
scary but fun when we climbed the

mountain.

John — hard work; my favorite part

was when we reached the top.

Dana — the thing I liked about
Katahdin was the climbing — the

Devil's Crotch when we were all

scared as mice — to tackle it and
after it was over I thought it was
easy; I also liked looking back and
saying 'I did that.'

BOB BISHOP

July 27 - August 2

Moose River - North Harris

with Tench Forbes, Henry Kennedy,
and Ted Walsh

1st day. — Long drive to Jackman,
and then a short paddle to our first

campsite. Hamburgers in the rain and
then a rainbow before going to bed.

2nd day — Portage Day. A short

paddle to portage trail in high winds . . .

Everyone does a good job, especially

Donny . . . Finished by lunchtime when
the sun comes out . . . Spaghetti for

dinner under clearing skies.

3rd day — Wake up to a beautiful

day, paddle 20 miles to Holeb Falls.

Everyone swims in the rapids after the

portage . . . Will Donny ever eat?

4th day — Rainy day. We get an earh

start . . . Tench and Chaffee come a lit-

tle short of shooting the whole set of

Mosquito Rapids . . . We line down
Spencer Rips, and race two fishermen to

Altean Falls. We shoot Attean Falls,

everyone does well, including the boy

scouts, another dinner in the rain.

5th day — Gray day ... we paddle

across Attean Lake and Wood, get al-

lowance in Jackman, and then on to
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Long Pond. Franz and Chaffee paddle

Henry and Tench down the river ... A
late visit from Frank ends the day.

6th day — Rest day. Rain all morning,

and most of the afternoon. Over to

Frank's at 3 for saunas and hamburgers.

Finish the day on a full stomach.

7th day — Up early and paddle over

to Frank's. Shippen and Dick come at

9:30 and then we're off to Kieve.

TENCH FORBES

August 2 - August 6

Moose River - South Harris

with Shippen Bright, Stewart Ames,
and Bob Habgood

Up at 5:30 and out by 6:30 . . . meet
North Harris at Strassberger's, pick up
canoes and put in at Holeb — home of

the "Holeb Hangman" . . . River swelled

by rain and current did most of the

work . . . "Hey, Stew, where's Camels
Rips?", "We went through them a half

mile back!", "Oh", . . . Floating lunch in

strong current was a blessing . . . Por-

tage coming up . . . "Where's the turn-

off?" . . . Brad gets hung up on rips —
Oh, Brad! . . . Portage time . . . Boys do
great job — aren't those Wannigans
heavy!" . . . got best campsite as Briggs

sets up dinner . . . Ship and Bobby
shoot the lower falls and Stew gets into

the act . . . Camp set up, dinner and
story of "Holeb Hangman". Up at 6 AM
next morning and out by 7:30.

Everyone stars at Mosquito Rips . . .

Paddle down river accompanied by
Chris Rawling's and Patrick's singing —
quite the aristocrats . . . Spencer Rips
and Stew shows the kids what style

really is . . . Long paddle to Attean Falls

. . . "this is boring. Ship," "When we
gonna get there?" and with that we find

ourselves hurtling down rapids . . .

Neddy can't get over how cool that was
. . . but wait, there's a second set! . . .

Ship, Stew, and Bob scout river . . . Ship
goes first and lost his hat (which re-

surfaced later!) . . . Brian's canoe say

hello to some rocks . . . Billy and Briggs'

canoe does a canoe's version of a

wheelie . . . Patrick and Chris have prob-

lems — crunch! . . . Margaritis does
great . . . Kieve draws some spectators

. . . one spectator remarks "I don't be-

lieve those boys did it!" to which the

council replied, "Kieve only has young
menV (Hemingway would have been
proud!) . . . Camp set up and afternoon

spent playing in the rapids . . . spec-

tators try rapids and kids watch in silent

satisfaction as the spectator canoe
smashes into rock . . . kids heads are size

of weather balloons . . . dinner by Rawl-

ings and off to bed for early paddle . . .

up at 4 AM, Jupiter blazes bright . . .

Breakfast by flashlight and off by 5:30

. . . early morning paddles are beautiful

. . . Attean and Wood lakes are crossed

. . . stop at store for council coffee and
donuts for kids . . . Camp Kennebec ap-

pears and they are going for same
campsite . . . camp set up and over to

Strassberger's for sauna! and chicken

dinner . . . next day another sauna and
games on beach . . . campfire and pop-
corn . . . off to bed . . . next morning up
early camp packed up and over to

Strassberger's to be taken home . . .

canoe trailer has to be brought up
Sandy driveway "rickshaw" style . . .

McDonald's and back in camp by 2 pm
— great trip!

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

August 3 - August 7

Rangeley Region - South Bunker Hill

with Sandy Buck, Frank Rutan,

and David Clark

Tuesday — Beautiful clear day. Three
hour drive up to the mountains and
lakes of the Rangeley Region. Loaded
canoes, time for a few dives from the

bridge. Shuster had a blast trying to im-

itate the Olympic divers.

Short paddle to Birch Island. Tony
Green led exploration expeditions of
the island paths and lookout rocks. Fox
and Rabbit down the paths. Who can
catch Timmy!?
Good cheeseburger dinner, then Jokes

and Aziscelios and werewolf storv.

Wednesday — Up early and off.

Another great day, and a flat Cupsuptic
Lake. Diving off the rock cliff island.

On to Stoney Batter Point to register for

campsites. Big wind against us to Far-

rington — Garbage Island. Rested up
from the long nine mile paddle. Eve-
ning spent swimming, canoeing and
rock fighting, good job Chris. After a
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beautiful sunset, and more jokes, songs,

and a story by Roots. Off to bed.

Thursday — Had planned on a short

paddle to Birch Point, but turned and
headed for Birch Island instead! Hassles

from the Lake guards, but we got our
way. Excellent sail down Mooselemegun-
tic Lake, ran down wind right up to our
lunch spot on Cupsuptic. Stopped at the

diving rock again. Roots and Sandy find

a great diving cliff nearby and attack

that bad boy! The wind was dead again

on Cupsuptic. Got to Birch Island,

rested, explored, swam and ate.

Another campfire and story then off to

bed.

Friday — Rest day. Rainy morning,
but the wind picked way up and blew
the clouds away. Benjie fished, Calvin

and Andy excelled in Capture the

Councillor, Gary and Mike played end-
less games of roof can, and Charlie
sliced himself up in the act of face saves

in roof can. After lunch we had a Birch

Island blend of "It's Academic" for

prize cookies. Cookies, and Tony Feary,

however, held on the longest, and got a

special mention in quick answers.

We then held a very necessary tub,

campsite clean up, and canoe flipping

clinic.

After an extraordinary Beef
Stroganoff dinner, we had a final

campfire, the vampire story by Dave,
and then everyone hit the sack.

Saturday — Up early, on this the last

day. Major cleanup of the campsite.

Canoe doglights on the way to the

bridge with Stabler and Tommy the

only casualties. Into Rangeley for a

donut breakfast, pickup by Bob and
homeward bound. First McDonald's in

Farrington, and Kieve. A fabulous trip,

everyone enjoyed every minute.

SANDY BUCK

August 4-6
Vinalhaven - North Glenayr

with Peter Wickstead, David Mead,
Chris Morris

Collected from ferry by Perry Boyden
. . . short though bumpy ride in open
truck . . . set up camp in campsite
created by Bill McCook and the senior

campers . . . swimming in Lawson's

quarry. Sean too eager to get into water
rolls down rockface, Richard takes time
to summon up courage, Harold walks
straight off, Ken and Tiger show us all

how to dive while David offers a little

friendly encouragement for those
hesitating at the water's edge.

Thursday — Fried eggs with no ba-

con. Was it the Boyden's dog or the
convict from Rockland prison. David
and Sean visit the doctor, while we go
swimming again this time in Boom
quarry. Higher cliffs, a boom to play

with and other people to watch.

Explore island in the afternoon. Perry

comes with us, he and Mark hunt for

crabs, Geordie tells jokes and Sean goes

to sleep. Baseball, soccer, council ramps
and Up-Jenkins provide poor enter-

tainment for a group of boys eager to

go swimming again. Booth quarry.
Harold and Chris Mayer are thrown off.

Matt and Geordie dive while Tiger
swims out to the middle. Spaghetti din-

ner with coke is graced by Perry's beaut-

iful sisters, Sarah and Rachel, and his

little brother Josh. David tries to imitate

Elvis Presley and Chris Morris takes on
everybody at backgammon, chess,

draughts and Stratego. After supper the

Boydens ever anxious to entertain, take

us to see a film called The Tall Ships are

Coming.

Friday — Blueberry pancakes cour-

tesy of David Mead and Chris Mayer.
Ages taken in cleaning up. Another
swim at Boom quarry naturally! Geor-
die, Matt, and Richard are the first in.

We leave and the young people's theatre

group arrives. See a battleship and Peter

Creighton before being picked up by

Bob Linker. A very successful camping
trip due to the generosity and kindness

of the Boyden family.

PETER WICKSTEAD

August 5 - August 7

Louds Island - South Glenayr

with Walter Morris, Ted Walsh
and the Bishops

For a week I had been asking my
Daddy when we were going on the Snoiv

Goose to Louds Island. You see I had
been last year and knew it was a terrific

trip. Uncle Dick had the Snow Goose
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ready when our car convoy arrived at

Round Pond. The South Glenayr boys

carried all their stuff (big people call it

camping gear, but there was so much of

it, I call it stuff; if you don't believe me
ask Sandy Buck's mother because she

was there with Mr. Buck, Aunt Nancy,

and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Buck — some of

them thought they were going on a nice

quiet picnic until we arrived; I think

they were surprised! down to the boat,

and Uncle Bill McCook helped load it

all on.

Landing on the island is always excit-

ing because you get to ride in a small

motor boat, and I like motor boats. I

think my Daddy does too, but he never

remembers how to run them and has to

relearn very fast. Uncle Dick piloted the

small boat in and out while some of the

big people on the Snow Goose got a

chance to learn how to run it; it's good
to learn fast or you end up on the rocks

(fine for booze but not boats, says Uncle
Bill). Finally everything was in but my
Daddy who was now in the small boat,

alone, fifty yards from shore, drifting

away from the full throtding Snow Goose
— he learned fast how to operate it.

Ted Walsh, the ropesman, is a real

wizard (not like the fake one of Oz). He
showed everybody how to pitch the

tents; he built a fireplace; and best of

all, he built a stone arched bridge be-

tween two big boulders and made a cas-

tle on the top of the higher one. The
high tide didn't bother the castle-bridge,

but it did flood the fireplace.

Do you know South Glenayr? Well,

it's like being in a great big, noisy, fam-
ily. Walter is everybody's daddy at the

same time, and he is really understand-
ing, patient, and listens to all of them. I

know little boys somewhat because I'm

one and I live with two others. We are

like wind-up toys on bumpy ground —
we move around a lot at top speed and
only stop to pee and sleep. We ask lots

of questions usually about food and
time — and always three times.

After lunch some of us went berrying
— just to see if there were any and how
they tasted. Others were building and
wrecking castles and still others were
clamming, arguing, and throwing mud.

Uncle Dick came back in time to help

with supper and to build a fireplace out

of high tide's reach. Supper was very

good and the campfire marshmallows
were even better.

I had a great sleep in the tent and
most everybody else did too. After

scrambled eggs and lots of bacon, we
got all our wet things out in the sun and
got ready to walk to Uncle Dick's house
at the other end of the island. It's fun

walking along the shore picking up sea

glass and crab shells (you ought to hear

my Snapping Along song), skipping
stones, and asking how much farther

there is to go. You got to have big poc-

kets for all the things that you want to

keep. The Raspberry Patch is really nice

— you should see it. We picked
raspberries or went clamming or got

into trouble; everybody did a bit of each

because we're just boys. Walter made
three raspberry cakes in Uncle Dick's

regular oven — they were so good! It

was fun doing all sorts of things after

lunch — mostly getting very dirty.

The walk back was pretty good, and I

didn't even ask for a shoulder ride be-

cause I had to have my hands free to

hold a toad and swat mosquitoes. First

course for supper was steamed clams; I

tried one and liked the butter. Next we
had spaghetti with a tasty sauce. After

more raspberry cake we had another
campfire with a try at pop corn and a

scary story by Uncle Dick — the Most
Dangerous Game on Louds Island. Oh
boy, we saw two of the castle guards the

next morning!
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The day for our going home was a bit

gloomy weatherwise, but breakfastwise it

was seconds and thirds on pancakes.
One more thing. Most mommies are in-

terested in what we do for a bank (bat-

hroom) and are afraid to ask. The
Senior Campers had built one using as

their model the newly-renovated tower
suite in the Chateau Fronenac (now
that's a real camping trip). The only
problem is that the mosquitoes bit you
on your bum. I always laugh when
someone says bum because, like all little

boys, -bathroom humor is my specialty.

It was nice of all the boys to look after

me. I appreciate their kindness.

STEPHEN BISHOP

August 5 - August 9

Flagstaff-Bigelow - North Bunker Hill

with Tench Forbes, Henry Kennedy,
and Bob Weatherill

1st day — Short paddle to camp site

. . . almost on island because of high
water . . . the only nice day of the trip

2nd day — Up late . . . Where's Mt.

Bigelow? Scrambled eggs a la Stone . . .

What eggs are we going to use for the

pancakes, Jimmy? A quiet literary morn-
ing, with some swamp exploration . . .

Billy, Jimmy, and company find a gen-

eral store ... we spend the allowance
there after lunch . . .

3rd day — Cloudy day, but we can

see Bigelow . . . short paddle into Strat-

ton then short climb up to Cranberry
Peak ... is there really a ghost of Ar-

nold's well? beautiful view of Lake
Flagstaff on top of the mountain. Pad-

dle back to the campsite in the rain . . .

Bush hash Begien for dinner.

4th day — Up late again, and again

we can't see any mountains, another
literary morning . . . Today the raccoon

didn't eat any bread so we can have
sandwiches . . . another short paddle to

Stratton for allowance, then back for

Beef Stroganoff . . . long clean up
period afterwards, had Chris been read-

ing my book?
5th day — Up early and off in record

time . . . short paddle and then long
rain storm. Soon Bob comes and we're

soon back at camp.
TENCH FORBES

August 6 - August 10
White Mountains Back Packing

North Harris with Schuyler Tilney,

John Pedrick, Steve Vastine, and Paul
Baur

Day 1 — Early departure from de-

serted camp . . . John is sure we have
forgotten nothing this time . . . McCook
assures us weather will be beautiful de-

spite present cloudy skies. Drive
through Maine country and finally

pretty New Hampshire 113 ... a stop

for fire permit . . . South Baldface peek-

ing through clouds . . . then Hastings

Campground by Evans Brook. John:
"Where's my storm tent?" we did forget

something . . . for a change. No prob-

lem . . . tents up quickly . . . Paul's

beautiful tarp ... PB & J's and Pepsis

for lunch . . . running bases . . . Peter R.

cannot face the facilities ... a seven
course dinner, (including chocolate

cake, courtesy of Nancy P!) ... a game
called Spud . . . Chapman on the well

. . . story by Paul and early bed, kept

awake by local Evel Knievels.

Day 2 — Early rising and huge break-

fast . . . muddy skies and cold weather

but Paul has heard favorable forecasts

. . . dividing up the food and last minute
checking of packs . . . Franz has the

Vienna sausages, Steve has the lime;

Eliot's got his moleskin, Chaffee's ready

to climb! . . . Short drive to Stoney
Brook trail thru light mist . . . raincoats

and heavy packs . . . we have to get to

the shelter, so push hard! Gradual climb

for first mile but trail steepens quickly

. . . Peter C. sets the pace at a trot . . .

Andy's sleeping bag will not stay tied on
. . . neither will Chapman's tent poles.

Finally the Imp Shelter Cutoff and a

well-deserved rest. "Was that really 2.6

miles? "That wasn't that bad." Onward
and upward along an incredibly steep

trail . . . Dana wants to know how much
farther . . . Donny doesn't care ... all

trudge on . . . Another mile and the

Imp Mountain A.M.C. shelter, full again

. . . so what else is new? Up to the

campsites for lunch . . . freezing weather

. . . tent set up . . . the rain starts . . .

nap time! Other groups arrive all after-

noon amid downpour, but rain lets up
around 6:00 to allow dinner . . . Barry

gets a fire started and all crowd around
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for warmth, Gorham peeks through
cloud cover and twinkling lights are as

spectacular as remembered . . . rain

starts anew . . . let's just go to bed!

Day 3 — Rain all night and lousy

morning weather reports. Everything is

soaked, but Eliot, Paul, and Dana are

psyched to push on. Long discussion

over scrambled eggs; John hits on ac-

ceptable plan. Back down Stoney Book
. . . Jeff can't believe we climbed it yes-

terday . . . slipping and sliding on
muddy trail . . . Franz and Donny do
graceful flops . . . Marty, Peter R., Chaf-

fee, and Peter C. run ahead . . . waiting

cars and welcome relief from wet packs.

Dunkin' Donuts in Berlin provides
mid-morning snack . . . drive to Wild
River C.G. . . . blisters and hot spots . . .

moleskin all around. Off on the Wild
River Trail, which is beautiful and only

gently sloping. Trail lengthens out . . .

"How much farther?" "Just another Til-

ney mile" . . . Finally the Spider Bridge
and a real mile to go . . . short rest while

waiting for Paul, Eliot and Jeff who are

back enjoying the scenery. Spruce
Brook Shelter . . . empty and inviting

. . . late but welcome tomato soup lunch
and a short rest . . . sun even tries to

break through (unsuccessfully) . . .

mandatory soap swim . . . freezing water
and blue skin . . . Chaffee finds a water
slide, Marty finds some glass . . . back to

the shelter . . . Unpacking and getting

comfortable . . . arrival of two strange

individuals . . . funny smell from behind
the shelter . . . chicken stew and more
chocolate. More strange hikers who
keep us up . . . finally leave and we can
go to bed . . . Donny settles for the out-

side . . . two stories by Barry Boyscout
. . . sleep and hopes that the rain will

continue to hold off.

Day 4 — Who'd a thunk it? . . . more
rain. Sheets of water descending when
we awoke, but the shelter kept us dry.

Out of bed late when rain has slowed to

drizzle. Dana wants to push on — Paul
is speechless with rage . . . Eliot has re-

ceded into his grey funk. Decision is un-
fortunate but unavoidable: back to Hast-
ings. All grab corners of the tarp for

some camper tossing . . . long discussion

on how to rig the huge canvas . . . fi-

nally an indoor basketball court . . .

lunch and hours of spud in the rain.

Peter R. has a nasty trick of nailing

people . . . Chapman is tough to get . . .

Peter C. has a taste of the wall, as does

Vas . . . Andy's play has improved con-

siderably . . . Franz's is good but not

great. Dinner and warnings of Hooding
in the area . . . let's just give up to fate

and unladylike Hurricane Belle and go
home. Coffee and clean-up . . . reports

of impending disaster on the road home
. . . a full camp and welcome beds . . .

good fun with a great group . . . many
thanks, guys. But unfulfilled dreams
bother me . . . would you believe . . .

next year?

SCHUYLER M. TILNEY
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TUESDAY, JUNE 22nd, 1976

The first day of Kieve, 1976 — the

fifty-first year of camp — dawned pardy

cloudy and hazy. The council was busy

most of the day putting the finishing

touches on the camp while Merrill

Bailey and his carpenters completed the

new dock and the porch on Pasquaney.

The first camper, Tom Scriggins, ar-

rived at breakfast time and was put to

work along with the counselors. Several

more arrived by car, but the majority

descended on the camp shortly after six

on the bus with Dick Kennedy.
Following an excellent dinner of meat

loaf, the campers unpacked, began re-

newing old acquaintances and making
new friends. The evening concluded
with a campfire in Innisfree led by Bill

McCook and Walter Morris. The Kieve

Song and Cheer echoed in Innisfree.

Kieve 1976 is underway.
BOB LINKER

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23rd, 1976

•Although this is a beautiful place

when the camp is empty it simply
doesn't compare with full bunkhouses,
new campers poking into as many cor-

ners as possible, the boys triumphing in

their island swims, going the wrong way
into the dinner line, and fumbling their

way through the Kieve song. This first

full day of camp was superb.

Jamie Neilson received the first injury

of the summer by walking into a full

coffee mug and burning his arm. Most
of the new boys either went on a tour of

the camp, went straight to the water-

front, or to the infirmary for the weigh-

ing in procedure with Nurse Linker.

Throughout the morning, forty-seven

boys successfully swam the 600 yards,

they are: Chris Bell, Harold Engstrom,

John Jennings, Brian Johnson, Peter

McClennen, Philip Moore, Charlie New-
ton, Richard Russell,Thorne Sparkman,
Ricky Talbot, Ted Thayer, Jonathan
Thornton, Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld,
Jon Erdman, Ned Hallowell, Andy
Hawkes, Rickie Kaloust, Basil Koudelis,

Bobby Lockhart, Andrew McClennen,
Jon Nichols, Thomas 1 liornton,

Richard Blow, Tom Blum, Jonathan

Clark, Tony Fearey, Chris Hallowell,

Tim Kunhardt, Roger Normand,
Rupert Thompson, Gardiner Harris,

Richard Jackson, Clint Johnson, Karl

Lund, Stewart von Oehsen, Sam Reeves,

Andrew Sidamon-Eristoff, Jay Brennan,
David Harris, Jeff O'Leary, Doug Rus-
sell, Tom Scriggins, Peter Kasarda,
Doug McClennen, Ross Bassette, John
Kehoe, and John Wynn. After lunch
this afternoon, Tom Kahrl, an old boy,

conquered his concerns and successfully

did his swim. Also this morning Tim
Wike won his White Arrow in Archery
and Chris Peters won his Black Arrow.
This afternoon, Lee Eppel won his

White Arrow.
This afternoon amid unusual showers,

we had assigned activities followed by a

long general swim in the hopes of dis-

pelling the heat.

The evening activity, chosen to get

the bunkhouses working together on a

project, was skits built around the theme
of first impressions of Kieve. Following

the skits, each camper was awarded a

Hershey bar with recognition ranging
from Most Disgusting for North
Glenayr, Most Perceptive for South
Glenayr, Most Original for South
Bunker Hill, Most Sarcastic for North
Bunker Hill, Best Choreography, South
Harris, Biggest Put Down, North Har-
ris, Most Sophisticated, Old Bunker
Hill, ("Tiny Spit Good"). Another dip

after flag and camp is under wav!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

THURSDAY, JUNE 24th, 1976

Today was our first "Regular" day of

Kieve 1976. The heat was tremendous
and so was the enthusiasm of the kids.

Morning activities sailed by as Ken
Kennelly, Richard Russell, Rupert
Thompson, and John Jennings all re-

ceived their White Arrow. Philip Moore
attained his Pro- Marksman at the rifle

range as John Kehoe received his Crew
rating. Also 1 ench Forbes began work-
ing on his Kieve Tripper.

The afternoon was a flurr\ ot soccer,

sailing and sweating on the new land-

sports field. Rossmassler's Ruffians de-

feated Shcnton's Shvsters 4-1 with Walh
"Ihe Chest" Morris's help. In other
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heat-laden events Sandy Buck worked
on a tan while others were building
foundations for future qualifications.

The Evening Activity consisted of a

huge Capture-the-Flag game where no-

body won but there was plenty of action

for all. Flag was held under a threaten-

ing sky and our paths to the cabins were
lit by lightning. We all slumbered off to

the sound of a tremendous thun-
derstorm — a great night for ghost
stories! Good day to all.

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

FRIDAY, JUNE 25th, 1976

The O.D. woke up to the. sound of
the pitter-patter of raindrops and the

tail-end of a supposed clearing shower.

Unfortunately it was the beginning of a

day long rainstorm. Everyone got an
extra half-hour sleep and upon awaken-
ing were instructed as to the proper way
to wear rain gear. Indoor activities were
the fare of the day with needed instruc-

tion in First Aid, Water Safety and
Campcraft. Because of the absence of
General Swim, activities were much
longer than usual. A somewhat disor-

ganized lunch was followed by a quiet

rest period which was also extended. Af-

ternoon activities were highlighted by a

qualification, Frank Kaul received his

Marksman in Riflery. The popular ac-

tivities were Games in Innisfree with Big
War and Bingo with Sandy Buck. In
Bingo, Dan Bliss, Leo Eppel and Charlie

Newhall were the big winners. The sun
came out long enough to warrant a

General Swim. Evening Activities were
held in Innisfree with Schuyler leading

a Lion Hunt and reading a story, a

polishing up of the Kieve Song, and the

annual visit of the Hefalump. A
campfire and marshmallows, compli-
ments of David Harris, in celebration of
his birthday, and then off to bed. Why
do I always get rain?

FRANK E. RUTAN, IV

SATURDAY, JUNE 26th, 1976

This morning dawned cool (which was

a nice change from the 93 degree
weather of a few days ago) and drizzly

(which wasn't to nice!) Duties were per-

formed with real style. A rip-roaring in-

spection followed under the supervision

of the O.D.
Activities were considerably slowed

down by the rain. Peter Creighton was

the real morning achiever, as he pulled

in a huge 19 inch Bass. An indoor lunch

followed an optional General Swim.
Some crazy men like Shenton and
Schneider braved the cold and wet air

and actually took a swim. Rest period

was longer today, again thanks of

Mother Nature.

By the time afternoon activities

started the rain had stopped and the

sun even tried to shine. Gardiner Harris

hit the groove in Archery and got his

White Arrow. Big Wally organized a

massive softball game down at Kieve
Memorial Stadium. Another optional

general swim, again due to the cold

Maine air.

Free time produced a pick-up Lac-

rosse Game using girl's rules. Stand-outs

were Clint Johnson, Luke Allen, Joe
Dowling and John Schneider in the

nets.

After dinner the councijlors headed
for the woods in preparation for an all

camp Capture-the-Councillor game.
George Phipps probably ended up with

the most negative points, while many
others walked away winners. After a
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brief dip Schuyler wound down the day
while the O.D. made an emergency L.L.

Bean's run! Everyone went to bed after

an active day despite the rotten weather.

SANDY BUCK

SUNDAY, JUNE 27th, 1976

Our first Sunday at Kieve dawned
grey and threatening. Pancakes whizzed

through the air at breakfast with the ac-

cent on accuracy rather than distance.

Duties, a tub by cabin, and preparation

for inspection took up most of the

morning.
Chapel was in Innisfree because of

the weather; nevertheless it was a par-

ticularly pleasant service heightened by

the participation of a number of diffe-

rent people. The sweetest voice in the

choir was Gardiner Harris; the loudest

voices belonged to Timothy Kunhardt
and Tom Blum, and the Quartet of

Chris Richardson, Tony Green,
Kunhardt and Blum enriched the choir.

Ricky Wills, Pat Gilligan, Jamey Hebb,
and Chris Richardson each read and
Dick's talk used the story of the good
Samaritan to illustrate the point that

opportunities not obligations abound at

Kieve.

A delicious barbecue chicken dinner

with a rousing cheer for newcomer
Peter Wickstead Just arrived from com-

pleting his first year at Oxford Univer-

sity in England.

Lots of activity this afternoon hign-

lighted by the following qualifications

earned: Photography - Yashica to Jon
Nichols and Doug McClennen; Tennis -

White and Black Rackets to Ricky
Kaloust and Ned Hallowell.

Inspection-winning South Glenayr re-

ceived an extra ration of ice cream at

supper. After supper some fished, many
played Lacrosse and there were some
exciting games at the top of the hill. A
prayer, Kieve song and rousing cheer
closed out a busy day.

DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, JUNE 28th, 1976

Morning brought yet another damp,
cool morning to Kieve, but word soon
circulated of an anticipated break in the

weather. Thus revitalized, camp pro-

ceeded with a busy round of morning
activities. On the tennis courts, Chris

Davis, Chris Richardson, and Doug
Baily rallied their way to their White
Raquets while Lee Eppel managed to

get both his White and his Black. On
the rifle front, John Jennings, Jeff
O'Leary and Ken Kennelly received

their Pro-Marksmen while Tim Wike
became the first in camp to get his Ap-
prentice in Shop.
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General swim brought the first signs

ot bkie sky and after rest period, camp
was once again in full swing. A soccer

game run by Wickstead and Baur was
the main attraction of the afternoon,

featuring the play of Todd D'Alessan-

dro, Jon Erdman, and Randy Wilgis.

Ned and Chris Hallowell took Walter to

a 7-5 set and won their Blue Raquets.

Thomas Thornton, Joe Dowling, Peter

Stabler, Peter Creighton, all hammered
and sawed and got their Apprentice-
ships, while Andrew Marrus shot for his

Pro-Marksm'an.

Capture-the-Camper was the choice

for the evening and John Schneider,

Donny Kennedy and Rupert Thompson
were the stars. A quick tub to remove
the soot and pine sap sent a tired but

happy group to bed, grateful to have
the sun with us again.

SCHUYLER TILNEY

JUNE 29 - JULY 1

First Trips

FRIDAY, JULY 2nd, 1976

We woke this morning to drizzly and
cold weather. This was to be expected
since the weather was like this through-

out the first trips. The stoves in the ca-

bins were cranked up and clothes and
sleeping bags were hung on the rafters

to try and dry up the mildew smell.

Morning activities went well, with sev-

eral people managing to get qualifica-

tions in riflery and tennis. On the courts

Phipps, Rossmassler, Clint Johnson,
Craig D'Alessandro and Gardiner Har-

ris got their White Racquets, while in

Riflery Jamie Hebb got his Marksman
and Jay Brennan got his Pro-Marksman.
After rest period the sky actually

began to clear, and yes folks, we had a

sunny afternoon in the making. The
good weather must have been a real in-

spiration because everyone really went

hog-wild with qualifications. At the

Wood Shoppe, Kaul, Shuster, Moore,
Peters and David Harris got their Ap-
prenticeships. At Sherwood Forest Gar-

diner Harris got his Black Arrow and
Doug Russell got his White Arrow. At
the Front, von Oehson, A. Hawkes and
Ted Thayer got their Pro-Marksman.

We had a good long General Swim in

celebration of the new found bright
light in the sky.

After dinner we had "Jock Night".

The Men played Lacrosse and the
others played Softball and Soccer.
Coach Rutan, from U. Va., came and
showed us all how to handle a Lacrosse

stick, while our touring English
Superstar soccer player, Peter "Pole"

Wickstead, ran a soccer clinic. As usual

Big Wally took the boys a-softballing.

After a good "pit" was worked up by all,

we had a quick dip, then fiag. Everyone
hit the hay really ready for some serious

negative sleep after an active day.

SANDY BUCK

SATURDAY, JULY 3rd, 1976

Rain it had been all week, and rain it

looked like today. Rain had drenched us

all week, rain had even brought one trip

back early. We were tired of RAIN! The
day started slowly, a sleepy flag, a

breakfast that was quiet without the pre-

sence of messeurs Bright, Buck, Morris,

Pedrick and Rutan.

We assembled leisurely for Indian
Circle and noticed that something wasn't

just quite right. We tried a communal
stretch, and that didn't work; it was the

lack of sun! Rick Wills immediately
stepped forward to lead us in a "Whoa
King Sun" chant, followed by special

performances of Luke Allen, Stewart

von Oehsen, George Phipps and Chris

Hallowell and then we were off to

morning activities. King Sun and King
Rain fought magnificently all morning,

but many were able to disregard their

ruckus; Clint Johnson and Tony Fearey

to earn Pro-Marksman ratings, Richard

Blow, Ted Thayer, Basil Koudelis and
Richard Jackson to notch White Arrows,

and Pat Gilligan, Henry Klingeman, Jay
Brennan and John Nichols to stroke

White Rackets. Thunder and lightning

disrupted general swim and rain spoiled

outdoor lunch, but after a quiet rest

period we again assaulted the various

activities, (Thanks to Jamey Hebb for

his magnificent O.D. immitation). A
busy afternoon followed, with Peter

Kasarda and Lee Eppel Sailing to

Crewmanship and Peter Stabler swing-
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ing a Blue Racket.

King Sun had dominated all after-

noon, but the angered Rain God took

control of the evening, and swim was

again shortened. Dinner, a movie, and

early bed rounded out the productive

dav, and we trudged wearily down to

bed.

SCHUYLER TILNEY

SUNDAY, JULY 4th, 1976

As soon as the O.D. had got all fears

of being Lynched or Tortured out of

his system his Bicentennial Wonder Day
proceeded a pace. The kitchen did up
proud at breakfast and at all meals
throughout the day. The morning fol-

lowed the usual Sunday routine. North
Bunker Hill won inspection. Chris
Richardson and Peter Creighton read in

Chapel while Dick, as usual, gave an in-

spiring talk on a passage from Paul's let-

ter to the people at Corinth. Andy Sut-

phin drowned out the choir while An-
drew Marrus took home the cake for

the sweetest voice. Lunch was graced by
Bobby Lockhart's parents, Teddy
Thayer's family and a friend of
Jonathan Clark.

During a short rest period the bells,

carrilon and old gong were rung
throughout the camp and land to proc-

laim liberty and the sun began to^ shine

confidently for the first time in days.

(An auspicious moment which showed
that George HI had made the right de-

cision in giving the Colonies indepen-
dence 200 years ago).

The afternoon was taken up with a

game of Aquattack which consisted of
the Tories battling against the Whigs. It

was a tremendously hard-fought game
ending in a reversal of the Whigs vic-

tory 200 years earlier. Ace fighter pilot

John Seamans and his daring ticket

snatcher Lee Eppel managed to swamp
his canoe after seven kills while Frankie
Kaul went down fighting at the bitter

end with a strained ankle.

A soccer game followed dinner for all

except North Glenayr and North
Bunker Hill who were packing for trips.

After flag we all went down to the
waterfront for some firecrackers, pro-
vided by George Phipps and Ellie Ste-

vens and Viking Ships made by Sarah

Stiles and Laura Morris. Though this

display may not have equaled what was
happening in New York or Washington
it provided a suitable ending to a

worthwhile day. Meanwhile we all look

forward to the Tricentennial.

PETER WICKSTEAD

MONDAY, JULY 5th, 1976

Following up on the "Gala Forth"
made the fifth of July rather anti-

climatic. North Glenayr departed for

Fort Island and North Bunker Hill

headed north to Katahdin with hopes of

continued good weather for climbing.

Linker Logs for duties, then many qual-

ifications: White Racquets for Andy
Marrus, Philip Moore, John Jennings,

Rupert Thompson, Tony Fearey,
Richard Blow and Jonathan Clark, and
a Black Racquet to Doug Bailey. Photo-

graphy brought forth Yashicas for Tony
Fearey, Lee Eppel and Jon Thornton;
Richard Russell received his Pro-

Marksman while Sut Sutphin attained

his Skipper.

The evening was closed out with the

movie "Ten Who Dared", about the first

boat trip down the rapids of the Col-

orado River and Grand Canyon.
BOB LINKER

JULY 6 - JULY 8

Second Trips

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1976

Another lovely day, and with only

three cabins, (South Glenayr, North
Glenayr and North Bunker Hill) in

camp the day ran rather easily. Two
huge toads were caught in the morning
and named "Laurabelle and Bob". Sail-

ing brought forth Crews for Stewart von
Oehsen and Gardiner Harris while Jon
Thornton and Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld

earned White Racquets and Rickv
Kaloust served to a Black Racquet.
Clint's AU-Americans tied* Luke's Lions.

5-5, in Lacrosse. A long swim ended the

afternoon. An Open Hill concluded a

leisure day.

BOB LINKER
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SATURDAY, JULY 10th, 1976

Beautiful day! Temperature "Jes'

Right" all the way into the night. Break-

fast and duties were fast and furious.

Activities were fruitful — 38 qualifica-

tions; John Erdman, Randy Wilgis, Tom
Scriggins all received their White Rac-

quet in Tennis; as Kenry Klingeman
and George Phipps received their Black

Racquet. Sam Reeves pulled a double
whammy by getting both his White and
Black Racquets in one day. Good Job!
In Sailing, Steve Shuster received his

Skipper rating while Andy Hawkes,
Rudi Coolerado and Tim Wike received

the Crew rating. Jeff O'Leary, the only

successful try-out for Robin Hood and
his Merry Men, received a Black Arrow.
The Big One of the day was when
North Bunker Hill and South Glenayr
all received their Red Cross Water
Safety Qualification. All in all, a good
job done by everyone!

In the afternoon, the semi-annual
Pan-African water Olympics were held.

After all the jousting, bobbing underwa-
ter, marathon swimming, water polo
and greased watermelon grappling, the

Ibo's proved strongest followed by the

Watusi and Kikuju. No doubt the star of

the day was Gardiner "Wrong Way"
Harris who, amongst the mass confusion

in the water, snuck the watermelon out

of the crowd (between his legs), made a

mad dash for the goal with no one in

sight and proceeded to score only to

find out that he scored for the other

team. With that congenial smile and
good natured personality, Gardiner
proved to be the real winner to his

cabin because he brought the waterme-
lon home.
Senior Campers ran Evening Ac-

tivities while Steve, Schuyler and Ship-

pen worked on preparations for the big

treasure hunt. Flag and off to bed to

end a great, but exhausting day.

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

SUNDAY, JULY 11, 1976

A Beautiful dawn promised perfect

weather all day for our last regular

Sunday during the first session. Loud
and enthusiastic cheers for Nanny Ken-

nedy and Chris Richardson, our birth-

day celebrants. Pancakes whizzed
through the air, tough duties and a

lousy inspection for everybody but
South Harris.

We had a particularly nice chapel ser-

vice. John Pedrick spoke effectively

about what we should have larned about
ourselves and one another this summer.
The biblical lessons about love were
read by Jamey Hebb and Pat Gilligan.

Loudest voice prize went to Charlie
Newhall and John Jennings had the

sweetest voice. The quartet of: Ricky
Talbot, Harold Engstrom, Charlie,

Newhall, and Neddy Davis backed up
the choir in grand scale.

Good accomplishments in the after-

noon activities. The Sailing Regatta was

won by one boat skippered by Frankie

Kaul and Joe Dowling and another boat

handled by Dan Purvis, Ned Lee and
Shep Brown. In riflery Charlie Newton
and Ricky Talbot earned Pro-Marksman
and Philip Moore got his Marksman.
Jamey Hebb got his White Racket and
Craig D'Alessandro his Black Racket.

Lots of games at night followed by a

lusty song and cheer as the augmented
Bishop family appeared.

DICK KENNEDY
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MONDAY, JULY 12th, 1976

Nanny Kennedy had a birthday party

at the Red Farmhouse last night and
North Bunker Hill celebrated the event

with a water fight. Is it true fellows that

the foam rubber mattresses will hold

five and a half gallons of water?

This morning we had the first bits of

news about the archeological digs going

on at the Bucks'. Who is using the

shovel, Shippen and Schuyler or the

"archeologists"?

It was a "drismal", damp morning so

we had our hard boiled eggs at 8:30 fol-

lowed by the usual duties and a relaxed

morning as the campers worked on
their qualifications.

During the afternoon Neddy Davis

received both his Novice and Red Tree
in Nature, and Peter Creighton finished

his Red Tree. In tennis, Chris
Richardson, Karl Lund, Jonathan Clark,

and Richard Blow all took their Black

Rackets, both Chris and Ned Hallowell

their Red Rackets, and Frankie Kaul
and Rick Wills won their White Rackets.

In Photography Peter Creighton, An-
drew Marrus, and Tim Wike were
awarded their Yashica, and Tony Green
and Tom Blum won both their Yashica

and Rolloflex awards.

North Harris came back from their

trip this afternoon, so the camp is filling

up again, only Allagash is still out.

After dinner tonight, Innisfree be-

came Casino Kieve with gaming tables,

armed bouncers, (thanks. Senior Cam-
pers), and some very seedy looking
croupier. The real highlight of the even-

ing was the appearance of some very

classy ladies who came direct from
Madam La Plume's Parlour de Massage
somewhere east of the Atlantic, (I be-

lieve it was Pigalle). Anyway, everyone
was a winner and the Hershey Bars
were passed out. Schuyler ended the

day with some very tantalizing hints

about the treasure hunt to be held to-

morrow.
JOHN R. PEDRICK

TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1976

Today, The First Annual Bicentennial

Special Indoor-Outdoor Camp Kieve

Treasure Hunt and Walkathon!! Skies

were cloudy when we awoke, but ex-

citement ran high as most groups were
ready to plunge through the woods in

search of their first clues. Flag, break-

fast, a short activity period, and the

camp was ready to meet with "sniveling

deputies" Tilney and Bright for final in-

structions and good luck wishes. Outside
the rain had begun it's slow drizzle, but

spirits soared as the treasure-hungry
cherubs attacked their clues. Soon all

were racing through the foggy mist
after the elusive clues, and it was not

long before many had run through the

first seven of their fifteen. The deputies

were worried; the kids were too clever!

And so, tough clues all around stumped
hunters and wet kiddies until lunch.

Rest hour and a second activity period

while the deputies and assistants worked
frantically to cook up more clues, then

the troops were again ready. The rain

had stopped momentarily, new clues

and final instructions, the groups
charged off again. The activity was furi-

ous, the hunters were resourceful, but

the clues were tougher, and then there

was the rain . . . cold and wet. Bun-
kerhill groups had tough going, the

Harrises got stuck on Indian Point while

the Glenayrs sloshed through the mud,
but all valiantly pursued their elusive

treasures. No one seemed to have a

raincoat, no one seemed to care,

everyone had just one thought in their

minds; find that treasure! Dinner was
fast approaching as the groups con-
verged on the prize; Chris "Sherlock"

Bell and his South Glenayr 1 Private

Eyes, Timothy "Is that you Shippen"
Kunhardt and his South Bunker Hill I

Bunglers, and Tommy "I got here first"

Kahrl with his South Harris I Storm
Troopers. Hot showers, postponed din-

ner where "best clue" conversations
dominated (thanks for the hot choco-

late. Kitchen), play rehearsal and bed; a

welcome end to a wet, exhausting, but

fun day. Much thanks must go to the

council and the Pingree girls for their

help, with a special mention to assistant

deputy Steve Vastine. Somewhere along

the line, we had a number of qualifica-

tions: Peter Creighton, Tom Blum,
Rupert Thompson, Tim Kunhardt,
Chris Hallowell, Tonv Green. Nedd\
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Davis and Doug Russell earned Novices

in nature, while Tony Green and Neddy
Davis got their Red Trees. Doug
McClennen shot his Pro-Marksman. Jay
Brennan, Neddy Davis (he had a good
day), Patrick Gilligan and Tommy Kahrl

received apprenticeships in Shop and
David Harris hammered out an Assis-

tant Carpenter. As well, over in the

Photo Shack, Luke Allen got his Rollof-

lex while Stewart von Oehsen clicked a

Yashica. Finally, Chris Richardson, re-

ceived his Crew while Reupert
Thompson sailed to his Skipper.

As I think back on the whole affair,

many things run through my mind, and
so perhaps I'll end with these few:

Phipps knows the camp too well, Blum
will catch a cold for sure, but can't give

up, Nichols uses unfair Aquattack tac-

tics, Jennings looks like a soaked puppy,
Wilgis will get lost on Bean Isle,

Erdman Is lost, North Harris has bad
luck, Kunhardt has big feet (he tripped

over the treasure). Finally, two things

stick out, our dinner toast: "Shippen
and I would like to thank all of you for

making our day so wonderful", and on
a sadder note, a poignant clue: "Candles

flicker, torches glow. Memories linger,

tomorrow you go. .
.".

SCHUYLER M. TILNEY

WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 1976

For the second time in his short
career the O.D. was saddled with a na-

tional holiday; Bastille day. However
after an attempt to produce a spirited

rendering of the Marsaillaise had failed

miserably all thought of any further
celebration was dropped.
The main object of the day therefore,

despite the number of sick campers in

the infirmary, was to snap up qualifica-

tions into our achievement envelopes. It

was perhaps the Kieve Yacht Club that

was to have the most success in pushing
campers through the rigorous tests. Out
of South Glenayr, who sailed all morn-
ing, Chris Bell, John Jennings, Brian

Johnson, Philip Moore, Charlie Newton,
Richard Russell, Thorne Sparkman,
Ricky Talbot and Ted Thayer all got

their Crew. In the afternoon Clint

Johnson and John Erdman were added
to the list while Henry Klingeman and
Doug Bailey got their Skipper and Joe
Dowling and George Phipps achieved
the distinction of being awarded their

Commodore. The tennis courts came a

close second in the success story. Dan
Bliss got his White, Black and Blue rac-

kets. Donny Kennedy, Lee Eppel,
Henry Klingeman and Richard Blow got

Blue Rackets. Sut Sutphin got his Black

while Tom Blum, Roger Normand and
Thorne Sparkman their White. In the

darkroom Charlie Newton, Rupert
Thompson, Patrick Gilligan and Chris

Hallowell received Yashicas while Lee
Eppel got his Roloflex. Under the in-

struction of Dr. Shippen Bright, en-

vironmental studies awards in the

Novice and Red Tree class were
awarded to Richard Blow and Tim
Kunhardt respectively. To cap this re-

cord breaking qualification story. North
Glenayr, all gained their Red Cross
Water Safety qualifications.

The evening activity was a song re-

hearsal for the play. Chris Bensley takes

over as O.D. "Whatever happened to

prayer and flag Chris?" Welcome back.

Old Bunker Hill!

PETER WICKSTEAD
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THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1976

O.D. woke up to clouds and yuk and
contemplated the pros and cons of an

8:30 breakfast. But Altitude Lou said

sunshine so 8:00 was the time for break-

fast. Shippen lectured us at breakfast on
the effects of Potassium Permanganate
on the auditory systems of Counselors

and why everyone should be quiet.

Morning activities brought on a slew of

qualifications: Photo; R. Russell - Yas-

chica and C. Newton - Yaschica. Ar-
chery; R. Colloredo-Mansfeld and R.

Bassette both with White Rackets. Sail-

ing; K. Lund and C. Peters - Crews and
G. Harris and P. Stabler with Skippers.

Riflery; T. Kahrl, J. Brennan and R.

Wills got Marksman and D. Russell,

Marksman 1st Class, while T. Scriggins

and J. Wynn achieved Pro-Marksman.
Tennis; P. Creighton and T. Kunhardt -

White, J. Clark and C. Richardson -

Blue and G. Thornton a White, Black

and Blue Racket. In shop D. McClennen
got his Apprentice and the following got

their Water Safety Qualifications; J.

Brennan, P. Gilligan, J. Hebb, F. Kaul,

C. Newhall, D. Russell, R. Wilgis, N.

Davis, D. Harris, T. Kahrl, H. Klinge-

man, J. O'Leary, T. Scriggins, R. Wills.

I would say that it was a fairly suc-

cessful morning. Swim was optional and
only P. Kasarda braved the cold waters.

Lunch, then a play rehearsal during rest

period. Afternoon activities brought on
another plethora of qualifications: Sail-

ing - C. Johnson, J. Erdman, S. von
Oehsen, J. Nichols all got their Skipper.

Nature - D. Harris, G. Harris, P. Gilli-

gan and J. Renneisen all achieved their

Novice and R. Jennings, R. Normand,
T. Blum, R. Wilgis, P. Gilligan, J.
Erdman and R. Collorado-Mansfeld re-

ceived their Black Rackets, R. Wilgis

and G. Harris, Blue, and R. Russell his

White. Shop gave an Apprenticeship to

L. Eppel, D. Hawkes and B. Lockhart; a

Carpenter rating went to S. Shuster and

J. Dowling. In Photo - T. Kunhardt and

J. Hebb received a Yashica. Down at the

waterfront P. Kasarda, D. Bailey, T.

Fearey, J. Clark and C. Newhall re-

ceived Beginner Swimmers. Advanced
Beginner went to P. Kasarda, D. Bailev,

T. Fearey, J. Clark, T. Wilke, B.

Rossmassler and Intermediate to D.

Bailey, T. Fearey, C. Davis and C.

Johnson.
Now that writers cramp has settled

into these old bones I might as well tell

you about the 145th annual Kieve Photo

Contest.

Miscellaneous

1st K. Kennelly

2nd L. Eppel
3rd J. Nichols

Double Exposure

1st T. Kunhardt
2nd C. Bell

3rd L. Eppel

Portrait

1st C. Bell

2nd J. Nichols

3rd D. Bailey

Action

1st L. Allen

2nd A. Marrus
3rd D. Bliss

Imaginative

1st T. Blum
2nd D. Bailey

3rd L. Eppel and D. McClennen

Landscape

1st R. Thompson
2nd L. Eppel
3rd S. Shuster

Play rehearsal finished off one of the

most productive days in the history of

Kieve (78 qualifications), well done bovs!

FRANK RUTAN

FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1976

The final regular day in camp for the

first session before the parents arrived

was a very busy and rewarding one. All

the full session boys had left for rela-

tives or for the Kings' property in Man-
chester, Mass. 1 his allowed the first ses-

sion boys to really accomplish a lot.

In the morning, David Harris, Jon
Clark, Andrew McClennen, Craig
D'Alessandro, Ross Bassette and Gar-
diner Harris all earned their Pro-

Marksman while Andv Hawkes. Charlie
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Nevvhall, Todd D'Alessandro, John
Wynn, Ted Thayer and Tom Stewart all

earned their • Marksman. At Tennis;
Karl Lund, Brian Johnson and John
Jennings got their Blue Racquets,
Stewart von Oehsen, and Ken Kennelly,

their White and Clint Johnson earned
both his Black and Blue. Other qualifi-

cations - Rick Wills, his White Arrow,
Lee Eppel, his Hassalblad and Rudi Col-

loredo and Ned Hallowell, their Novices

in Nature.

Following lunch and short rest period

more qualifications: Drummer Hawkes
sailed to. his Commodore and Andrew
Sidamon-Eristoff got his Crew; At Ten-
nis, Richard Blow, Doug Bailey, Gar-
diner Harris and Jon Erdman ac-

complished Red Racquets and Philip

Moore and Andy Hawkes earned Black

Racquets; Chris Hallowell got his Assis-

tant Carpenter and Dan Bliss his Rollof-

lex.

A refreshing swim, play rehearsal (a-

gain) and then down to Westcott Point

for Hamburgers Ala Rutan, Rogers and
Linker. Did you get yours just right,

Jeff?

After a disorganized clean-up and
announcement period, we all proceeded
up to an early flag and then we proces-

sed by cabins down to Kistler Point for a

final campfne and talk about the history

and significance of Kieve and those
people involved with it. As darkness de-

scended upon us, we lit candles and re-

turned to the top of the hill along the

torch-lit path for our closing Kieve Song
and Cheer. It was a very good first ses-

sion, but it ended too soon!

BOB LINKER

SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1976

The sinking spell that accompanied
the dark skies and light showers was
greatly lessened by optimistic weather
reports. And sure enough the OD was

able to see his shadow just before noon,

but was somewhat shaken when Ellie

tripped over it. The flag was then
raised. Meanwhile the preparational

frenzy was reaching its climax. Cabins

were finally pronounced excellent, and
we had a short activity period during
which many swimming qualifications

were earned.

The Bath Bridge notwithstanding, pa-

rents arrived for a joyful early after-

noon reunion. The watersports events,

family activities, coketails, a delicious

dinner at Harriet House, THE play,

and cabin parties rounded out a busy,

happy day.

Watersports Program
1. South Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle — 1.

Johnson, 2. Bell, 3. Jennings

2. South Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle — 1.

J. Thornton, 2. Thayer, 3. Newton
3. South Glenayr rowboat race — I.

Moore, 2. Sparkman, 3. A. McClen-
nen

4. North Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle — 1.

D.'Alessandro, 2. Koudelis, 3. Loc-

khart

5. North Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle — I.

T. Thornton, 2. Wike, 3. Nichols

6. North Glenayr rowboat race — 1. N.

Hallowell, 2. Colloredo-Mansfeld, 3.

A. Hawkes
7. South Bunker Hill 50 yd. freestyle —

1. C. Hallowell, 2. Kunhardt, 3.

Normand
8. South Bunker Hill double canoe —

1. Marrus-Dowling, 2. Clark-

Creighton, 3. Blow-Davis

9. South Bunker Hill obstacle — I.

Richardson, 2. Thompson
10. North Bunker Hill 50 yd. freestyle

— I. Harris, 2. Phipps, 3. Lund
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11. North Bunker Hill rowboat race —
1. Reeves, 2. Allen, 3. Sidamon-
Eristoff

12. North Bunker Hill obstacle — 1.

Johnson, 2. von Oehsen
13. South Harris 50 yd. freestyle — 1.

Kaul, 2. O'Leary, 3. Brennan
14. South Harris double canoe — 1.

Klingeman-Newhall, 2. Harris-Wilgis,

3. Hebb-Wills

15. North Harris single canoe — 1. D.

McClennen, 2. Eppel, 3. Bailey

16. Old Bunker Hill single canoe — 1.

Stewart, 2. Thornton, 3. Wynn
17. War canoe race — 1. Bensley &:

North Glenayr, 2. Forbes &: South
Glenayr

18. Canoe pile-in — 1. North Bunker
Hill & North Harris, 2. South
Bunker Hill & South Harris

'Wo One Ever Told George Washington

To Brush His Teeth''

Director — Shippen Bright

Music — Nancy Kennedy
Scenery — John Seamans
Slides — Chris Bensley

Starring

Peter Wickstead as Alumni Log
George Phipps as Dick

Jamie Hebb as Nancy
Scenes created by the campers and

their head bunkhouse coinicilor:

1. Mt. Katahdin summit, July 4, 2176
— North Glenayr

2. Reunion in the Harris Zoo's Hoof
and Mouth Room — South Harris

3. Flag and Breakfast — South Glenayr
4. Inspection — North Bunker Hill

5. Trips — South Bunker Hill. Solos:

Tim Kunhardt, Peter Creighton
6. Pingree Girls and Laurabelle —

North Harris

7. Parents in car somewhere north of

the Bath bridge — J. Nichols, R. Col-

loredo

8. Watersports Cocktail Party — South
Harris

9. Choir — Everybody.

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, JULY 18, 1976

A perfect day for the last one of the

first session. Massive clean-up, pack-up
and confusion. Then a tranquil chapel

service, low key and moving. Jamey
Hebb, Chris Davis, and Peter Creighton
read well and Dick spoke about Kieve's

goals (to spread love and joy).

The awards ceremony as always
meant a lot; this year it meant even
more than before because each head
cabin counselor spoke about the indi-

vidual campers who had been in his

charge. Walter, Peter, Shippen, Sandy,

Schuyler, and Frank did a wonderful

Job.

A great last chicken lunch together

followed by a lot of bitter-sweet

farewells. Thirty minutes after the last

boy moved out the jays and the chip-

munks moved in.

See you next year!

DICK KENNEDY

TUESDAY, JULY 20, 1976

What an enjoyable day this was! The
atmosphere this morning was one of an-

ticipation of the arrival of the Second
Session campers. This morning found
the counsel and campers carrying
trunks to bunkhouses, bunk beds to

other cabins, old South Glenayr being

revived once again , to house the Old
Bunker Hill boys (I must say it looks

great!), and the place generally being
put into shape. We had one activity

period during the morning followed by

a relaxed general swim and lunch. Dur-
ing the morning Harold Engstrom
found time to receive his Crew qualifica-

tion in Sailing.

After lunch and rest period, the cam-
pers who were here elected to sail, play

tennis, do the ropes course, and swim.

Jay Phelps, a new camper, received his

White Racket this afternoon, and Jimmv
Stone received his Crew. After general

swim we began waiting for the bus
which started in Philadelphia this morn-
ing. Bob Linker called from Brunswick
shortly after six and the bus pulled in

just after seven. After the usual five mi-

nutes of chaos, the boys were sorted out

and stumbling down the hill with their

trunks toward the bunkhouses.
After dinner Bill McCook, Waller

Morris, and Frank Rutan entertained
the troops in Innisfree and Bob Linker
gave a welcoming talk to the new arri-
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vals. After the boys had gone to their

bunkhouses, the talk I heard as I went
around to say goodnight revolved
around which trips the boys were going
on, what time they had to get up for

breakfast, and how soon they could get

out in canoes. Second Session is under
way!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1976

The first morning of Kieve's second
session dawned cloudy and cool. After a

warming scrambled egg breakfast and a

walk-through inspection, camp settled

down to the organized chaos which
dominates opening days. The veterans

scattered in every direction while the

new boys spent the morning touring
camp with Henry Kennedy and Peter

Wickstead, and achieving the impossible,

the Island Swim. Among those who
braved the cold waters were Vaughnie
Clark, Charlie Crowley, Jon Davidson,
Chris Giles, Billy Hall, Serge Kasarda,
Chris Morrow, John Nichols, Jay Phelps,

Chris Scullin, Matthew Carroll, Geordie
McLaughlin, Benjie Morrill, Douger
Dockray, Billy Hompe, Dick Richardson,

Brook Smith, Andy Card, Chaffee
Cline, Franz Colloredo-Mansfeld, J-eff

Levy, Chapman Mayo, Dana Mayo,
Marty Murphy, Peter Richardson,
Roberto Cells, Joey Giles, Billy Meade,

Jay Mitchell, and Tommy Wilcox. After

lunch and a particularly serene rest

period, the afternoon was used to intro-

duce camp's many activities. Peter Mar-
garitis, after a 3 year struggle, managed
his Island Swim, ending many days of

discouraging practice and attempts.
Evening brought a wild game of Cap-
ture the Flag, starring Harold En-
gstrom. A brief dip to cool the bodies

and the tempers and then quietly to

bed.

WALTER MORRIS

THURSDAY, JULY 22, 1976

Sandy had the rain, but Shippy had
the sunshine, cause today was a beauty.

The cool temperatures and brilliant

sunshine told me that today was the day
for Aquattack. First, though, we had the

morning activities in which Briggs
Cherry, Bill Dohrmann, Peter Mar-
garitis, Doug Russell and Dana Morse
all received their crew, while Tom Blum
received his Hassalblad. Lunch time and
a short rest period all shook the build-

ing tension of what was to come. Sud-
denly the troops massed, rules read and
positions taken. Ames, Bright, and Til-

ney lead the Black forces against Buck,
Morris and Kennedy's force of Orange.
For two and a half hours Lake Damaris-
cotta became the scene of an intense

land and naval battle. Strategists worked
overtime as brain and muscle meshed
into keen commando forces. After all

was said and done, the Blacks ruled the

sea, but the Oranges dominated the

land game and the famous Kieve tie re-

sulted (Tilney and 1 refused to even
conjecture that "smoker man" Buck
could possibly beat our veteran Aquat-
tackers). Everyone was pooped, so for

evening activity we had some townball

for everyone, except for old Bunker
Hill who had a campfire with Shippy,

Wally, and Bucky since they were leav-

ing for Canada tomorrow. In all, a

healthy, active day. Night now.

SHIPPEN BRIGHT
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FRIDAY, JULY 23, 1976

An absolutely beautiful day — hot in

the sunshine and cool in the shade,
Camden Hills visible in the distance.

Patrick Gilligan and Dana Morse raised

the flag, and the OD assigned 22 table

boys. Homemade donuts for breakfast!

We bid farewell to the Canadian trip-

pers after duties — it's always a pleasure

to see Tench smile — and cheered them
onto one of those rare and unforgeta-

ble experiences.

Chap Mayo, Dana Mayo, Franz Col-

loredo, and Andy Card earned White
Racquets and Chaffee Cline swam the

Island in record time during morning
swim.

Afternoon activities were strictly out-

doors despite the entreaties of some
shop enthusiasts. Vaughn Clark got
started on his Nature Novice and lo-

cated several birds nests. Tim Lord and
Tony Fearey located something akin to

andromeda strain and hustled off to the

nature lab to test Uncle Shippen.
We welcomed Ted Walsh's family and

Mr. and Mrs. H. Francis deLone to din-

ner. Do you remember the delicious

blueberry cake with strawberry ice

cream topping?
The Senior Camp provided the even-

ing activity by hiding and awarding
points to the first ten campers who
found each of them. The height of op-
timism could be defined as Bill Morri-
son hiding in EricKeithStephen's fort

with two soft drinks, bug spray, and a

book — only to be found by ten cam-
pers within the first five minutes of the

game. South Bunker Hill won the com-
petition with a fine assist by North Har-
ris. David Mead is ahead by two in the
shirt competition.

BOB BISHOP

SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1976

Without even asking — everyone in

camp knew who was O.D. After all, it

was pouring rain and cold! I can just
picture Bob Linker reading the Farme-
r's Almanac and seeing that it would oe
rainy on Saturday, the 24th, so Buck
has to be O.D. As usual, a fearsome in-

spection was held after breakfast. Most

of the cabins were in good shape, so we
all sloshed up to Innisfree. By this time,

the rain slowed to a misty drizzle, so ac-

tivities were held without too much dif-

ficulty. Freddy Beigen took advantage
of the Photography facilities and got his

Yashica and Rolloflex qualifications in

one morning. Despite the rain, Harold
Engstrom got his Pro-Marksman in rif-

lery. After rest period the sun smiled
through at us, and an intense activities

period was held. Several people really

cooked, and got some qualifications.

Richard Coolidge got his Pro-
Marksman, Peter Richardson got his

White Arrow, "Cookies" Kaloust and
Jeff Levy got their Yashicas, and all this

time Peter Stabler and Charlie Reed
were shaping clay to get their Craftsman
in Pottery. Good job guys! At dinner
Laurabelle Morris got a big cake from
Betsy for her 15th birthday (isn't that

right, L-belle?) The evening activity was
a campfire in Innisfree. The Heffalump
paid us another rare visit, Schuyler read
a story, Charlie and Tim Lord took on
the challengers in the egg throw, and all

sorts of fun tricks were played on the

good-spirited volunteers.! After the
campfire died down we had a quick
flag, then to bed after a day filled with

strange Maine weather, but lots of fun!

Night now!
SANDY BUCK

SUNDAY, JULY 25, 1976

Our first Sunday together for the sec-

ond session was a beauty — cool and
clear as a bell. This was the best first

time inspection in my memory — North
Glenayr won. A pleasant chapel service

— good choir led by Chris Morrow and
Peter Richardson, Pat Gilligan and Brad
Thompson read well; and Bob Bishop
spoke with feeling about how we can
perceive of one another and C»od more
clearly. Chapel and lunch visitors: Mrs.
Robinson (the grandmother of John
Nichols, Paul Nidiols, and Bill Meade),
Ned Davis' mother; friends of the Ped-
ricks by the name of Ballantine. and
David Mead's family.

Many qualifications this afternoon —
Tennis: White and blue rackets for

Franz Colloredo-Mansfeld; he also got
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his Craftsman in pottery.

Riflery: Pro-marksman, for Doug
Dockery, Mark Dexter, and Bill Hompe.
Photography: Mike Bent, and Ricky
Kaloust got their Rolloflex, and Chris

Morrow his Yashica. Shop — Assistant

carpenter for Chris Peters. Ropes:
White pitons go to Neddy David, Fred
Begien, Doug Russell, Pat Gilligan,

Steve Shuster, and Tony Fearey.

After supper, the new movie projec-

tor broke down, so we had a bunch of

games. The day ended with prayer,
Kieve song and cheer.

DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, JULY 26, 1976

Today dawned bright and clear, an

unusual occurance for one of my OD
days this summer. Flag and breakfast

were noisy as everyone seemed excited

by the impending trips, and we passed

quickly through duties and Indian cir-

cle. Sailing was moderate before a light

wind; riflery was busy with frenzied ac-

tivity; archers shot with deadly aim in

the hot morning sun, and everyone
seemed anxious to finish up qualifica-

tions before heading to the wilderness.

As the dust settled during refreshing

morning swim, it became clear that this

would be a day chocked full of
achievements. Franz CoUoredo-
Mansfeld, Dana Mayo, Chaffee Cline,

Tom Blum, Geordie McLaughlin and
Matt Carroll had already earned their

Pro-Marksman and Chris Rawlings his

Marksman, while Tony Fearey, Brad
Thompson, Chris Rawlings, and Billy

Dohrmann had turned in Blue Rackets.

Tony had also swung his way to a Black

Racket, and Jeff Levy, and Brad had
gone on to achieve Red Rackets. Not to

be denied, Charlie Crowley had clicked

off a Yashica, and Harold Engstrom
had shot both his Black and Blue Ar-

rows. Plenty of tennis during free time,

a quick lunch (except for qualification

announcements!) and welcome rest

period ensued, then the troops hit the

hill again for free activities. Rifles

banged, arrows whizzed, ropes strained,

and at dinner another huge list of
achievements flowed out. Charlie Lord,

Chapman Mayo, and Charlie Reed had

notched White Arrows; Andy Card,
Chris Scullin, Jay Phelps, Peter
Richardsson, Sean McNulty, and John
Nichols had shot Pro-Marksman, while

Ken Hallows and David Coolidge zeroed
in on their Marksman; Tommy Kahrl
had earned a Novice in nature and Pat-

rick Gilligan his Red Tree. Finally, (I

saved this news for last because it con-

cerns riflery), Tom Blum and Chaffee
Cline became the third and fourth
members (respectively) of the Kieve
Pinwheel Bullseye Club by shooting out

the whole center of their targets! Any-
way, we all dragged ourselves down to

the waterfront for a refreshing general

swim before dinner and packing (poor

North Glenayr had to carry their canoes

all the way to the top of the hill — Fort

what?) Then flag, and to bed, with
dreams of the great trips to come. All in

all, a productive dav — Congrats to all!

SCHUYLER TILNEY

FIRST TRIPS
July 27 - July 30

SATURDAY, JULY 31, 1976

Rain almost all day, activities there-

fore were for the most part undercover.

Innisfree became the camp gym, where
crab football, bombardment and
Wicksball a new game patented by the

ever resourceful Schuyler Tilney, were
played at various stages during the day.

Despite the awful weather, Peter

Margaritis, Briggs Cherry and Billy

Dohrmann all got their Novice, David
Coolidge gained his White Arrow, Bill

Rossmassler was awarded his marksman
and Peter Margaritis received yet

another qualification in the shape of his

Craftsman.
The evening activity was Casino. The

sheiks, yobbos, and teddy boys, etc, all

speaking theoretically with a flawless

English accent, were carefully managed
by the senior campers with their inter-

rogation unit behind the stage.

Everyone earned a Hershey bar at the

end of a wet though worthwhile dav.

PETER WICKSTEAD
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 1, 1976

Yiick — a crummy Sunday — one of

the rare ones when we were forced in-

side for lunch.

A splendid inspection won by South

Bunker Hill. John Pedrick spoke simply

and effectively about learning and the

reason for it. He pointed out that

people differ from other living things in

that people have both reason and con-

science. The chapel choir seemed un-

usualh good — Douger Dockray and
Rick) Kaloust had the sweetest and
loudest voices. The chapel readers who
helped with the service were Chris
Sherrill and Jon Davidson. Inside ac-

tivities this afternoon and no swim;
games in Innisfree, games in the Lin-

coln Academy gym, followed by ice

cream cones, ancl T.V., fire, and home
baked cookies by Nanny at the Red
Farm House.
After supper, hide and seek; then

Dick read The Snow Goose in front of the

fireplace in Innisfree. Pra)ers, Kieve
song and cheer f inished of f the day with

a bright moon appearing.

DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, AUGUST 2, 1976

A beautiful sunrise greeted South
Harris as they groped their way up the

hill for a 5:30 breakfast. Some perisha-

bles later, it was off for the Moose
Ri\er. The regular day began with Jon
Daxidson and Charlie Crowley raising

the flag under long-awaited sunny skies.

Dining duties a tent city was erected in

front of Innisfree — a great place for

hide and seek in case you missed it.

Dick Richardsson and Tony Fearey
set the pace for the day with qualifica-

tions in photography and shop. The
white trim added to Innisfree by John
Seamans and Bob Weatherall contri-

butes much to the splendid appearance
of this fine building (and don't forget

the roof: well what do you choose if it's

between volunteer shingling and rest

period tennis?).

During rest period the senior campers
greeted their Nobleboro guests. Perish-

ables, perishables — who's got the
perishables? Everything did get to

Loud's Island at some point (even a new
senior camper, Dimitri).

The rifle range was not too popular
(Kieve jargon for very popular but you
must have the right inflection): John
Renneisen, Colin McNulty, Bill Hall,

and Brook Smith gained Pro-marksman;
Sean McNulty, and Chris Mayer
achieved Marksman.
North Harris returned from the

Moose River ^don't shave Tench, it

looks great) just before a mid-afternoon
squall passed over camp. No wetness on
the courts so Bill Hompe, Geoff Ed-
munds, and Billy Rossmassler completed
their Black Racquets. An imaginary
swim was popular at afternoon swim as

were sweaters and long pants for the

rest of the day — something happened
to the temperature.

We welcomed Judy Linker's mother
to a special boiled New England dinner.

South Glenayr and the little people is-

sued a town ball challenge to the rest of

camp and only went down to defeat by

a small margin in the fading twilight.

BOB BISHOP
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 3rd, 1976 THURSDAY, AUGUST 5, 1976

August 3rd is a record day! This
morning a record low of 45 degrees was
set. Just one year ago, a temperature of

103 degrees broke all records; but what

a beautiful morning it was!

Frank and Sandy set off for Rangeley

with South Bunker Hill. I understand
that there were rumors that they were
all going to eat steaks for dinner. No
one can say that Kieve kids and coun-

selors aren't rugged!

The weather brought out all of the

energies of the boys during the morn-
ing. Jeff Levy, Chris Scullin, Jay Phelps

all received their White Arrows. In

Tennis Charlie Reed won his Black and
Blue Rackets, in Riflery Mark Dexter
took his Marksman, and in Photography

Jay Phelps was awarded his Yashica and

Freddy Begien his Hassalblad.

After cheeseburgers for lunch, some
of the council went up on the roof to

shingle at the Red Farmhouse, others

loaded shingles in the truck and some
went off to tennis.

The afternoon brought in another
host of qualifications with Sean Sablos-

ky, Dana Mayo, and Peter Clough win-

ning their Crew rating in Sailing and
Franz Colloredo-Mansfeld and Billy

Roberts winning their Skipper. In Shop
Chris Mayer did his Apprenticeship, in

Photography Dick Richardsson and Billy

Rossmassler were awarded their Rollof-

lex, in Tennis Harold Engstrom
finished his White Racket, Billy Hompe
and Geoff Edmonds their Blue Rackets,

and Matt Carroll was awarded both his

Black and Blue Rackets. In Riflery

Chapman Mayo and Marty Murphy won
their Pro-Marksmen.
At dinner Dick Kennedy made claims

that the Red Sox are acting out a

modern-day "Miracle Play" while

Schuyler rebutted with some facts about

the Yankees. Evening Activity was a var-

iation on Capture the Counselor in

which each of five counselors who were
hidden (some a bit too well) had one
line of the first verse of the Kieve song.

When a camper had found each coun-

selor he returned to Innisfree with the

completed verse and won — what else

— a Hershey Bar!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

Sunny today, I must be gaining favor

with the big weatherman in the sky.

Flag and breakfast passed quickly, and
soon two of the remaining three cabins

in camp were off on their second trips.

Today was to be a novel day for North
Harris, for they were to have their full

run of the camp. Indian circle was short

and to the point: many left for riflery

while the others opted for photography
and canoeing. After a short, but pro-

ductive activity period, we assembled at

the top of the hill, and with Dick's

gracious permission, descended upon
the Mills for rope swinging and diving.

Peter Richardsson and Marty Murphy
were the star performers on the rope,

but Peter Clough and Chaffee Cline

took the honors on the diving board.

Several tricky tennis ball tricks were at-

tempted, but neigher Eliot or Jeff could

seem to hang onto the ball after it was
thrown to (at) them. Ah, well, it was
great fun and we returned dripping for

lunch. Rest hour ensued accordingly,

then sun bathing was "organized" be-

fore a huge game of "maul ball". Donny
was undeniably the star in this game,
but Franz's sharp passes, the Mayo
brothers' daring end runs, and Andy
Card's concern with not getting water

up his nose must not go without men-
tion. Aspirin and afternoon activities fol-

lowed before dinner, packing, a skinny

dip and so to bed.

SCHUYLER TILNEY

SECOND TRIPS
August 5 - August 7

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1976

Not for the first time this session did

the weather decide to be grotty for most
of the day. As only North Glenayr and
South Harris were in camp, a soccer

game against the senior campers was
run during the morning instead of the

usual activities.

At lunchtime. South Glenayr arrived

from Louds Island in the early after-

noon. South Bunker Hill came back
from their trip to the Rangeley region.

Afternoon activities were interrupted by

rain, so instead a huge game of bom-
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bardment was held, lasting from 4:00

until dinner time.

The evening activity was a splendid

Walt Disney production entitled

Bedknobs and Broomsticks.

PETER WICKSTEAD

SUNDAY, AUGUST 8, 1976

Our last regular Sunday dawned
cheerless, alas, but none had his spirit

daunted, and everything went beauti-

fully — lots of enthusiasm. Everybody
even got a hot shower.

A fine inspection won by South Har-

ris though all of their regular counselors

were out on trips.

Bob Linker spoke very well in chapel

about the importance of manners. He
used "please" and "thank you" to illus-

trate his point. Sean Sablosky and Char-

lie Lord read in chapel and the choir

was lead by Harold Engstrom and Tom
Blum.
Lunch was particularly good fun be-

cause Charlie Crowley's mother was a

surprise visitor, and we all celebrated

Eric Linker's birthday, and Peter Mar-
garitis!

Lots of accomplishments during the

afternoon: Riflery — Harold Engstrom
got his marksman. Football scores : Scul-

lins Sizzlers, 36 - Morse's Mice, 30. In

tennis, Peter Margaritis, Briggs Cherry,

and Billy Dohrmann got their red rac-

ket. Charlie Lord, Tim Lord, and Dicky

Russell got their Novice in Nature, while

Peter Margaritis and Ken Hallowes won
his apprenticeship. In Photography, Rol-

loflexes were awarded to Andy Morrow,
Peter Stabler, and Tony Fearey, while

David Coolidge got his Yashica. In

Ropes, Tom Blum received the Gold
Piton — the highest qualification!

After supper, Nancy ran her first play

rehearsal; then just before packing it in,

we attempted a re-run of the very funny
2nd reel of "Bedknobs and
Broomsticks".

Prayers, a rousing Kieve song, and
cheer sent all to bed looking forward to

a sunny Monday.
DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, AUGUST 9, 1976

It is just the O.D.'s luck to have to

run a day in the formative stages of a

Hurricane. Rain showers were prevalent

all day, so activities centered around the

cabins and Innisfree. Duties were light

and the first half of the morning was
spent practicing skits for the plays and
once that was completed, North Glenayr
and South Glenayr rallied up at the Red
Farm House for games and Boob Tube,
and a lesson on what councillors love to

do most. South Bunker Hill listened to

the stereo at Bill McCook's, while South
Harris had to survive David Mead 8c

Company down in the Infirmary. Lunch
was scheduled late so as to waste time,

and it was a wonderful conglomeration.

Rest period brought the wet return of
smiling Tench and his band of Suiciders

from Flagstaff Lake. South Harris and
South Bunker Hill played to the Lincoln

Academy Gym, through the kindness of
Mr. Dexter. North Glenayr and South
Glenayr played games at camp and did

some activities. Shop brought forth the

only qualifications of the day where R.

Russell got his Assistant Carpenter, and
M. Dexter and S. McNulty their Ap-
prenticeship, and B. Morrill pulled
through with both his apprenticeship

and Assistant Carpenter. Dinner
brought more rain, and evening activity

was a combination of play practice and
song. To bed, and batten down the

hatches for the storm. Pedrick and
North Harris arrived at 11:45 p.m.
Good night. . .

FRANK RUTAN
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1976

Hurricane Belle was scheduled to be

upon us by 9 AM this morning and ac-

tivities were scheduled late. Breakfast

and short duties were done in anticipa-

tion of what was to come. Indoor ac-

tivities kept the kids active. Winds blew

and rain fell as we waited for the

"mutha" Belle . . . and we waited . . .

and we waited . . . and waited! No Belle

— everyone was disappointed. John
Nichols received his Yashica while Char-

lie Crowley got his Rolloflex and Steve

Shuster received his Hasselblad. In

shop, John York and Bill Hall attained

their Apprenticeship rating. In pottery,

Mike Bent, Tim Lord received their

Craftsman and Ricky Kaloust, Tony
Green and Peter Stabler received their

Assistant Potter.

Evening activity heralded the first real

play practice and everyone did a super

job. Flag and off to bed with no more
worries of "trying to reason with Hur-
ricane season".

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11, 1976

The hurricane winds blew all of the

clouds and rain away, and left us with

an incredibly beautif ul, clear day.

After a short duties period, everyone

went right through activities period like

a chain saw I

All of North and South Glenayr re-

ceived their Water Safety badge down at

the Lake. At the wood shop. Bill, "my
little chipmunk" Rossmassler, got his

Apprenticeship. Meanwhile, "Woo-Woo"
Morrow got his Craftsman in pottery.

Afternoon activities proved profitable

for just about everyone! In ropes: Eliot

Heher, Clough, Richard Coolidge,

Bailey, and P. Richardsson got their

White Piton, and Neddy Davis and Pat

Gilligan got their Gold Pitons (or White
Mountain goat!) In riflery, Morse,
Franz, Kline, and Dohrmann received

their Marksman. Briggs Cherry and Bill

Dohrmann got Red stumps in Nature.

Peter Margaritis got his White Arrow.
And, finally, Geoff Edmonds got his

\'ashica, and Jeff Le\y got their RoUo-
flexes. Good job, men!

Apres grits, there was a brief song re-

hearsal, then a massive capture the flag

game. After such a full day, everyone
was ready for bed, so we trotted off to

the sack in preparation for another full

day of activities. Night now.

SANDY BUCK

THURSDAY, AUGUST 12, 1976

The combination of the beautiful day
and the energy of this group of campers
made today frantic. As always at this

point in the session, campers are going

wild to pack in as many qualifications as

possible before the awards are given on
Sunday. Campers were running from
photography to archery to sailing trying

to get qualifications in all of them virtu-

ally at the same time. As the list below

indicates, many of the boys were suc-

cessful at doing the impossible!

In Archery today Dick Richardsson
received his Black Arrow, and White
Arrows were received by "Nibbles"
Stone, Billy Roberts, Douger Dockray,

and Billy Hompe. In Sailing, Sean
McNulty, Mark Dexter, and Chaffee
Cline received their Crew and Harold
Engstrom and Billy Hompe received

their Skipper. In Nature, Peter

Richardsson, Jeff Levy, and Eliot Heher
received their Novice. Neddy Davis and
Patrick Gilligan were awarded the high-

est prize in Nature today by finishing

their work for the Distinguished Nature
Award. Good work, boys! They both re-

ceived their Blue Trees earlier in the

day. In Tennis Gary OTeary won his

Red Racket, Jay Phelps and Jon David-

son both received their Black and Blue

Rackets, Chris Scullin won his White,

Black, and Blue Rackets, and Chris

Morrow and Colin McNulty won their

White Rackets. In Riflery, Peter

Richardsson, John York, Dana Mayo,
Charlie Reed, and Tom Scriggins all re-

ceived their Marksman awards. In Shop,

both "Nibbles" and Charlie Reed were
awarded their Apprenticeship rating. In

Photography, Richard Coolidge and
Billy Hompe received their Yashica,

Billy Roberts his Rolloflex, and Dick

Richardsson tiis Hasselblad. After a

great deal of hard work, Tom Blum and

Freddy Begien were awarded the Kieve
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Photographer which is extremely dif-

ficult to achieve — congratulations!

In Ropes, Nibbles Stone, Tony
Fearey, Dana Mayo, Benjie Morrill,

Chris Sherrill, Billy Hall, Mike Nelson,

Tony Green, and Richard Russell all re-

ceived their White Piton.

Because of the heat the Waterfront
was the place to be today and the fol-

lowing boys splashed their ways to qual-

ifications. Mike Bent, David Coolidge,

Charlie Lord, Timmy Lord, Benjie
Morrill, Andy Morrow, Gary O'Leary,
Chris Sherrill, Brian Bailey, Briggs
Cherry, Billy Dohrmann, Peter Mar-
garitis, Dana Morse, Chris Rawlings,
Brad Thompson, and John York all re-

ceived their Water Safety rating. Also in

Swimming, Chris Giles, Steve Shuster,

Brook Smith, and Marty Murphy re-

ceived Intermediate and Ken Hallows,

David Coolidge, Andy Morrow, Gary
O'Leary, Geoff Edmunds, Brian Bailey,

Briggs Cherry, Billy Dohrmann,
Tommy Kahrl, Dana Morse, Chris Rawl-
ings, John York, and Peter Clough all

received Swimmer.
The above list attests to the business

of the day. After a play rehearsal this

evening the boys are off to bed to plan

another rigorous day for the council. As
they say Down East, "today were a good
'un."

JOHN R. PEDRICK

FRIDAY, AUGUST 13, 1976

Our last regular day in camp before
our parents' arrival dawned cloudy and
threatening but by now we are used to it

and plunged into heavy duties and ac-

tivities with much enthusiasm. Arrow
hunts, torch placing, campfire building,

log stacking, general clean-up and so-

loist rehearsal for the play took up the

first hour after breakfast.

During the day, Billy Hall earned his

Skipper, Charlie Crowley got his Crew
and Tom Willcox swam his Island.
Many others received qualifications but
somehow the record sheet was used to

start the campfire at Westcott Point.

Smooth move. Bob! The rain held off
so we could have our cookout and the

hamburgers never tasted better —
everyone had more than enough. At the

cookout the alligator received its name
— Allagash Alligator!

We then proceeded back up to an
early flag and a reading by Bob from
the 1931 Kieve brochure. It is nice to

see how little things have changed. A si-

lent procession down to Kisder Point for

a final campfire and nice words by Dick
and a surprise gift to each member of
the staff — a key holder with the Kieve

Seal (we thank you, Dick).

Then a candlelight procession to the

top of the hill for a nice rendition of the

Kieve Song and Cheer. Off to bed to

distant thunder and lightning and then

a heavy downpour to put us to sleep.

Tomorrow our parents come!

BOB LINKER

SATURDAY, AUGUST 14, 1976

Billy Hall and Jon Davidson raised

the flag, and we all rejoiced that the
skies were promising — it never did
rain, but it was \ery humid. Very heavy
duties — hea\y, that is on the clean-up
aspect so that the camp would be in-

spection clean for our manv guests (well

over two hundred expected). Tennis
tournanicnis were completed during
morning aclixities: the match between
Peter Margaritis and Brad Thompson
was parlicularlv good because Peter
pla\ed hard and well even though he
lost. The ritlerv range fairh crackled
with (jualif ications going to eight Ixn s,

John Nichols and Sean McNultv shoot-

ing Marksman Tirsl Class. Well done.
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Mark Dexter — he achieved his Skipper

after much hard work.

Watersports Results

1. South Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1.

Giles, 2. Davidson, 3. Kasarda
2. South Glenayr rowboat race: 1. Hall,

2. Phelps, 3. Clark

3. South Glenayr freestyle: 1. Mchulty,
2. Reed, 3. Morrow

4. North Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1.

Carroll, 2. Mayer, 3. Hallows

5. North Glenayr rowboat race: 1. Eng-
strom, 2. Dexter, 3. McNulty

6. North Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1.

McLaughlin, 2. Sablosky

7. South Bunker Hill 50 yd. freestyle:

1. O'Leary, 2. Stabler, 3. Blum
8. South Bunker Hill obstacle: tie be-

tween Fearey and Green
9. South Bunker Hill double canoe: 1.

T. Lord-Morrow, 2. Coolidge-
Kaloust, 3. C. Lord-Shuster

10. North Bunker Hill 50 yd. freestyle:

1. Stone, 2. Roberts, 3. Begien

11. North Bunker Hill obstacle: 1. Re-

nneisen, 2. Peters

12. North Bunker Hill double canoe: 1.

Coolidge-Nelson, 2. Richardson-
Jackson, 3. Dockray-Hompe

13. South Harris 50 yd. freestyle: 1.

Rawlings, 2. Margaritis, 3. Gilligan

14. South Harris double canoe:
1. Cherry-Bailey, 2. Davis-

Dohrmann, 3. York-Thompson
15. North Harris 50 yd. freestyle: 1.

Clough, 2. D. Mayo, 3. Richardsson

16. North Harris double canoe: 1.

Levy-Heher, 2. Card-Murphy, 3. C.

Mayo-Cline
17. Canadian Trip double canoe: tie be-

tween Russell-Giles & Shenton-
Gardiner, 3. Hunter-Lickdyke

18. War Canoe Race: 1. Tench Forbes

&: South Bunker Hill, 2. Chris
Bensley & North Bunker Hill

19. Canoe pile-in: South Glenayr &
South Harris - 16, North Glenayr &
North Harris - 14

After lots of family activities and
coke/cocktails at Harriet House, a delic-

ious dinner and coffee, the trumpets
sounded for "No One Ever Told
George Washington to Brush His

Teeth". The play starred everybody (in-

cluding a very appreciative audience)

and chiefly John Seamans's sets. Ship-

pen's patience, Peter Wickstead's good
humor and improvisation, timeless

music played by Nancy, introducdon by
Gary OTeary, solos by Steve Shuster,

Tony Fearey, Mike Bent, Paul Nichols,

Harold Engstrom, Tom Blum, Tony
Green, andrd as Dick and Nancy, Chris

Rawlings and John York as Every-
parents, and North Harris's kitchen
scene were delightful. The day ended
with marvelous song and dance by
Kieve-76's fabulous head bunkhouse
councilors — Goodbye Kiddies. A great

day for all of us!

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, AUGUST 15, 1976

Early rising . . . breakfast standing up
. . . packing and duties . . . chapel set up
inside . . . canoes and rowboats to the

top of the hill . . . trunks and duffels up
as torrents of rain came down . . . the

path between the Glenayrs looks like a

waterfall . . . cars lodade . . . chapel and
awards . . . barbecue luncheon, bees, \

and goodbyes . . . Kieve 1976 draws to a

close . . . tomorrow the bears, squirrels

and chipmunks take over . . . Kieve
1976 — we thank you!

DR. vonHEEDON
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